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A study of model parameters for scaling up word to sen-
tence similarity tasks in distributional semantics
Dmitrijs Milajevs
Abstract
Representation of sentences that captures semantics is an essential part of natural language
processing systems, such as information retrieval or machine translation. The representation
of a sentence is commonly built by combining the representations of the words that the sen-
tence consists of. Similarity between words is widely used as a proxy to evaluate semantic
representations. Word similarity models are well-studied and are shown to positively corre-
late with human similarity judgements.
Current evaluation of models of sentential similarity builds on the results obtained in lexical
experiments. The main focus is how the lexical representations are used, rather than what
they should be. It is often assumed that the optimal representations for word similarity are
also optimal for sentence similarity. This work discards this assumption and systematically
looks for lexical representations that are optimal for similarity measurement between sen-
tences.
We find that the best representation for word similarity is not always the best for sentence
similarity and vice versa. The best models in word similarity tasks perform best with additive
composition. However, the best result on compositional tasks is achieved with Kronecker-
based composition. There are representations that are equally good in both tasks when used
with multiplicative composition.
The systematic study of the parameters of similarity models reveals that the more informa-
tion lexical representations contain, the more attention should be paid to noise. In particu-
lar, the word vectors in models with the feature size at the magnitude of the vocabulary size
should be sparse, but if a small number of context features is used then the vectors should be
dense.
Given the right lexical representations, compositional operators achieve state-of-the-art per-
formance, improving over models that use neural-word embeddings. To avoid overfitting, ei-
ther several test datasets should be used or parameter selection should be based on parame-
ters’ average behaviours.
Submitted for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy
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Computers require specially designed programming languages to be con-trolled, despite the fact that computers play a crucial role in our lives. Ide-ally, the interaction with a computer should not be different from the in-teraction with a human. Computational linguistics is one of the fields thataddresses this problem.
Computers need to understand human language in order to be controlled by people in a ca-
sual manner. However, different tasks require various levels of language understanding. For
instance, even if one does not recognise or know the language of a piece of text in Figure 1.1a,
one can tell that there are 39 words and that there is only one sentence. One can even argue
that this is a piece of poetry and the first line is its title, basing the argument on the shape of
the text.
The conclusions above require neither the complete understanding of the language nor the
meaning of the text. The knowledge of the format that poems are written in and that texts—at
least in some languages—consist of words separated by a space is enough. Moreover, knowing
the letter distribution across all human languages, or having a list of words in them, onewould
conclude that the text is in Latvian. These conclusions can be gathered without knowing what
the text is about and are currently successfully implemented by computers.
On the other hand, a task that asks for a list of associations—an essay or a painting inspired
by a piece of text—demands a much better understanding of the text that requires a deeper
knowledge of the language and greater familiarity with the culture. Luckily, nowadays these
kinds of tasks are not expected to be completed by computers in day-to-day life because people
generally enjoy doing these things themselves.
However, it is reasonable to ask a computer the following questions regarding the text: a)What
is the text of Figure 1.1a about? b) What is the relationship between the texts in Figure 1.1a
and Figure 1.1b? c) Is the content similar or identical? d) Where did the meeting take place?




Un Vecrīgas šķērsielā, šaurā
kā vēstuļu kastītes sprauga,
kur troksnim un burzmai tik atbalss,
kur smaržo pēc darvas,
dzelzs un pēc āboliem pagrabos sausos,
es satiku jaunkundzi –
glītu un veiklu kā mēle,
kā spēlējot vijoles lociņš.
(a)
Барышня с собачкой
В Старой Риге, на улице поперечной, узкой,
как щель в почтовый ящик,
в который проникают только отголоски шума, гама,
где запах дёгтя, ржавчины и яблок в сухих подвалах,
я встретил барышню –
красива и ловка - она - язык,
смычок, играющий на скрипке.
(b)
Young Woman with a Dog
On a narrow side-street in Riga’s old quarter,
as though in a mailbox slot
where noise and hustle only echo,
and it smells of tar and steel
and apples kept in dry basements,
I met a young woman
attractive and active
as a tongue,
as a violin-bow playing.
(c)
Figure 1.1: Three pieces of written natural language. The text in Figure 1.1a is the beginning of the
poem “Jaunkundze ar sunīti” by Aleksandrs Čaks (1996), Figure 1.1b is a Russian translation by Lora
Trin (the text is available at http://grafomanam.net/works/ ), and Figure 1.1c is an English
translation by Inara Cedrins (2013).
Text summarisation, machine translation, information extraction and information retrieval
are branches of computational linguistics that providemethods for answering these questions.
The questions above have a general property: all of them are about a certain aspect of the
meaning of the text. Semantics is an area that studies meaning representation and thus, is
necessary to solve these tasks.
While it is not completely known howmeaning is represented in the humanmind, it is argued
that similarity between two events or objects is based on the way humans represent them
(Hahn 2014). Similarity judgements are easy to collect. Many similarity datasets exist that
serve as proxies for evaluation of computational models of meaning.
The distributional hypothesis of Harris (1954)—that semantically similar words tend to appear
in similar contexts—stands behind distributional models of meaning. In Figure 1.1c, the side-
street occurs with the words slot, noise, hustle and smells. Such a company of words starkly
contrasts with the words used to describe the woman: she is young, attractive and active.
Moreover, the descriptive, neighbouring words of the side-street bring images of other things
similar to it that are noisy and smell. At the same time, the descriptive terms of thewomanfire
in the mind attractive and active associations, making the difference between the side-street
and the woman even stronger.
Distributional models of word meaning (also known as lexical models of meaning) are based
on the co-occurrence statistics of words in a large collection of texts (Mikolov et al. 2013a;b;c,
Turney and Pantel 2010). The main challenge is to use the co-occurrence statistics efficiently.
Because, even though the word and appears in the neighbourhood of the word side-street in the
poem, it is much less descriptive of the properties of the street than the word slot. Nowadays,
lexical models are well-studied, and their estimates of the similarity between word pairs are
very close to human judgements for the same task (Baroni et al. 2014b, Halawi et al. 2012, Levy
et al. 2015).
The estimation of the similarity of multi-word expressions is currently an active research
topic. In comparison to the lexical models, where data are plentiful, the main challenge is
data sparsity. There are infinitely many multi-word expressions, and most of them appear
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only once in a corpus. Even if we take all the books on Earth and write down all the utterances
that were said, most of the sentences encountered would appear only once.
The dominant solution to the data sparsity problem is to build a compositional representation
of a multi-word expression; that is, the same way in which Lego pieces are assembled into
vehicles, buildings and many other types of objects. One advantage of such an approach is
that the methods for obtaining word representations can be reused. The bricks are there, the
question is how to assemble them together.
The compositional models come in many flavours. Mitchell and Lapata (2010) propose a
method that ignores the word order and any grammatical structure of an expression. Ba-
roni et al. (2014a), Coecke et al. (2010) investigate how the grammatical structure can be taken
into account. Several implementations of Coecke et al. (2010)’s theoretical proposal exist—see
the work of Fried et al. (2015), Grefenstette and Sadrzadeh (2011a;b), Kartsaklis and Sadrzadeh
(2014). Chapter 2 gives an overview of lexical representations, the methods of composition
and evaluation.
Until now, the main focus of the evaluation of compositional similarity models was the com-
positional operators. The word representations are usually taken such that they are good in
lexical tasks. The fact that there might be a dependency between the word representations
and the compositional methods is mostly overlooked. It is assumed that the findings based on
the lexical experiments also apply to the compositional models.
The goal of this thesis is to study the link between the lexical representations and themethods
of composition for similarity estimation. Once the optimal lexical parameters are identified for
all compositional operators, the operators can be compared in the most accurate way.
The goal is expressed in two research questions:
• What is the performance limit of distributional models of meaning?
• How do compositional operators and lexical representations affect one another?
To answer these questions, we perform a large-scale study of similarity models over several
parameters. The parameters are split into three kinds: the similarity measure, the weighting
scheme and the amount of information associated with every item.1
The similarity measure defines how similarity is computed given two representations. The
weighting scheme serves two roles. First, it distinguishes informative co-occurrence informa-
tion from uninformative. Second, the weighting scheme minimises the effect of noise in the
co-occurrence data. The amount of information for distributional modes is howmany distinct
words are considered to be valid, neighbouringwords. This usually varies from a few thousand
1Only a small class of distributional models is being studied, specifically countmodels (Baroni et al. 2014b) with
no dimensionality reduction. The count models are shown to be related to more sophisticated methods such as
word2vec (Levy et al. 2015, Mikolov et al. 2013a;b;c), making them more fruitful for initial research. Models based
on dimensionality reduction andword2vec bring not onlymore parameters increasing the total space of parameter
combinations to explore, but also require much more time and computational resources to be instantiated.
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most frequent words to the whole vocabulary. The description of model parameters is given
in Chapter 3.
Regarding the first research question, our systematic study of parameters reveals that the
performances of count-based distributional models are competitive with the current state-of-
the-art lexical similarity estimation methods and even outperform some of them in the com-
positional setting. Notably, we show an improvement over the predictive methods (Mikolov
et al. 2013a;b;c).
To answer the second research question, we extensively test compositional models to identify
the best lexical representations for composition (Chapters 6 and 7). We find that, indeed, there
is a link between compositional operators and lexical representations.
By taking into account the dependency between compositional operators and lexical repre-
sentations, we achieve state-of-the-art results with additive and multiplicative composition.
By reusing the best lexical representations with categorical compositional operators (Coecke
et al. 2010), we improve their performance. Moreover, we show that the optimal parameters to
measure the similarity between words (Chapter 4) are different from the optimal parameters
to measure similarity between phrases.
1.1 Structure of this thesis
Chapter 2A review of logical and distributionalmodels ofmeaning, description of the current
similarity datasets and an overview of the current state-of-the-art models.
Chapter 3 The methodology for robust selection of similarity models, description of used
model parameters and list of hypotheses.
Chapter 4 Experiments on the lexical datasets: SimLex-999 and MEN.
Chapter 5 Description of PhraseRel, a new phrase relevance dataset.
Chapter 6 Experiments on three phrasal datasets: GS11, KS14 and PhraseRel.
Chapter 7 Selection of the models based on all datasets and experiments with tensor-based
compositional methods.





2.1 The notion of similaritySimilarit is the degree of resemblance between two objects or events (Hahn2014). It plays a crucial role in psychological theories of knowledge and be-haviour, where similarity is used to explain such phenomena as classificationand conceptualisation (Hahn and Chater 1997, Markman and Gentner 1996,Medin et al. 1993, Tversky 1977, Tversky and Hutchinson 1986).
Fruit is a category because it is a practical generalisation. Fruits are sweet and generally are
desserts, so when one is presented with an unseen fruit, one can hypothesise that it is served
toward the end of a dinner.
Generalisations are extremely powerful in describing a language, as well. The verb runs re-
quires its subject to be singular. Verb, subject and singular are categories that are used to de-
scribe English grammar. When one encounters an unknown word and is told that it is a verb,
one will immediately have an idea about how to use it, assuming that it is used similarly to
other English verbs.
From a computational perspective, this motivates and guides the development of similarity
components that are embedded into automatic systems that dealwith natural language.
The information that the word carpet is similar in meaning to the wordmatmight be exploited
by a language model in estimating the probability of the sentence the cat sat on the carpet, even
if it did not occur in the corpus but the cat sat on the mat did (Bengio et al. 2006).
In Information Retrieval (IR), queries are expanded with related terms to increase the number
of retrieved relevant documents. For example, if a user issues the query lakes in Sweden, the
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system might add related words to the query such as lake, reservoir, river or even swim so that
documents that do not contain the word lakes are retrieved (Xu and Croft 1996).
A dependency parser might benefit from a generalisation about the part-of-speech tag of a
wordwhich did not occur in the training data, based on its occurrence pattern in a large corpus
of documents from the web (Andreas and Klein 2014, Hermann and Blunsom 2013).
A dialogue act tagging systemmight require classification of an utterance based on its role in a
dialogue, such as a question or an acknowledgement (Kalchbrenner and Blunsom 2013).
The examples show that similarity is a broad term that is task-dependent. An IR system needs
to identify semantically similar (lake, river) and related (lake, swim) terms. A dependency parser
benefits from the similarity ofword usage. A languagemodel exploits similarity inwordmean-
ing. A dialogue act tagging system relies on the similarity of the roles that the utterances play
in discourse.
A computational model that estimates similarity need not only take into account the differ-
ent flavours of the similarity relation, but also be able to measure similarity between pairs
of words, between pairs of phrases or even between whole sentences, utterances or docu-
ments.
2.2 Representation for similarity measurement
According to Hahn (2014), “similarity is an essentially psychological notion, based on the way
we represent objects, that is, the way they appear to us.” Since it is not yet known how objects
are represented in the human mind, the computational way of object representation for sim-
ilarity estimation has to be agreed upon. However, one needs to be extremely careful when
the object representation is decided, as it is unavoidably connected to the meaning of words in
isolation.
Frege discusses two conflicting principles ofmeaning (Janssen 2001). According to the principle
of compositionality, isolatedwordmeanings are the buildingblocks of sentencemeanings:
The meaning of a compound expression is a function of the meaning of its parts
and the syntactic rule by which they are combined. (Janssen 2001)
However, according to the principle of contextuality, the word meaning in isolation is not de-
fined:
Never ask for the meaning of a word in isolation, but only in the context of a sen-
tence. (Janssen 2001)
It is worth noting here that the measurement of similarity in isolation is also problematic
because the number of features an entity has is infinite, and it is easy to show that two entities
will always have an infinite number of common features, making the degree of resemblance
undefined (Goodman 1972, Hahn and Chater 1997). For example, the tree next to my house is
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similar to my house because both of them are less than one kilometre in height; both of them
are less than two kilometres in height; both of them are less than three kilometre in height;
and so on.
To make similarity measurements possible, they have to be measured under a given description
(Hahn 2014, Markman and Gentner 1996, Medin et al. 1993). Thus, similarity is always contex-
tualised. In other words, similarity emerges only when the possible properties are weighted.
In our example, the tree and the house are similar with respect to the colour: both of them are
green. The height properties and other irrelevant properties are assigned zeroweight, making
the number of non-zero feature values finite.
Frege’s principle of contextuality allows us to define the meaning of a word by identifying its
contribution to the meaning of a sentence. Firth’s (1957) famous quote that “you shall know
a word by the company it keeps,” suggests that the word meaning can bemodelled as the com-
bination of the meanings of its occurrences in sentences of a corpus. Note that this does not
provide the absolute word meaning, but only its meaning relative to the corpus. This assump-
tion is also supported by the distributional hypothesis of Harris (1954) that the differences of
occurrences of two words quantify the difference in their relative meaning, but do not neces-
sarily define the meaning.
Once the relative word meaning is accepted, compositionality can be used to obtain repre-
sentations of phrases and sentences (Baroni et al. 2014a, Coecke et al. 2010, Dowty et al. 1980,
Janssen 2016, Montague 1970).
We continue with an overview of the main ideas behind the word and phrase representations
for similarity measurement. It is later followed by the discussion of the common empirical
evaluation procedures and the strategies of obtaining reliable evaluation results.
2.3 Representation of words
In principle, we would like to capture the intuition that while John and Mary are distinct enti-
ties, they are rather similar to each other—because both of them are humans—and are dissim-
ilar to dog, pavement or idea. However, we start with the logical word meaning representation
that captures the fact that entities are distinct but does not provide the means to measure
similarity.
2.3.1 Logical representations for inference
Formal semantics provides the means to infer1 some piece of information from another. The
main studied relation is the entailment of sentences, for example, John swims in Åresjön entails
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John swims in a Swedish lake. To evaluate entailment, the sentences are converted to formulas.
The words correspond to symbols in formal logic.
The individual word Åresjön corresponds to the symbol Åresjön’, which is mapped to the actual
lake by the interpretation function I .
One-place properties are seen as sets of individuals, so I(Swedish1) is a set that contains
I(Åresjön1) and I(Väsman1), among many other Swedish entities.
Swim’ is a two-place predicate that is represented as a set that contains the pairs between
which the relation holds; so if John actually swims in Åresjön, then I(swim1) will contain the
pair (I(John1), I(Åresjön1)).
While such formalism is very powerful for entailment detection between sentences, similar-
ity measurement is problematic,2 because there is no relation between atomic symbols: we
only know that Åresjön and Väsman correspond to different entities in the universe, but know
nothing about the resemblance between their properties.
2.3.2 Distributional representations for similarity
Distributionalmethods provide away tomeasure the similarity betweenwords. The represen-
tations are produced by exploiting Harris’ (1954) intuition that similar words occur in similar
contexts.
philosophy book school
John 4 60 59
Mary 0 10 22
girl 0 19 93
boy 0 12 146
idea 10 47 39
Table 2.1: Word co-occurrence frequencies ex-
tracted from the BNC
A common approach is to construct a vec-
tor space in which the dimensions correspond
to contexts, which are usually other words
(Turney and Pantel 2010). The components
of the vector of a word can be calculated by
taking the frequency with which the word
co-occurred with the corresponding contexts
within a predefined window in a corpus of in-
terest. The similarity in meaning can be ex-
pressed via a suitable distance metric within
the space.
Table 2.1 shows five three-dimensional vectors for words Mary, John, girl, boy and idea. These
are target words. The words philosophy, book and school label vector space dimensions and are
referred to as context words. Table 2.1 represents the global co-occurrence statistics, giving the
name to the representations.
1Work on natural logic demonstrates that it is not necessary to convert to a logical representations, see, for
example, MacCartney and Manning (2007).
2Such property could be perfectly expressed in formal semantics, but it is not generally seen as part of the job
of formal semantics, also acquiring such properties is hard in comparison to the distributional methods.
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As the vector forMary is closer to girl than it is to boy in the vector space, we can say thatMary
shares more features with girl (and less with boy), thereforeMary is semantically more similar
to girl than to boy.
Mathematically, the similarity can be expressed using, for instance, the cosine of the angle
between two vectors:
cos(θ) =
#      »Mary ¨ #  »girl
|| #      »Mary|||| #  »girl||
=
(0 ˆ 0) + (10 ˆ 19) + (22 ˆ 93)?
02 + 102 + 222
?





#      »Mary ¨ #   »boy
|| #      »Mary|||| #   »boy||
=
(0 ˆ 0) + (10 ˆ 12) + (22 ˆ 146)?
02 + 102 + 222
?




where θ is the angle between the vectors of Mary and girl; and ϕ is the angle between the
vectors ofMary and boy.
In the current example of a naïve vector space, John is also closer to girl than to boy, which is
counter-intuitive. This might be because of the small number of dimensions used, the poor
selection of the context words, or the usage of raw co-occurrence numbers.
2.4 Representation of phrases and sentences
Both local and global distributional approaches have advantages over the formal approach in
their ability to capture lexical semantics and degrees of similarity. However, their success at
extending this to the sentence level, and to more complex semantic phenomena, depends on
their applicability within compositional models.
2.4.1 The principle of compositionality
Formal approaches to the semantics of natural language have built upon the classical idea of
compositionality which states that themeaning of a sentence is a function of its parts (Janssen
2001). Syntactic rules define how constituents are recursively combined to form other con-
stituents until thewhole sentence is covered. Translation rules define how semantic represen-
tations of the constituents are combined to get a semantic representation of the whole.
In compositional type-logical approaches, predicate-argument structures representing
phrases and sentences are built from their constituent parts by general operations such as
beta-reduction within the lambda calculus (Montague 1970): for example, given a semantic
representation of John as John1, loves as λy.λx.loves1(x, y) andMary asMary1, the semantic rep-
resentation of the sentence John loves Mary can be constructed as
λy.λx.loves1(x, y)(mary1)(john1) = loves1(john1,mary1)
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Figure 2.1: A syntactic tree for John lovesMary. The lexicon assigns categories to words: John is np, loves
is npzs/np and Mary is np. Backward and forward composition rules derive the syntactic tree.
Categorical grammars are widely used to obtain the syntactic structure of a sentence. Given a
set of basic categories ATOM, for example tn, s, npu, complex categories CATzCAT and CAT/CAT
can be constructed, where CAT is either an element of ATOM or a complex category. So the
category of a transitive verb is npzs/np. Intuitively, we want to express that to obtain a sen-
tence with a transitive verb there must be two noun phrases, one before and another after the
verb.
Parsing is done by composing categories together according to two rules:
1. Backward application: If α is a string of categoryA and β is a string of categoryAzB,
then αβ is of categoryB.
2. Forward application: If α is a string of category A and β is a string of category B/A,
then βα is of categoryB.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the parse tree for John lovesMary obtained using the category composition
rules.
The last step is to map syntactic categories with semantic terms. Again, there are base types
(e for entities and t for sentences) and complex types of the form (a Ñ b) where a and b are




type(A/B) = (type(B) Ñ type(A))
type(BzA) = (type(B) Ñ type(A))
Syntactic backward and forward application corresponds to functional application. Figure 2.2
shows the final parse tree.
Given a suitable pairing between a syntactic grammar, semantic representations and corre-
sponding general combinatory operators, this can produce structured sentential represen-
tations with a broad coverage and good generalisability (Bos 2008). This logical approach is
extremely powerful because it can capture complex aspects of meaning such as quantifiers
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s : loves1(john1,mary1)
npzs : λ x.loves1(x, mary1)
np : mary1
Mary




Figure 2.2: The final parse tree
and their interactions (Copestake et al. 2005), and enables inference using well studied and
developed logical methods (Bos and Gabsdil 2000).
2.4.2 Compositional distributional semantics
Methods based on the distributional hypothesis have been recently applied to many tasks, but
mostly at the word level, for instance, word sense disambiguation (Zhitomirsky-Geffet and
Dagan 2009) and lexical substitution (Thater et al. 2010). They exploit the notion of similarity
which correlates with the angle between word vectors (Turney and Pantel 2010).
Compositional distributional semantics goes beyond word level and models the meaning of
phrases or sentences based on their parts. Mitchell and Lapata (2008) perform composition
of word vectors using vector addition andmultiplication operations. The limitation of this ap-
proach is the operator commutativity, which ignores the argument order, and thus the syntac-
tic/semantic function of the words (as a consequence for English, the word order is ignored).
As a result, John loves Mary andMary loves John get identical representations.
Notation
Before introducing the compositional operators, the used notation is explained here.
Vectors of words are written with an arrow, for example #      »mary = [0, 10, 22]. The arrow above
a word indicates that the representation of it is a vector. The vector values are either raw
co-occurrence counts obtained from a corpus, as in the examples below, or their quantified
counterparts.
Point-wise addition, written as +, and point-wise multiplication, written as d, are the two
basic compositional operators. As the output of these operators is a vector, the vector that
represents a sentence is written as the sentence itself with an arrow on top and the operator
used in the bottom right: for example, #                              »John loves Maryaddition and
#                              »John loves Marymultiplication for
addition and multiplication respectively.
Other operators require a verb to be represented as a matrix. The matrix can be obtained in
various ways, in this work two procedures are used.
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The Kronecker compositional operator (see below) uses the Kronecker product, written as b,
which is a generalization of the outer product:





a11B ¨ ¨ ¨ a1nB
... . . . ...






where A is amˆnmatrix and B is pˆqmatrix. In this work, vectors are used to produce verb
matrices, making the actual computation simpler (for the vectors #»a and #»b of lengthn):





a1b1 ¨ ¨ ¨ a1bn
... . . . ...






Verb matrices used by the Kronecker compositional operator are written as ĄVerb = #        »V erb b
#        »
V erb. The tilde indicates that it is a matrix that, in turn, is the Kronecker product of the verb
vector with itself.
As the output of the Kronecker compositional operator is a matrix, the representation
of a sentence obtained using it is written with a line instead of an arrow, for instance,
John loves MaryKronecker, the operator is identified in the bottom right.
The second kind of verbmatrices is written asV erb and obtained from a corpus by considering
the Kronecker products of the subject-object pairs that occur with the verb, see below.
Finally, T transposes a matrix. The transpose of the matrix A is written as AT and Aij =
ATji.
Compositional operators
Consider that John, Mary and loves are represented as vectors #    »john = [4, 60, 59], #      »mary =
[0, 10, 22] and #     »loves = [10, 100, 20], respectively. Then the vector of the sentence John loves
Mary using addition is:
#                              »John loves Maryaddition =
#    »john+ #      »loves+ #      »mary
= [4, 60, 59] + [10, 100, 20] + [0, 10, 22]
= [14, 170, 101]
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It is similar for multiplication, where element-wise multiplication is used instead of addi-
tion:
#                              »John loves Marymultiplication =
#    »john d #      »loves d #      »mary
= [4, 60, 59] d [10, 100, 20] d [0, 10, 22]
= [0, 60 000, 25 960]
To captureword order and the syntactic structure of a sentence, various approaches have been
proposed. Grefenstette and Sadrzadeh (2011a) use non-commutative linear algebra operators
as proposed in the theoretical work of Coecke et al. (2010). There, the functional applications
of semantic terms are replaced with tensors (Bourbaki 1998).
Kronecker (Grefenstette and Sadrzadeh 2011b) is a non-commutative operator. It represents
the verb of a phrase as a matrix and the subject and the object as vectors. The verb matrix
is defined as the Kronecker product—which gives the name to the compositional operator—of
the vector of a verb with itself:
ĄVerb = #     »Verb b #     »Verb (2.3)
The representation3 of a subject-verb-object phrase is computed as:
Sbj Verb Obj = ĄVerb d ( # »Sbj b #  »Obj) (2.4)
The derivation of the representation of John loves Mary using Kronecker is:
John loves MaryKronecker = Ąloves d (
#    »john b #      »mary)
= (
#     »loves b #     »loves) d ( #    »john b #      »mary)





100 1 000 200
1 000 10 000 2 000









0 600 1 320








0 40 000 17 600
0 6 000 000 2 640 000




For other non-commutative operators presented below, a transitive verb is represented by the





#»si b #»oi (2.5)
where #»si and #»oi are the subject-object pairs of the verb found in the source corpus.
3The operators that include Kronecker product produce matrices, not vectors, however computing similarity
between matrices is possible by collapsing the rows of the matrix into one dimension by concatenating them to-
gether.
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This encodes into the verb matrix all the contextual information of the subjects and objects
of the verb. The way it is constructed (by pairing subjects and objects of the verb) is the same
way a verb predicate is built in formal semantics, that is by pairing the subjects and objects.
But here, instead of packing the pairs into a set, one develops a matrix from them, at the same
time, each pair gets a real number value assigned to it.
To continue the example, imagine that the verb loves was seen three times in the corpus: John
loves Mary, Peter likes coffee andMary likes hiking. The matrix loves is computed as:




120 1 390 658
1 360 13 670 2 874




Relational compositional operator is defined as (Grefenstette and Sadrzadeh 2011a):
Verb d ( # »Sbj b #  »Obj) (2.6)
Informally, it identifies the interaction of the features of the subject and the object by the
Kronecker product # »Sbj b #  »Obj that are later filtered by verb using point-wise multiplication
(Grefenstette and Sadrzadeh 2011a). The filtering by verb is needed because the subject and
the object can belong to several relations.
In the example, the meaning is computed similarly to Kronecker, but a different verb matrix
is used:
John loves Maryrelational = loves d (





120 1 390 658
1 360 13 670 2 874









0 600 1 320








0 55 600 57 904
0 8 202 000 3 793 680




The categorical framework of Coecke et al. (2010) requires the meaning of a transitive verb to
be a tensor of third order (it must be a cube), but the relational method of Grefenstette and
Sadrzadeh (2011a) constructs verbmeanings as tensors of second order (they arematrices). To
apply the categorical framework, Kartsaklis et al. (2012) embed the second order verb matrix
into a third order space by a map σ : N2 Ñ N3. This map is one of the maps of the Frobenius
algebra over vector space N.
The Frobenius operation σ turns amatrix into a cube by filling the extra dimension of the cube
and gives some options on how themapping can be implemented. The operators copy-subject
and copy-object (Kartsaklis et al. 2012) implement this idea. The cube is formed using copy-
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subject (copy-object), when one applies cube contraction on it with the object (the subject)
and then matrix multiplication with the subject (the object).
Copy-object diagonally places the object dimension into a cube, producing a closed form-
formula:
# »Sbj d (Verb ˆ #  »Obj) (2.7)
where ˆ is matrix multiplication. The vector representation of John loves Mary using copy-
object is:
John loves Marycopy-object =
#    »john d (loves ˆ #      »mary)







120 1 390 658
1 360 13 670 2 874








= [4, 60, 59] d [28 376, 199 928, 57 912]
= [113 504, 11 995 680, 3 416 808]
Similarly, copy-subject diagonally places the subject dimension into a cube, producing a for-
mula:
#  »Obj d ( #     »VerbT ˆ # »Sbj) (2.8)
Again, in the example:
John loves Marycopy-subject = #      »mary d (loves
T ˆ #    »john)







120 1 360 390
1 390 13 670 3 930








= [0, 10, 22] d [105 090, 1 057 630, 224 986]
= [0, 10 576 300, 4 949 692]
The series of contraction andmultiplication simplifies to these closed forms, due to the special
shape of the cube (that is created by copy-subject or copy-object). Note that the closed-form
formulas do not include third order tensors.
Kartsaklis and Sadrzadeh (2014) observe that copy-object and copy-subject address a partial
interaction of the verb with its arguments and propose a family of three Frobenius operators
that combine copy-object and copy-subject together.
Frobenius addition uses addition to combine the results:
( # »Sbj d (Verb ˆ #  »Obj))+ ( #  »Obj d (VerbT ˆ # »Sbj)) (2.9)
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So the computation of John loves Mary is:
John loves MaryFrobenius add = John loves Marycopy-object + John loves Marycopy-subject
= [113 504, 11 995 680, 3 416 808] + [0, 10 576 300, 4 949 692]
= [113 504, 22 571 980, 8 366 500]
Element-wise vector multiplication is used by Frobenius multiplication:
( # »Sbj d (Verb ˆ #  »Obj)) d ( #  »Obj d (VerbT ˆ # »Sbj)) (2.10)
Similarly, the computation of John loves Mary becomes:
John loves MaryFrobenius mult = John loves Marycopy-object d John loves Marycopy-subject
= [113 504, 11 995 680, 3 416 808] d [0, 10 576 300, 4 949 692]
= [0, 126 869 910 384 000, 16 912 147 223 136]
Finally, Kronecker product is used in Frobenius outer:
( # »Sbj d (Verb ˆ #  »Obj)) b ( #  »Obj d (VerbT ˆ # »Sbj)) (2.11)
Making the computation of John loves Mary look like:
John loves MaryFrobenius outer = John loves Marycopy-object b John loves Marycopy-subject





0 1 200 452 355 200 56 1809 840 768
0 126 869 910 384 000 59 374 921 330 560




2.4.3 Similarity of heads in context
A noun phrase can be similar to a noun, as in female lion and lioness, and to other noun phrases
as in yellow car and cheap taxi. The same similarity principle can be applied to phrases as well
as to words. In this case, similarity is measured in context,4 and most methods of calculating
similarity of phrases still rely on comparisons of the phrases’ head words, whichmeanings are
modified by the arguments they appear with (Kintsch 2001).
Mitchell and Lapata (2008; 2010) use element-wise addition and multiplication to model argu-
ment interaction. Baroni and Zamparelli (2010) represent adjectives as matrices that modify
nouns (vectors) using matrix multiplication.
4 The similarity between the head words in the context of their phrases should not be confused with contex-
tualised similarity. The similarity between heads specifies what is being compared. Contextualised similarity is a
requirement on the similarity relation.
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Dinu and Lapata (2010) model word meaning as a distribution over senses; a context feature
(other word in the context) directly modulates word’s sense distribution using conditional
probability. Thater et al. (2011) contextualise vectors by assigning higher weight to features
that correspond or are distributionally similar to the context words.
With verbs, similarity in context can be applied to compare a transitive verb with an intransi-
tive verb. For example, cycle is similar to ride a bicycle. Here, we see that a bicycle disambiguates
the verb ridemaking the phrase similar to the verb cycle. The connection between measuring
similarity of a phrase and disambiguation has been noted in Kartsaklis et al. (2013).
Sentential similarity might be treated as the similarity of the heads in their contexts. That is,
the similarity between sees and notices in John seesMary and Johnnotices awoman. This approach
abstracts away the grammatical difference between the sentences and concentrates on their
semantics.
2.5 Evaluation
The difference in occurrence between two words quantifies the difference in their meaning
(Harris 1954) and there is a procedure to measure the difference in the meanings of two sen-
tences (Coecke et al. 2010). The final necessary part is the evaluation methodology to test this
approach.
Because it is difficult to perform extrinsic evaluation (also called evaluation in use) tomeasure
the performance of a similarity component in a pipeline of a complete natural language pro-
cessing system (for example, a dialog system), intrinsic datasets that focus on similarity are
popular among computational linguists.
Apart fromapragmatic attempt to alleviate the problems of evaluating similarity components,
these datasets serve as an empirical test of the hypotheses of Firth and Harris. They bring
together our understanding of the human mind, language and technology. The following sec-
tions introduce the main datasets used.
2.5.1 Word similarity
Rubenstein andGoodenough (1965) performed an empirical study on the relationship between
the similarity in word meaning and similarity of contexts they appear in. They build a list of
65 word pairs that range from highly synonymous to semantically unrelated.
To obtain the gold standard similarity judgements, the human subjects were given a shuffled
deck of cards. Each card contained a word pair from the list. They were asked to sort the cards
by similarity, so that the most similar items appeared in the top of the deck. In addition to
ranking, human subjects were asked to give similarity scores ranging from 4.0 to 0.0, where
the higher value indicates the higher similarity level.
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To test the Distributional hypothesis, 100 sentences for each distinctword in the list werewrit-
ten by 50 participants who did not provide similarity judgements to be used as the contexts.
The words from the list had to be used as nouns and the sentences had to be at least 10 words
long.
To estimate similarity, the overlap was calculated over tokens and types. The token condition
takes into account the appearance frequencies of context words, while the type condition only
considers the word types. So if the word table appeared 10 times as a context of a word of
interest, in the case of the token condition all 10 occurrences are considered, in the case of the
type condition only the fact that it appeared as a context is recorded.





whereN(AxBx) is the number of context words shared betweenA andB under condition x.
N(Ax) and N(Bx) are the number of context words under condition x for the words A and
B respectively.
They found that the more similar words in meaning are the more context they share for both
token and type conditions. Moreover, the relationship is strongest for the highly synonymous
pairs, namely the pairs with similarity greater than 3.0.
Tversky and Hutchinson (1986) studied the similarity relation from the psychological perspec-
tive. They analysed the similarity judgements between the entries by their geometric struc-
ture. The geometric approach represents the entries as points in a multidimensional space so
that the distance between them reflects similarity.
They examined 100 datasets to identify common geometric patterns in human similarity
judgements. The datasets contained entries that belonged to a single category such as verbs of
judging (Fillenbaum and Rapoport 1974) or animal terms (Henley 1969). The reason for category
oriented similarity studies is that “stimuli can only be compared in so far as they have already
been categorised as identical, alike, or equivalent at some higher level of abstraction” (Turner
et al. 1987).
They observed that if a category contains a superordinate, similarity judgements arrange cat-
egory members around it. For example, similarity judgements given by humans arrange fruit
names around the word fruit in such a way that it is their nearest neighbour, making fruit the
focal point of the category of fruits.
An important consequence is that high centrality values cannot be achieved in a spacewith di-
mensionality of two or three, because the dimensionality sets the upper bound on the number
of points that can share the nearest neighbour.
Finkelstein et al. (2002) proposed a context oriented information retrieval framework. The
idea that the meaning of the word jaguar is dependent on the context the search is performed.
It might be a car, if the query comes from an automotive website, or it mightmean an animal if
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Model WS353 MEN SimLex-999
Finkelstein et al. (2002) 0.55
Bruni et al. (2012) 0.75 0.76
Kiela and Clark (2014) 0.58 0.71
Baroni et al. (2014b)
Distributional model 0.62 0.72
Neural word embeddings 0.73 0.80
Hill et al. (2015)
Distributional model 0.42 0.44 0.19
Neural word embeddings 0.44 0.43 0.28
Levy et al. (2015)
Distributional model 0.75, 0.70 0.75 0.39
Neural word embeddings 0.79, 0.69 0.77 0.44
State of the art 0.81 0.80 0.76
Upper bound 0.84 0.78
Table 2.2: Model performance on various datasets. For Bruni et al. (2012) the model with the highest
average score is shown (TunedFL, Window20). Levy et al. (2015) report two results on WS353: on the
subset that contains similar items (the first number) and the subset that contains related items (the
second number). The state of the art are Halawi et al. (2012) for WS353, Baroni et al. (2014b) for MEN
and Recski et al. (2016), which is a not pure distributional model, for SimLex-999.
it comes from a website about nature. To evaluate their semantic component they developed
a dataset WS353 that consists of 353 diverse noun pairs along with their relatedness scores on
a scale from 0 (totally unrelated) to 10 (very much related or identical). The combination of a
vector-based method and a WordNet-based method achieved correlation of 0.55. The dataset
they proposed is widely used to evaluate algorithms that estimate semantic similarity.
Bruni et al. (2012) introduced theMEN dataset to test a multimodal semantic space (the model
used textual and visual features). The new dataset contains the words that appear in labels of
the ESP-Game5 and MIRFLICKR-1M6 image collections. Compared to WS353 it is sufficiently
large to be split to the development part (2 000 pairs) and to the test part (1 000 pairs) for eval-
uation. The dataset contain highly similar items (cathedral, church, 0.94) and also terms that
stand in a broader semantic relationship, such as whole-part (flower, petal, 0.92). The scores
are relatedness scores on a scale from 0.0 to 1.0.
The Spearman correlation of the judgements given by two authors of the paper for all 3 000
pairs is 0.68. The correlation with the average of their scores with the dataset scores is 0.84,
which can be taken as the upper bound. The best presented results are 0.75 forWS353 and 0.78
for MEN, note that two different models produce them.
Hill et al. (2015) presented SimLex-999, a gold standard resource for evaluating distributional
semantic models. In contrast to WS353 and MEN, it focuses on similarity rather than related-
ness. The words coffee and cup are related but not similar. The dataset consists of 666 noun-





human judgements. The average pairwise Spearman correlation between two participants is
0.67, however the average correlation of a human rater with the average of all other raters is
0.78.
They tested several models on WS353, MEN and WordSim-999. They showed that existing
models achieved lower correlation on SimLex-999 than on WS353 and MEN suggesting that
the new dataset required development of methods that are strictly focused on similarity. The
best reported results in that study are 0.44 on WS353, 0.48 on MEN and 0.28 on SimLex-999,
these are different models, but all of them are trained on the 150 million word RCV1 Corpus
(Lewis et al. 2004). Neural models trained on a larger corpus (Wikipedia) yield higher results
as shown by Levy et al. (2015) and Baroni et al. (2014b).
Table 2.2 presents the key models and the results they achieved on WS353, MEN and SimLex-
999.
2.5.2 Parameter selection for lexical models
The variance of results on word similarity tasks can be explained by the differences in algo-
rithms or by difference in model parameters, corpus used and other factors. For example,
Baroni et al. (2014b) uses a corpus of 2.8 billion tokens and outperforms Hill et al. (2015), who
uses a corpus of 0.15 billion tokens, on MEN by 0.28 points with a distributional model and by
0.37 with neural word embeddings.
Bullinaria and Levy (2007) presented a thorough study of parameters of distributional models.
They tested various vector space parameters and similarity measures.
Instead of raw co-occurrence counts they used the conditional probability of a context word
appearing close to a target word P (c|t). In addition to that, they used point-wise mutual in-





and positive PMI, which nullifies negative values, and
probability ratio P (c|t)
P (c) . They varied the vector space dimensionality from 1 to 100 000 dimen-
sions. Cosine, Euclidean and City Block geometric measures were used to estimate similarity.
They used the 87.9 million word British National Corpus (BNC) and performed an exhaustive
search across the parameter combinations.
A vector spacewith vector components computedwith positive PMI and cosine similaritymea-
sure performed best in their experiments. They also showed that performance depends on the
size of the corpus used: the larger the corpus, the better the results. The context window of
size one produced the best results. The model performance peaked when 1 000 dimensional
vector space was used and dropped as dimensionality increased afterwards.
Kiela and Clark (2014) performed a systematic study of distributional models on various
datasets includingWS353 andMEN. They confirmed findings of Bullinaria and Levy (2007) that
larger corpora lead to better performance. They suggested using ukWaC (2 billion tokens) over
the BNC with a small context window of size less than 5 from each side. Positive PMI was the
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best performed measure in combination with the correlation similarity measure, which is the
mean-adjusted cosine similarity. The dimensionality of 50 000 appeared to be optimal.
Kiela and Clark (2014) advocated incremental parameter tuning, reasoning that compositional
tasks need a vector space model that is good for lexical tasks. Practically, this means that
initially a good lexical model is identified and only then it is used to find a well performing
compositional operator. Bullinaria and Levy (2012) followed the same reasoning: first good
sparse models are identified, and then dimensionality reduction methods are compared to
find the best space with reduced dimensionality.
Lapesa and Evert (2013) argue against incremental tuning because it does not capture parame-
ter interaction. For example, a compositional operatormight benefit from a specificweighting
scheme, which is not necessarily the best in predicting word similarity. Their goal was to con-
trast rank-based prediction of semantic primingwith distance-based prediction. Because they
were introducing rank-based prediction, they could not reuse recommendations of parame-
ters that are derived from distance-based similarity experiments. In their study, they covered
a broad range of parameters of distributional models aiming at identification of parameter
configurations that achieve good performance in predicting semantic priming.
Theyused a linear regressionmodel to determine the importance of individual parameters and
their combinations. The parameters of a distributional model—such as the weighting scheme,
vector space dimensionality and similarity metric—were considered predictors of its perfor-
mance: the parameters of a distributional model were independent parameters of a linear
model and the performance of the distributional model was a dependent variable. Analysis of
variance was used to determine the most important parameters and their interactions.
They showed that a statistical association measures—such as t-score or z-score (Evert 2005)—
with the combination of ranked-based prediction yielded better results over cosine similarity.
Would they have performed only iterative tuning, they would test ranked-based prediction
only with the PMI weighting, which underperformed in their experiments.
In a successive study that included word similarity, Lapesa and Evert (2014) showed that the
combination of the similarity score together with the weighting scheme was the most impor-
tant parameter combination, supporting the findings of Bullinaria and Levy (2007) and Kiela
and Clark (2014), who suggested to use PMI together with cosine similarity.
Baroni et al. (2014b) and Levy et al. (2015) performed systematic parameter studies on distri-
butional and neural models. Levy et al. (2015) evaluated models on all three datasets (WS353,
MEN and SimLex-999, see Table 2.2). Notably, their best distributional model outperformed
the distributional models presented in Hill et al. (2015), Kiela and Clark (2014) and Baroni et al.
(2014b) and to the best of our knowledge is the state of the art of distributional models.
2.5.3 Statistical significance testing









Table 2.3: Minimal required difference for significance (MRDS) numbers for the datasets used in this
work. Values for SimLex-999 and MEN are taken from Rastogi et al. (2015). KS14, GS11 and PhraseRel
are described later in this work.
for significance testing motivated by the fact that the researchers do not report measures of
significance of the difference between the Spearman correlations. Their method is based on
finding a minimal required difference for significance (MRDS).
Consider two lists of ratings over the same dataset: A andB produced by two competingmod-
els together with a list of gold ratings T . Let rAT , rBT , and rAB be the Spearman correlations
between A:T , B:T and A:B respectively. Let r̂AT , r̂BT and r̂AB be their empirical estimates
and assume without loss of generality that r̂BT ą r̂AT .
The MDRS of a dataset σrp0 is defined such that it satisfies the following:
(rAB ă r) ^ (|r̂BT ´ r̂AT | ă σrp0 ñ pval ą p0 (2.12)
In the constraint above, pval is the probability of the test statistic under the null hypothesis
that rAT = rBT found using Staiger’s test (Steiger 1980).
The constraint ensures that the pvalue of the null hypothesis will be greater than p0 given that
the correlation between themethods is less than r and the difference between the correlations
of the competing models to the gold standard is less then σrp0 .
The value of r specifies the upper bound on the agreement of the ratings produced by the
competing models, for example r = 0.9.
The second part of the predicate ensures that the null hypothesis is more likely than p0 given
that the difference between the correlations of the models to the gold standard is less than
σrp0 .
Once a reasonable value of r is chosen (for example 0.9), σrp0 can be found following this pro-
cedure. Let stest be Staiger’s test predicate which satisfies the following (n being the size of
the dataset):
stest-p(r̂AT , r̂BT , rAB, p0, n) ñ pval ă p0 (2.13)
Now it is possible to search for σrp0 by solving:
σrp0 = mintσ|@0ăr1ă1 stest-p(r1,min(r1 + σ, 1), r, p0, n)u (2.14)
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The σ0.90.05 values for the lexical datasets and phrasal datasets (see next section and Chapter 5)
are listed in Table 2.3.
2.5.4 Disambiguation of verbs in context
The transitive verb disambiguation dataset (GS11) described in Grefenstette and Sadrzadeh
(2011a;b) consists of ambiguous transitive verbs together with their arguments, landmark
verbs (which identify one of the verb senses) and human judgements (which specify the sim-
ilarity to the landmarks of the disambiguated sense of the verb in the given context). This is
similar to the intransitive dataset described in Mitchell and Lapata (2008).
Consider the sentence system meets specification. Meets is an ambiguous transitive verb, and
system and specification are its arguments. Possible landmarks for meet are satisfy and visit. For
this sentence, the human judgements show that the disambiguated verb meaning is similar to
the landmark satisfy, and less similar to visit.
The task is to estimate the similarity of the sense of a verb in a context with a given land-
mark. To estimate similarity, the verb is composed with its arguments, it is done the same for
the landmark and the arguments, and the similarity of the two phrase vectors is computed.
To evaluate performance, the human judgements are averaged for the same verb, argument
and landmark entries, and these average values are used to calculate the correlation. Grefen-
stette and Sadrzadeh (2011b) achieve the correlation of 0.28 with the composition based on
Kronecker.
2.5.5 Sentence similarity
The transitive sentence similarity dataset (KS14) described in Kartsaklis and Sadrzadeh (2014),
Kartsaklis et al. (2013) consists of transitive sentence pairs and human similarity judgements.
The task is to estimate similarity between two sentences. The evaluation is the same as in
the disambiguation task (Section 2.5.4). They achieve the correlation of 0.41 with additive
composition.
2.5.6 Parameter selection for compositional models
In general, there is no systematic study of parameters of compositional models similar to lex-
ical studies discussed in Section 2.5.2. First of all, composition brings another type of param-
eters, so not only lexical representations have to be optimised, but also an optimal way of
composition has to be found.
Early compositional studies focused on the compositional operators, using lexical representa-
tions that are good for lexical tasks. Because parameters were selected iteratively, the fact that
one operator outperformed other could be due to the specificity of lexical representations.
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Nevertheless, experiments based on iterative parameter selection gave positive results, see,
for example, the papers that introduced the compositional datasets described above Grefen-
stette and Sadrzadeh (2011b), Kartsaklis et al. (2013).
Blacoe and Lapata (2012) is—to the best of our knowledge—the first paper that, apart from
identifying the best compositional operator, also explicitly contrasted two kinds of lexical rep-
resentations: shallow that are based on the co-occurrence of words and embeddings that are
learned by a neural language model (Bengio et al. 2006, Collobert and Weston 2008). They
concluded that shallow approaches are as good as their computationally more intensive coun-
terparts based on language models in phrase similarity and paraphrase detection tasks. They
also identified the importance of the combination of lexical representation and the composi-
tional method.
Milajevs et al. (2014), the work that set the ground for this thesis, also contrasts count and
predict (Baroni et al. 2014b) models in compositional setting. However, in contrast to Blacoe
and Lapata (2012) experiments, prediction-basedmodels showed robust performance yielding
better results on a number of tasks and were recommended for usage in compositional experi-
ments. The work consecutive to Milajevs et al. (2014) (consequently or coincidentally) focuses
on predictive lexical representations.
The CBOWmodel of local lexical representations (Mikolov et al. 2013a;b;c) implicitly assumes
additive interaction between context words to predict the target word. However, categorical
compositional operators (Section 2.4.2) make use of multiplication as a part of composition.









This change improved results of categorical compositionalmethods on the sentence similarity
dataset (Section 2.5.5), but not on the verb disambiguation task (Section 2.5.4).
In the categorical framework, the result of composition depends on how the tensors for transi-
tive verbs are constructed. Themost straightforward approach is to represent transitive verbs
as matrices (saving a dimension) as it is shown in (2.5) on page 26. However, the number of el-
ements in thesematrices is still high and equal to the square of the number of elements in vec-
tors for nouns. To copewith this problemvarious solutionswere tried: linear-regression of the
full tensors (Grefenstette et al. 2013), the combination of regression with a plausibility space
(Polajnar and Clark 2014) and low-rank tensor approximation (Fried et al. 2015). While these
methods not necessarily lead to the highest results, they considerably reduce the amount of
data associated with lexical entries.
Finally, Hashimoto and Tsuruoka (2015), Hashimoto et al. (2014) proposed a tensor factori-
sation method that directly models the interaction between predicates and their arguments.





It is common to evaluate word meaning representations and compositional models in a
pipeline, for example dialogue act tagging (Stolcke et al. 2000) or paraphrase detection (Dolan
and Brockett 2005). However, these datasets contain grammar which is currently in practice
not covered by categorical compositional method of Coecke et al. (2010).
Apart from handling a richer set of grammatical structures, the datasets contain a larger vo-
cabulary, meaning that there are, for instance, more verbs for which matrices are needed to
be build. Given an exhaustive experiments over a large number of parameter combinations it
was not feasible to conclude such a study.
2.6 Conclusion
Similarity is an important notion in psychological theories of knowledge and behaviour. It is
also useful in explaining language. Many NLP systems benefit from internal similarity com-
ponents. However the exact definition of similarity is task-dependent: an IR system needs to
know whether the words are related (for example, the verb swim is related to the noun lake),
language models benefit from semantic similarity (the noun lake is similar to the noun reser-
voir, but not to the verb swim), dialog systems need to know the similarity of utterances by the
role they play in discourse: Hi! and Good morning. are both greetings, for example.
Similarity measurement of words andmulti-word units is theoretically challenging. Goodman
(1972) argues that the similarity relation does not exist, because everything can be shown to
be similar to everything else. Medin et al. (1993) and Markman and Gentner (1996) response
that similarity has to be contextualised to be measured, that is, the features of interest need
to be defined before the measurement.
According to Harris (1954), the word meaning does not need to be obtained to measure sim-
ilarity, instead, the differences of occurrences of two words quantify the difference in their
meaning. In this way, the problems with representing meaning in isolation raised by Frege
are avoided, because word meaning is not constructed.
The principle of compositionality, that the representations of compounds are built from their
parts, is the hallmark of categorical compositional semantics (Coecke et al. 2010). It extends
the composition mechanism from formal semantics by replacing the symbolic representation
of atoms and relations with tensors of various orders.
In categorical grammars, the meaning of a phrase is obtained by applying backward and for-
ward application rules. Consider a phrase John walks. In this example, the string John is the
atom John1 of category np and type e, walks is the relation λx.walks1(x) of category npzs and
type (e Ñ t). During the phrase composition, the backward application rule is applied, so
the category of the whole string becomes s, its type is t which is either true or false and the
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meaning is computed by the evaluation of the formula walks1(John1), basically the atom John1
is applied to the formula λx.walks1(x).
Categorical compositional semantics replaces atomic symbols in formal semantics with vec-
tors (first-order tensors), and relations with higher-order tensors (so walks is represented by a
second-order tensor, which is a matrix). To obtain the representation of a compound, tensor
contraction is used instead of function application.
Word similarity (in the broadpsychological sense) has been studied extensively: manydatasets
were proposed that focus on relatedness and similarity (in the specific sense that lake is similar
to reservoir, but is not similar to swim). Several studies were carried out to identify the best
parameter choice for the models of similarity.
Iterative parameter tuning is widely used to find the best model parameters. However, it does
not take into account the interaction between the parameters of a similarity model. While
some influential interactions are well known (for example, the weighting scheme interacts
with the similarity score) and specific parameter choice is recommended (Positive PMI with
cosine similarity), studies that introduce new parameters should not rely on existing recom-
mendations, because an effective parameter combination might not be tested.
Phrase similarity has been studied much less than word similarity. Several datasets are pro-
posed that focus on different aspects of similarity (for example, its application in word sense
disambiguation within a context). Several compositional methods are developed. Other stud-
ied directions are the interaction of the lexical representations and compositionalmethod and
approximation of predicates to reduce the size of their representations.
However, the compositional methods were not evaluated in a systematic way to identify the
best parameters (for example, the co-occurrence weighting function among the others) and
rely on iterative tuning by taking as a starting point parameters that work best with words.
This might lead to biased evaluation.
This thesis addresses the gap between the evaluation methodology of lexical and composi-
tional similarity models. It is a systematic study of both words and phrasal similarity models.
It covers a broad selection of parameter combinations that have not been tested before, espe-
cially on the phrase similarity tasks. It uses several datasets and employs a model selection
methodology that is robust to overfitting.
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A methodology for robust
parameter selection
Experiments with distributional vector space models can be divided into twoclasses. One class aims to achieve the highest score on a single task, or even asingle dataset. Another class studies the behaviour of certain model parame-ters. The difference between the two classes can be expressed in the followingquestions:
• What parameter combination gives the highest result? Baroni et al. (2014b) is a repre-
sentative study of this kind.
• Does a newly proposed technique outperform existingmethods? For example, the study
of Lapesa and Evert (2013), which contrasts ranked-based semantic priming estimation
with distance-based.
The first question is applicable in a situation when conceptually different methods are com-
pared, for example, the “count” and “predict” methods in Baroni et al. (2014b) or when the
best performance score is required. The second question is applicable to a study of the dif-
ference in performance of parameters within a conceptual method, for instance, the compar-
ison of neighbour rank and distance measure in predicting semantic priming of Lapesa and
Evert (2013), where the goal is not to identify the best model, but to contrast parameter in-
stances.
The co-occurrence information can be used in different ways to build distributional models
of meaning (Turney and Pantel 2010). This has led to a series of systematic parameter studies
(Baroni et al. 2014b, Bullinaria and Levy 2007; 2012, Kiela and Clark 2014, Lapesa and Evert
2014, Levy et al. 2015). All of them explore numerous parameter combinations to report the
best scores and derive recommendations for the optimal parameter choice.
Lapesa and Evert (2014)make one step further in studying parameter behaviour by identifying
the most influential parameters and their two-way interactions with a linear model, which
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is fitted so that parameters of a vector space model predict the performance of the vector
space model on a task. It avoids iterative parameter tuning by testing all possible parameter
combinations, so that unknown parameter interactions are captured. They avoid overfitting1
and noise in the data by using a linear regression model.
The first goal of this work is to provide the representative performance measures of count-
based distributional models of meaning—so that they could be compared to other semantic
models. The second and themain goal is to study the general behaviour of vector space param-
eters and compositional operators—so that the compositional operators could be fairly com-
pared. The study is performed systematically using recently developed evaluation datasets for
lexical and phrasal similarity. We express the goal in two research questions that are related
to the categories of studies stated above.
• What is the performance limit of distributional models of meaning?
• How do compositional operators and lexical representations affect one another?
3.1 Strategies for avoiding overfitting
This work adopts the strategy of Lapesa and Evert (2014) to avoid overfitting and reduce noise
in parameter selection. Following them, we use several evaluation datasets one by one. In this
case, we are able to identify situations when a model behaves particularly well on one dataset,
but poorly on another, which is an example of overfitting.
In our case, overfitting (Dietterich 1995) might happen because a large number of models is
being compared. The models are instantiated on a large, but limited in size linguistic resource
and are evaluated on a limited number of datasets which are also limited in size. The goal is to
capture a general phenomena of similarity of words and phrases, where the resources serve
as proxies. Because a corpus is a sample of a language and the similarity datasets are samples
of similarities, they might introduce biases that do not exists in language. Some words might
be more similar according to the corpus, because it overrepresents a particular topic, also
some words might be more similar due to imperfect similarity dataset construction protocol.
Finally, random patterns might be introduced that taken into account might lead to higher
performance.
While the source corpus and evaluation datasets are fixed, to minimise a chance of picking an
overfitted model is to adopt evaluation procedure. The first action is to use several evaluation
datasets and test models not only on the same training dataset, but also on one that is distinct
from it. If the performance of a model dramatically drops, it is a sign of overfitting.
To be able to identify models that perform well on several datasets, we also test the models on
all datasets simultaneously by aggregating model performance scores. We do not aggregate
1“Overfitting occurs when classifiers make decisions based on accidental properties of the training set that will
lead to errors on the test set (or any new data)” Manning and Schuetze (1999).
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dataset entries by, for example, taking a union of all of the entries in them because the judge-
ments are on different scales and the participants were given different instructions.
The models are tested on two word similarity datasets: SimLex-999 (Hill et al. 2015) and MEN
(Bruni et al. 2014). These twodatasets are chosen because they are larger than other previously
used datasets. Batchkarov et al. (2016) argue that the score variance is strongly dependent on
the size of the evaluation dataset: the larger the dataset the more reliable experiment results
are. SimLex-999 consists of 999 word pairs andMEN consists of 3 000 word pairs, making them
the largest lexical datasets available to us. Other similar datasets are much smaller in size: 353
word pairs (Finkelstein et al. 2002) and 65 word pairs (Rubenstein and Goodenough 1965) for
example.
The three phrasal datasets that are employed in this study are KS14 (Kartsaklis and Sadrzadeh
2014), GS11 (Grefenstette and Sadrzadeh 2011a) and PhraseRel (Section 5). They consist of
phrases with controlled syntax (all of them are subject-verb-object phrases) and cover two
relationships between phrases: similarity and relevance.
We test themodels on the lexical datasets simultaneously to seewhether there aremodels that
performwell on both lexical datasets and thus avoid individual dataset characteristics that are
independent to the phenomena of interest (similarity, relatedness or relevance). Similarly, we
test the models on the phrasal datasets.
The scores on lexical and phrasal datasets are combined to identify a model that is universally
good in lexical and compositional tasks. The model selection procedure is performed in two
ways. First, we take the compositional operator into account, so we are able to recommend
models that perform well on lexical and phrasal datasets with addition, multiplication and
Kronecker (see Section 2.4.2 for the description of compositional operators). Finally, we ab-
stract over the compositional operator and seek a model that achieves competitive results in
both lexical and phrasal tasks with all operators.
We test the models on several datasets, transfer selected models to the unseen datasets and
performmodel selection on their combinations to avoid overfitting and obtain reliable model
performance measurements.
In addition to that, we also report the results of themodels that performed best in our exhaus-
tive evaluation of testing all possible parameter combinations. This allows us to see whether
overfitting actually happens, as we expect that during transfer the models with the highest
scores will degrade in performance to a greater extent than the models selected more conser-
vatively.
In the sections to follow, we discuss three parameter selection methods that we have ap-
plied.
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3.1.1 Best model
This parameter selection technique chooses the parameters that yield the best result. This
method is widely adopted. However, as previously discussed, it might be prone to overfit-
ting.
3.1.2 Cross-validation
Cross-validation (Ney et al. 1997) is a widely used model selection method where parameter
selection is based on the average performance of the training splits over several evaluation
runs. Cross-validation splits the datasets toN parts. ThenN runs are performed where each
part is used as a testing split and the rest is used as a training split such that the nth run will
use the nth part as a testing split. Training splits are used to tune parameters. The average
performance over theN testing splits is reported. Note that differentmodel parametersmight
be used across testing splits.
Even though cross-validation avoids overfitting, its performance results are not comparable
with the bestmodel selection because they are based on averages over the testing splits. More-
over, existing datasets are not made with such an evaluation in mind (Faruqui et al. 2016), and
there is no common agreement on how the datasets should be split to the training and testing
parts.
3.1.3 Heuristics
This parameter selection is based on the average performance of the models where some pa-
rameters are fixed.
We look for the averagemodel performance for every dimensionality (for lexical experiments)
or for every operator-dimensionality combination (for compositional experiments) and a pa-
rameter of interest. Knowing the average performances of the values of the parameter of inter-
est, we choose the value with the highest upper bound of the 0.95 confidence interval.
Because parameters influence model performance differently, the parameters are processed
in order of their ablation (Lapesa and Evert 2014). A parameter’s ablation is proportional to
the reduction of the adjusted R2 scores between a linear model that treats all parameters as
independent variables and a linear model that leaves out the parameter of interest from the
independent variables.
This method not only avoids overfitting but also yields evaluation results that are comparable




This section explains in detail the parameters that are explored in the experiments. The core
of the parameters are the parameters that modify the co-occurrence frequencies. The other




Most co-occurrence weighting schemes2 in distributional semantics are based on point-wise
mutual information (PMI, Equation 3.1, Church and Hanks (1989; 1990), Levy and Goldberg
(2014), Turney and Pantel (2010)).
PMI(x, y) = log P (x, y)
P (x)P (y)
(3.1)
PMI in its raw form is problematic: non-observed co-occurrences lead to infinite PMI values,
making it impossible to compute similarity. A common solution to this problem is to replace
all infinities with zeros, and we use PMI hereafter to refer to a weighting with this fix.
An alternative solution is to increment the probability ratio by 1, which also makes the
weighted values non-negative; we refer to weighting scheme as compressed PMI (CPMI):







Another issue with PMI is its bias towards rare events. Consider a context cr with very low
probability (it could be a rare context word, a tokenization error or a misspelled word). The
probability P (cr) will be much lower than for other contexts, and at the same time the PMI
values for that feature will be higher. It is the same for rare target words, which due to the
power-lawdistribution of tokens is pervasive. We refer to this issue as PMI’sAchilles heel.
Shifted PMI (neg)
Many approaches use only positive PMI values, as negative PMI values may not positively con-
tribute to model performance (Turney and Pantel 2010). This can be generalised to an addi-
tional cutoff parameter k (abbreviated as neg) following Levy et al. (2015), giving our third
PMI variant: shifted PMI or SPMI for short:
SPMIk = max(0, PMI(x, y) ´ log k) (3.3)
2We abbreviate this parameter as discr because the weighting scheme discriminates the features.
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We can apply the same idea to CPMI and obtain shifted compressed PMI or SCPMI:
SCPMIk = max(0, CPMI(x, y) ´ log 2k) (3.4)
Frequency weighting (freq)
One way of solving PMI’s bias toward rare events is to weight the value by the co-occurrence
frequency obtaining the local mutual information (LMI, Evert (2005)), for clarity we refer to LMI
as nPMI:
nPMI(x, y) = n(x, y) PMI(x, y) (3.5)
where n(x, y) is the number of times x was seen together with y. We refer to n-weighted
PMIs as nPMI, nSPMI, etc. When this weighting component is set to 1, it has no effect; we can
explicitly label it as 1PMI, 1SPMI, etc. In addition to the extreme 1 and n weightings, we also
experiment with the logn weighting. We refer to this parameter as freq.
Context distribution smoothing (cds)







where n(x) is the frequency of the term x, F is the set of the features in the co-occurrence
matrix and n(f) is the frequency of the feature in the corpus. We experiment with α = 1 (no
smoothing) and α = 0.75. We call this estimation method local context probability.
Recchia and Nulty (2017) investigate an optimal choice of α. They notice when α = 1 then
P1(x) highly correlates with the frequency of the term x, while when α = 0 then P0(x) = 1
and correlates inversely with the frequency of the term x. Moreover, smoothed PMI is closely




(Washtell and Markert 2009), which per-
forms much more poorly (Recchia and Nulty 2017).
They precede with hypothesising that α = 0.75 neither positively nor negatively correlates
with the with the word frequency. Their experiments show that the value of α = 0.77 that
minimises the absolute value of the measure’s correlation to the word frequency are not far
off from the values of α = 0.765 that maximises correlations to human judgements.







To systematically study the aforementioned quantification measures, together with other
variations, we propose to view all these measures as instances of this general formula:
Quantification(x, y) = freq(x, y) discr(x, y) (3.8)
which consists of two components: freq(x, y) which quantifies the co-occurrence of two
terms—a target term x and a feature term y; and discr(x, y) which quantifies the “surprise”
or “informativeness” of seeing (or not seeing) the two terms together, labeled as discrimina-
tiveness.
In this framework, PMI can be seen as a quantification measure where the frequency compo-
nent is the constant 1 and the discriminativeness is the PMI itself. SPMI, CPMI and SCPMI are
seen analogously. For nPMI, freq(x, y) = n(x, y) and discr(x, y) = PMI(x, y).
From the probabilistic point of view, under the independence assumption of two words occur-
ring together, nPMI can be interpreted as measuring the logarithm of the ratio of the prob-
abilities of groups of length n (the group that contains only pairs of (x, y)s and another one
that contains xs and ys):
n log P (x, y)
P (x)P (y)




From the geometric point of view, the transformation from 1PMI to nPMI changes the direc-
tions of vectors by pulling the vectors toward the dimensions for which n(x, y) is higher. As
a side effect, it also stretches the vectors.
From the linguistic perspective, 1PMI captures the tendency for a word to co-occur with an-
other word in general (captured by the direction of a vector), while nPMI captures the expec-
tation of seeing a particular co-occurrence in the source corpus. This is encoded in both the
direction and the length of a vector.
3.2.2 Other model parameters
The source corpus that we use is the concatenation of ukWaC andWackypedia (Ferraresi et al.
2008).3 Awindow of 5 neighbourwords from each side is used to collect co-occurrences.
Vector dimensionality (D)
As contextwordswe select the 1K, 2K, 3K, 5K, 10K, 20K, 30K, 40K and 50Kmost frequent lemma-
tised nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs in the source corpus. All context words are part-of-
speech tagged, butwe do not distinguish between refinedword types (e.g. intransitive vs. tran-
sitive versions of verbs).




Dimensionality D 1K, 2K, 3K, 5K, 10K, 20K, 30K, 40K, 50K
Discriminativeness discr PMI, CPMI, SPMI, SCPMI
Frequency weighting freq 1, n, logn
Shifting neg 0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 1, 1.4, 2, 5, 7
Context distribution smoothing cds global, 1, 0.75
Similarity Cosine, Correlation and Inner product
Window size 5 from both sides
Corpus Concatenation of ukWaC and Wackypedia
Table 3.1: Model parameters and their values used in the experiments. To our knowledge, values that
are in bold have not been used previously.
Similarity measure
To be able tomeasure the similarity of twowords, we need to be able to compare their vectors.4
A very high-level approach is to look at how two words agree on their features. If two-word
vectors tend to have approximately equal values for most of their components, then this is a
good indication of the similarity of the words they represent.
The cosine of the angle between two vectors is a widely used similarity measure in distribu-
tional semantics (Lapesa and Evert 2014, Turney and Pantel 2010).
cos(x⃗, y⃗) = x⃗ ¨ y⃗}x⃗}}y⃗} (3.10)
However, the inner product x⃗ ¨ y⃗ is preferred in information retrieval and current state-of-the-
art natural language processing systems (Levy et al. 2015, Mikolov et al. 2013b;c). The cosine
of the angle is the inner product of the normalised vectors (using EuclideanL2 length).
Normalisation reduces all vectors to unit length leaving their directions to characterise them.
Thus, remembering that vector length depends on overall frequency, linguistically we have
two measures: the cosine measure that is concerned with similarity, and inner product with
no normalisation which in addition to similarity also reflects word frequency and expectation
factors. If the vectors are normalised, then the inner product and the cosine measures are the
same.
An advantage of cosine in a lexical similarity task is that it does not depend on the word fre-
quency. Imagine a situation where the similarity of a frequent and a rare word is calculated, it
will be lower than the similarity between two frequent words. Then the similarity judgment
should not depend on the relative frequency of the words; instead, their tendency of agree-
ment on features should take the dominant role.
For example, nPMImakes “feature selections” byweighting PMI valueswith the co-occurrence
frequency, as discussed in Section 3.2.1. When cosine is applied, the stretching effect of nPMI




Method Linear algebraic formula Reference
Addition # »Sbj+ #     »Verb+ #  »Obj Mitchell and Lapata (2008)
Multiplication # »Sbj d #     »Verb d #  »Obj Mitchell and Lapata (2008)
Kronecker ĄVerb d ( # »Sbj b #  »Obj) Grefenstette and Sadrzadeh (2011b)
Relational Verb d ( # »Sbj b #  »Obj) Grefenstette and Sadrzadeh (2011a)
Copy-object # »Sbj d (Verb ˆ #  »Obj) Kartsaklis et al. (2012)
Copy-subject #  »Obj d (VerbT ˆ # »Sbj) Kartsaklis et al. (2012)
Frob. add. ( # »Sbj d (Verb ˆ #  »Obj))+ ( #  »Obj d (VerbT ˆ #  »Sbj)) Kartsaklis and Sadrzadeh (2014)
Frob. mult. ( # »Sbj d (Verb ˆ #  »Obj)) d ( #  »Obj d (VerbT ˆ # »Sbj)) Kartsaklis and Sadrzadeh (2014)
Frob. outer ( # »Sbj d (Verb ˆ #  »Obj)) b ( #  »Obj d (VerbT ˆ # »Sbj)) Kartsaklis and Sadrzadeh (2014)
Table 3.2: Compositional operators
is eliminated, but the rotational effect stays. On average, the rotational effect will be much
more significant for rare words, while frequent words are more likely to be stretched.
In addition to cosine and inner product, we use correlation (Kiela and Clark 2014) to measure
similarity:
correlation(x⃗, y⃗) = (x⃗ ´ x̄) ¨ (y⃗ ´ ȳ)}(x⃗ ´ x̄)}}(y⃗ ´ ȳ} (3.11)
where x̄ is the mean of the elements of x⃗ and ȳ is the mean of the elements of y⃗.
Compositional operator
For phrasal tasks, the phrase vectors are obtained via composition of the phrase constituents’
vectors using addition, multiplication (Mitchell and Lapata 2008; 2010), Kronecker (Grefen-
stette and Sadrzadeh 2011a) and tensor-based operators (Coecke et al. 2010, Grefenstette and
Sadrzadeh 2011a, Kartsaklis and Sadrzadeh 2014, Kartsaklis et al. 2012). Table 3.2 lists the op-
erators used in this study.
As a non-compositional baseline, we take the dummyoperator head, which ignores the subject
and the object of a phrase, causing the vector of a whole phrase to be equal to the vector of its
verb.
3.3 Hypotheses
To conduct the study, we introduce hypotheses that reflect the current state in the field of
distributional semantics and facilitate the answering of the research questions.
3.3.1 General
Hypothesis 1 (H1): Heuristics-based model selection avoids overfitting.
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We expect that models that are chosen using heuristics achieve better results on the datasets
they were not instantiated on than the best models.
Hypothesis 2 (H2): The relative difference between the score of the best model and the score of the
model selected using heuristics is less than 10%.
The optimal results reported in Lapesa and Evert (2014, Table 5) are within the 10% margin
(with an exception of the ESSLLI dataset, where the margin is 21%). We expect similar relative
differences in our results.
Hypothesis 3 (H3): High-dimensional models are more likely to perform better than their low-
dimensional counterparts.
As the vector space dimensionality increases, performance stabilises (Bullinaria and Levy 2012,
Kiela and Clark 2014, Lapesa and Evert 2014). We speculate that in a high-dimensional case the
difference between parameter choices matters less and thus higher results are reported more
often for high-dimensional spaces.
Hypothesis 4 (H4): There is a universal model that performs well on a broad range of tasks.
We are interested to see whether there is one parameter choice that performs competitively
on all tasks. The results of Lapesa and Evert (2014) show that there is a general model whose
performance is close to dataset- and task-specific models. We expect this to be the case also
for compositional models.
3.3.2 Parameter dependence on dimensionality
Hypothesis 5 (H5): The optimal parameter choice depends on dimensionality.
We expect that the co-occurrence counts of the most frequent pairs do not contain noise
(note that dimensions are ranked by the frequency of the corresponding features, so by de-
sign the low-dimensional vector spaces incorporate the most frequent features). The counts,
and therefore the probability estimates, of less frequent pairs are noisy and require a special
treatment to compensate for PMI’s Achilles heel when small co-occurrence counts lead to ex-
tremely high PMI values (Levy et al. 2015).
Hypothesis 6 (H6): N and logn frequency components are beneficial for high-dimensional spaces.
This is themost direct way of boosting high co-occurrence counts (Evert 2005). nPMI is shown
to be a good choice in lexical tasks (Bruni et al. 2012).
Hypothesis 7 (H7): Low-dimensional spaces do not need context distribution smoothing, while high-
dimensional spaces benefit from it.
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This is because the estimated probabilities of rare contexts are noisy. This smoothing is shown
successfully in high-dimensional count-basedmodels (Levy et al. 2015) andword2vec (Mikolov
et al. 2013a). However, these recommendations were not tested on low-dimensional vector
spaces, that are widely used by compositional models.
Hypothesis 8 (H8): Low-dimensional spaces benefit from being dense, while high-dimensional spaces
benefit from being sparse.
Sparsity is controlled by the shifting parameter k; lower k values make vectors denser.
Hypothesis 9 (H9): Cosine is an optimal similarity measure for low-dimensional spaces, while corre-
lation is for high-dimensional spaces.
Correlation is shown to be the best choice by Kiela and Clark (2014) while cosine is generally
perceived as the best similarity metric. It might be the case that the standardisation of vector
values by subtracting the mean is effective for high-dimensional spaces.
3.3.3 Lexical
Hypothesis 10 (H10): In lexical tasks, there should be little difference between PMI and its com-
pressed version CPMI.
The main effect of CPMI is to transform negative values into the positive range of (0; 1). One
of the reasons to avoid negative values is that they might be problematic for multiplication
during composition, as the sign of the result depends on the number of negative components.
However, as there is no composition involved in lexical tasks, the weighting schemes should
behave equally.
3.3.4 Compositional
Hypothesis 11 (H11): Models that perform well on lexical tasks also perform well on compositional
tasks.
If this is the case, then iterative tuningof parameters is justified. As an important consequence,
the studies that performevaluation of compositionalmodels donot need to explore all possible
parameter combinations.
Hypothesis 12 (H12): The best models for compositional tasks should take word order into account.
We expect that the word order sensitive models outperform the models that ignore word or-
der.
Hypothesis 13 (H13): Compositional methods that include addition perform best with either PMI or
SPMI, while methods that include multiplication should work best with CPMI or SCPMI.
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One of the reasons for this is the presence of negative values. For example, in the case of mul-
tiplication as a compositional operator, the sign of a vector component depends on the num-
ber of the corresponding negative components of the constituents. If the number of negative
values is odd, then the resulting value will be negative—this makes the difference between
0.001 and -0.001 significant. In the first case, the value means that the co-occurrence pair is
weakly associated. But in the second case, the value means that the co-occurrence is weakly
unassociated. This also applies to categorical operators where the signs of the result vector




This chapter describes experiments to discover optimal parameters for lexicalsimilarity, and the behavioural patterns of the parameters.1 Simlex-999(Hill et al. 2015) and MEN (Bruni et al. 2014) are the two datasets that areused for evaluation. They provide averaged values of similarity judgementsbetween pairs of words.
The experiment results and selected parameters are reported on the datasets individually.
Then, the model selection is performed on a combination of the two datasets. The results are
selected using threemethods: Max selection, where the best score is selected, cross-validation,
which separates model selection and score computation, and a selection based on heuristics,
here parameters are chosen by their influence.
The experiments show that while the best parameter selection depends on the dataset, there
is a global optimal parameter selection that is good on all datasets. In general, we find that
non-constant frequency component, context distribution smoothing and shifting should be
used for high-dimensional spaces to compensate for the noise that is introduced by a large
number of context features.
4.1 Experiments on SimLex-999 dataset
SimLex-999 is a dataset to evaluate lexical semantic models (Hill et al. 2015). It tests howwell a
model captures similarity between word pairs. The dataset implicitly distinguishes similarity
and relatedness, so related pairs such that coffee, cup are not considered to be similar in this
dataset. It consists of 666 noun-noun pairs, 222 verb-verb pairs and 111 adjective-adjective
pairs. The models are evaluated by computing the Spearman’s-ρ (the correlation of ranked
model predictions with ranked human judgements). Minimum required difference for signif-
1Much of the work in this chapter has appeared as Milajevs et al. (2016) at the ACL Student Workshop 2016.
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dimensionality SimLex999 freq discr cds neg similarity
1 000 0.369 1 spmi 1 0.2 inner_product
2 000 0.389 1 scpmi global 0.7 inner_product
3 000 0.376 1 spmi 0.75 0.2 inner_product
5 000 0.363 logn scpmi global 1.0 cos
10 000 0.371 logn scpmi 1 0.7 cos
20 000 0.381 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 cos
30 000 0.383 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 cos
40 000 0.384 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 cos
50 000 0.385 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 cos
Table 4.1: SimLex-999 Max selection. Correlation values that are not statistically significant from the
highest value of 0.389 are in bold. For SimLex-999, σ0.9
0.05
= 0.023making the values greater than 0.366
indistinguishable from the highest result.
icance (MRDS, Rastogi et al. (2015)) is used for statistical significance testing. For SimLex-999,
σ0.90.05 = 0.023.2
4.1.1 Max selection

















Figure 4.1: SimLex-999 results
Figure 4.1 illustrates the results based on
the best model selection and Table 4.1 shows
the results together with chosen parame-
ters. Note that maximum selection is identi-
cal with cross-validation: they pick the same
models.
In general, model performance increases as dimensionality increases. There is no statistically
significant difference between the scores with an exception of the 5 000 model, which under-
performs. The best result of 0.389 is achieved with a 2 000 dimensional space. Model perfor-
mance becomes stable for dimensions greater than 20 000, which suggests that rare context
features contribute very little to similarity estimation.
As we see later in Section 4.3.1 the best result is an example of overfitting. The 2 000 dimen-
sional model performs very well on SimLex-999 achieving the score of 0.389, but underper-
forms onMEN achieving the score of 0.660, while the model chosen using heuristics yields the
score of 0.724 on MEN (the difference is statistically significant). In addition, the model se-
lected by using heuristics is not statistically significantly different from the maximum result
for this dimensionality (0.728, Figure 4.8a).
For spaces with dimensionality less than 5 000, the frequency parameter set to 1 and the inner
product as the similarity measure yield the best results. Otherwise, cosine with lognSCPMI,
smoothing α = 0.75 and shifting k = 0.7 gives the best results. This supports our hypothe-
2The results are available at http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~dm /thesis/results_all.csv.
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dimensionality SimLex999 freq discr cds neg similarity
1 000 0.328 logn scpmi 1 0.7 correlation
2 000 0.346 logn scpmi 1 0.7 correlation
3 000 0.348 logn scpmi 1 0.7 correlation
5 000 0.353 logn scpmi 1 0.7 correlation
10 000 0.367 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 correlation
20 000 0.379 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 correlation
30 000 0.381 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 correlation
40 000 0.383 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 correlation
50 000 0.384 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 correlation
Table 4.2: SimLex-999 selection based on heuristics. The highest value is 0.384. The values that are
greater than 0.361 are indistinguishable from the highest score.
ses that high-dimensional spaces benefit from a non-constant frequency (H6), smoothing of
context distribution (H7) and the sparsity of vectors (H8).
4.1.2 Heuristics
Analysis of variance is used to obtain parameter influence. First, we fit a linear regression
model that takes into account all model parameters. The similarity score is a dependent vari-
able, while the parameters of a similarity model are independent variables. In addition to
individual parameter influence, we also consider their two-way interactions. The full linear







p ¨ p1 (4.1)
where P is the set of parameters, in our case P = tfreq, discr, cds, neg, similarityu.
The linearmodel achieves an adjustedR2 value of 0.867, indicating that the linearmodel is able
to predict the performance of a similarity model based on the parameters P quite well.
After fitting a model on the full set of parameters, we fit six “restricted” linear models, each







p ¨ p1 (4.2)
We computeR2 scores of the models that exclude a parameter. The difference of theR2 sore
of the full model and theR2 score of a restricted model is the partialR2 score of the excluded
parameter. Table 4.3 shows partial R2 scores for all the parameters. The most influential
parameters, in decreasing order, are similarity, freq and neg, the contribution of other pa-
rameters to model performance estimation is minimal.
To identify whether one parameter choice outperforms another, the mean performance of
both is estimated and the difference between them is compared. If the difference is less than
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Figure 4.2: SimLex-999 influence of the similarity measure, freq, neg and discr. For the values of
minimal required difference for significance (MRDS) refer to Table 2.3.








Table 4.3: SimLex-999 feature ablation
Figure 4.2a shows the average performance
of similarity measures. Correlation outper-
forms all other measures for all dimensions
and peaks at the dimensionality of 20 000,
as Table 4.2 shows. However, for D ă
10 000, the difference between correlation-
based and cosine-based similarity measures
is not statistically significant, while it is for
D ě 10 000. This supports H9 that corre-
lation performs well with high-dimensional
spaces.
The influence of freq, the second parame-
ter, is shown in Figure 4.2b. logn frequency outperforms other choices for all dimensions.
At 20 000 and more dimensions, logn statistically significantly outperforms 1. Also, logn’s
performance stabilises: variance decreases and the performance stays constant. Taking into
account that forD ă 20 000 the difference between 1 and logn is not statistically significant,
H6 is supported in this case as well, suggesting that for low-dimensional spaces the frequency
component is unnecessary.
The third parameter neg, with a value of 0.7, shows the best performance (Figure 4.2c), but 0.5
and 1 are statistically indistinguishable from it. With more than 3 000 dimensions, the differ-
ence between 0.7 and 1.4 is statistically insignificant. Similarly, 2 is not statistically different
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with more than 10 000 dimensions and 5 with more than 30 000 dimensions.
The performance of neg set to 7 increases as dimensionality increases, but the difference with
0.7 is statistically significant for all dimensions. We expect that with more dimensions, the
difference between 0.7 and 7 becomes statistically insignificant.
Models with neg set to 0.2 become statistically different with more than 30 000 dimen-
sions.
The score variance is much lower for high-dimensional spaces than for low-dimensional
spaces, so for high-dimensional more choice of neg are statistically indistinguishable from
the best choice of 0.7 This gives support to H3 that high-dimensional models are more likely
to outperform low-dimensional models.
Also, lower k values, which make vectors denser, lead to higher performance in low-
dimensional spaces, supporting H8 that expects low-dimensional models benefit from dense
vectors.















Figure 4.3: SimLex-999 influence of cds
Models that do not perform shifting (abbre-
viated as N/A in Figure 4.2c), peak at 20 000
dimensions and decrease afterwards with in-
creasing variance. With 10 000 dimensions
or more they are statistically different from
the best result.
There is no statistically significant difference
between SPMI and SCPMI performance with
a slight advantage to SCPMI (Figure 4.2d):
PMI value compression into the range of
(0; 1) is unnecessary for lexical tasks (H10).
Finally, models benefit from context distribution smoothing; spaces with less than 10 000
dimensions produce the best results with α = 1. For spaces with higher dimensionality,
α = 0.75 is the most advantageous (Figure 4.3). However, the difference between α = 1
and α = 0.75 is statistically insignificant. H7 (smoothing is beneficial for high-dimensional
spaces) is not supported.
4.1.3 Difference between Max selection and heuristics on SimLex-
999
As expected, manual, heuristic-based parameter selection is more homogeneous, as Table 4.2
shows. Both selection models agree on parameters for high-dimensional spaces (D ě
2 000), with an exception of similarity: Max selection prefers cosine, while manual prefers
correlation-based similarity measures. Because of this, manual selection does not pick the
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dimensionality men freq discr cds neg similarity
1 000 0.686 1 scpmi global 1.4 correlation
2 000 0.728 logn scpmi 1 0.7 cos
3 000 0.737 logn scpmi 1 0.7 cos
5 000 0.743 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 cos
10 000 0.753 logn scpmi 0.75 1.0 correlation
20 000 0.763 logn scpmi 0.75 1.0 correlation
30 000 0.765 logn scpmi 0.75 1.0 correlation
40 000 0.765 logn scpmi 0.75 1.0 correlation
50 000 0.765 logn scpmi 0.75 1.0 correlation
Table 4.4: MENMax selection. Correlation values that are not statistically significant from the highest
value of 0.765 are in bold. For MEN, σ0.9
0.05
= 0.013making the values greater than 0.752 indistinguish-
able from the highest result.
best result for the 2 000 dimensional model, but at 50 000 dimensions a model selected manu-
ally scores only 0.001 lower: 0.384 versus 0.385 as also seen on Figure 4.1.
The average relative difference between Max selection and heuristics is 0.039 (3.9%), which is
within the 10% margin set by H2. Moreover, statistically significant difference between the
results is only for the models with dimensionality of 1 000, 2 000 and 3 000.
4.2 Experiments on MEN dataset















Figure 4.4: MEN results
The MEN test collection consists of 3 000
word pairs judged for similarity (Bruni et al.
2014). In contrast to SimLex-999, the dataset
does not distinguish between similarity and
relatedness. As with SimLex-999, the mod-
els are evaluated by the Spearman’s-ρ corre-
lation. The minimum significant difference
for MEN σ0.90.05 = 0.013.
4.2.1 Max selection
Figure 4.4 shows the selection results. Again, cross-validation results are identical with Max
selection. Table 4.4 shows the results together with the selected models.
Model performancemonotonically increases as dimensionality increases. The highest score of
0.765 is achievedby 3 spaceswithD ě 30 000, lognSCPMI, smoothed context distribution (α =
0.75), shifted PMI values (k = 1) and the similarity measure based on correlation. Models
with the same parameter choice, but lower dimensionality (10 000 and 20 000) are statistically
indistinguishable from the highest scoring models.
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dimensionality men freq discr cds neg similarity
1 000 0.684 logn spmi global 2 correlation
2 000 0.721 logn spmi global 2 correlation
3 000 0.730 logn spmi global 2 correlation
5 000 0.735 logn spmi global 2 correlation
10 000 0.745 logn spmi global 2 correlation
20 000 0.757 logn spmi global 5 correlation
30 000 0.759 logn spmi global 5 correlation
40 000 0.759 logn spmi global 5 correlation
50 000 0.758 logn spmi global 5 correlation
Table 4.5: MEN selection based on heuristics. The highest value is 0.759. The values that are greater
than 0.746 are indistinguishable from the highest score.
In comparison with SimLex-999, models with “more extreme” parameters give better results
on MEN. For example, α = 0.75 is the best for models tested on SimLex-999 with dimen-
sionality starting with 20 000, while for models tested on MEN, this parameter choice is the
best starting with 5 000. Similar behaviour is observed for neg and similarity. For high-
dimensional spaces, the switch from SimLex-999 to MEN changes the best neg choice from 0.7
to 1 and similarity from cosine to correlation. Such a difference in parameter choices might
suggest the difference between relatedness and similarity, but it still supports H6, H7 andH8 that
frequency, context distribution smoothing and sparsity are important for high-dimensional










Table 4.6: MEN feature ablation
The linear model gives an adjusted R2 of
0.733, which is lower than on SimLex-999,
but is still high. Table 4.6 shows partial
R2 scores for the explored parameters. The
most influential parameter is neg, followed
by freq and similarity. This is different from
the case of SimLex-999, where the parame-
ter’s influence “order” is reversed.
The parameter neg, which controls sparsity, with k = 2 is preferable for spaces with dimen-
sionality less than 20 000. For spaces with more dimensions, k = 5 is more beneficial (Fig-
ure 4.5a). Models without shifting and with k set to 0.2, 0.5, 0.7 and 7 are statistically signif-
icantly different from the best choice for all dimensions. This replicates the suggestions of
Levy et al. (2015). We, however, expect that for spaces with more than 50 000 dimensions even
higher values should be preferred.
The choice of k = 1withD ě 3 000 is statistically indistinguishable from the best choice, k =
1.4 is statistically indistinguishable withD ě 20 000, k = 2 is statistically indistinguishable
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for 2 000 ď D ď 40 000 and k = 5 is statistically indistinguishable whenD ď 10 000.
The choice of k for MEN contrasts with the heuristics derived from SimLex-999, where the
neg values of 0.5, 0.7 and 1 are statistically indistinguishable from each other, but still com-
plies with H8: sparse high-dimensional spaces outperform their high-dimensional, but dense
counterparts. The performance of the models with less than 20 000 dimensions is statistically
different.
Regarding the frequency component, logn outperforms all other choices (Figure 4.5b). With
2 000 or more dimensions it is statistically significantly different from the constant frequency.
It is always statistically significantly different from the linear frequency. H6—that frequency
is needed for high-dimensional spaces—is once again confirmed.
Correlation is the preferred similarity measure (Figure 4.6a) it is statistically significantly dif-
ferent from both cosine and the inner product. This is, again, in line with the choice based on
SimLex-999. However, the gap between cosine and correlation similarities stays constant, with
an exception ofD = 1000, where the gap is smaller, giving a weak support to H9: correlation
performs best with high-dimensional spaces.

















Figure 4.7: MEN influence of cds
Overall, SPMI is the preferred discrimina-
tiveness (Figure 4.6b), however, it is closely
followed by CPMI (the statistically signifi-
cance difference for D ď 2 000) and SCPMI
(is statistically indistinguishable for 3 000 ď
D ď 10 000). This contrasts with SimLex-
999, where SCPMI is preferred. However, in
both cases, the difference between the two
choices is minimal. This is consistent with
H10 that lexical models do not need PMI
compression.
Global context probability gives on average higher results for MEN (Figure 4.7). For models
with 3 000 or more dimensions, local probabilities are statistically indistinguishable. For mod-
els with 2 000 ă D ă 20, 000, α = 0.75 is statistically indistinguishable as well.









































Figure 4.5: MEN influence of neg and freq
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Figure 4.6: MEN influence of similarity and discr
Note that SimLex-999 prefers context distribution smoothing (Figure 4.3). The difference in
performance between local context probabilities and global context probabilities decreases as
dimensionality increases, making a weak support of H7 that high-dimensional spaces benefit
from context distribution smoothing.
4.2.3 Difference betweenMax selection and heuristics onMEN
The two selection procedures agree on fewer parameters than the ones based on SimLex-
999. Both agree on discrimination (logn) and similarity score for spaces with dimensionality
greater than 10 000 (correlation).
While SCPMI is chosen byMax selection, SPMI is preferred by the selection based onheuristics,
however, the difference between the two isminimal, especially for 3 000 ď D ď 10 000, where
the difference is statistically in significant.
In contrast to the Max selection, which chooses the models with context distribution smooth-
ing, heuristics prefers models with global context probabilities. However, with 3 000 ă D ă
20 000, there is no statistically significant difference between cds values.
Also, heuristics picks models with higher shifting values k (2 and 5), in contrast to Max se-
lection, where 0.7 and 1 are chosen. Table 4.5 summarises the parameter selection based on
heuristics.
The average relative difference between Max selection and heuristics is 0.008 (0.8%), support-
ing H2: the difference between Max selection and heuristics is within the 10% margin. More-
over, the difference in scores between the two selections is statistically insignificant.
4.2.4 Difference between heuristics based on MEN and SimLex-
999
Heuristics based onMEN agree with ones based on SimLex-999 for two parameters: frequency
(logn) and similarity (correlation). The methods disagree on discr (SCPMI versus SPMI, re-
spectively). However, the difference is negligible, because the compression of PMI values
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(a) Transfer from SimLex-999 to MEN



















(b) Transfer from MEN to SimLex-999
Figure 4.8: Model transfer between lexical evaluation datasets
should not affect lexical similarity, aswe expect byH10. Context distribution (smoothed versus
global) and shifting parameter (higher values of k perform better on MEN) are other differ-
ences between the parameter selection based on the two datasets.
4.3 Transfer of selected models between datasets
We have identified parameters that lead to high correlation scores with human similarity
judgements. However, we did not check whether the chosen models overfit. By transferring
chosen models across datasets, that is taking parameters that are good on one dataset and
applying them on another dataset, we should see whether chosen models overfit.
4.3.1 From SimLex-999 to MEN
The models selected using heuristics based on the SimLex-999 dataset perform well on MEN:
for all dimensions, the selected models are statistically indistinguishable from the best pos-
sible score (Figure 4.8a). The average relative difference with the upper bound is 0.006, or
0.6%.
The Max-based selection is statistically indistinguishable the upper bound for models with
dimensionality greater than 5 000. The average relative difference with the upper bound is
0.039. The higher difference is due to overfitting of the low-dimensional models (D ă 5 000),
where the average relative difference is 0.09.
In this case, heuristic-based selection leads to better performance than the Max-based selec-
tion, supporting H1: Max selection does overfit.
4.3.2 From MEN to SimLex-999
Heuristics transferred fromMEN to SimLex-999 behave less efficiently, they do not always out-
performMax selection, though for high-dimensional spaces (5 0000 dimensions andmore) the
difference is statistically insignificant (Figure 4.8b). The average relative difference is 0.062,
which is ten times more than the transition from SimLex-999 to MEN.
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dimensionality SimLex999 men lexical freq discr cds neg similarity
1 000 0.347 0.682 0.892 1 spmi global 1.4 cos
2 000 0.361 0.722 0.936 logn scpmi global 1.0 cos
3 000 0.357 0.737 0.940 logn scpmi 1 0.7 cos
5 000 0.363 0.742 0.951 logn scpmi 1 0.7 cos
10 000 0.371 0.750 0.967 logn scpmi 1 0.7 cos
20 000 0.381 0.761 0.987 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 cos
30 000 0.383 0.762 0.991 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 cos
40 000 0.384 0.761 0.991 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 cos
50 000 0.385 0.760 0.992 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 cos
Table 4.7: Lexical (combined SimLex-999 and MEN) Max selection. For the individual dataset scores,
the scores in bold are indistinguishable from the highest score. For SimLex-999, the highest score is
0.385 and the scores above 0.362 are indistinguishable. For MEN, the highest score is 0.762 and the
scores above 0.749 are indistinguishable. The highest combined score is 0.992 and the scores above
0.954 are indistinguishable.
Neither Max selection picks the best possible results when transferred from MEN to SimLex-
999, the differencewith the best scores is statistically insignificantwith 3 000 andmore dimen-
sions.The average relative difference is lower than with heuristics: 0.042 versus 0.062. This is
similar to the transition in other direction.
Max-based selection leads to better performance than the heuristics for MEN, making a case
against H1: Max selection does not overfit.
4.4 Universal parameter selection for lexical
datasets
This section explores whether there are models that behave well across several datasets. It
serves two interests. First of all, both datasets measure similarity, so the underlying method
of estimating it ideally should not depend on the dataset. Secondly, by compromising between
the two datasets, overfitting should be avoided.





ˆ scoreSimLex´999(model)maxm scoreSimLex´999(m) +
1
2
ˆ scoreMEN(model)maxm scoreMEN(m) (4.3)
This is the simplest scoring methods. It treats the datasets equally by giving equal weights
to them, without giving any preferences. We normalise the scores to compensate for various
magnitudes of representative results between SimLex-999 and MEN.
The performance of the selected models on both datasets and the normalised average is
shown in Table 4.7 (Max selection) and Table 4.8 (selection based on heuristics) and in Fig-
ure 4.9.
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dimensionality SimLex999 men lexical freq discr cds neg similarity
1 000 0.334 0.681 0.875 logn scpmi global 1 correlation
2 000 0.349 0.718 0.918 logn scpmi global 1 correlation
3 000 0.350 0.726 0.924 logn scpmi global 1 correlation
5 000 0.353 0.733 0.933 logn scpmi global 1 correlation
10 000 0.362 0.743 0.951 logn scpmi global 1 correlation
20 000 0.367 0.759 0.968 logn scpmi global 2 correlation
30 000 0.372 0.761 0.976 logn scpmi global 2 correlation
40 000 0.373 0.760 0.977 logn scpmi global 2 correlation
50 000 0.376 0.759 0.980 logn scpmi global 2 correlation
Table 4.8: Lexical (combined SimLex-999 and MEN) selection based on heuristics. For the individual
dataset scores, the scores in bold are indistinguishable from the highest score. For SimLex-999, the
highest score is 0.376 and the scores above 0.353 are indistinguishable. For MEN, the highest score is
0.761 and the scores above 0.748 are indistinguishable. The highest combined score is 0.980 and scores
above 0.942 are indistinguishable.
To calculate the minimal required difference for statistical significance (MRDS), the MRDS of
the corresponding datasets are put in to formula (4.3). The resulting MRDS value is σ0.90.05 =
0.038.
4.4.1 Max selection
In general, themore dimensions, the better the results are. The selection yields the best results
at D = 50 000 for SimLex-999 and at D = 30 000 for MEN. While for SimLex-999, the Max
selection is statistically indistinguishable from the best score with 5 000 andmore dimensions.
For MEN, the performance peaks at 30 000 dimensions and then slightly deviates from the
upper bound as the dimensionality increases, however, it is statistically indistinguishable from
the highest score with 10 000 and more dimensions.
The Max selection based on the combination of the two lexical datasets is closer to the Max
selection based on SimLex-999 (Table 4.1) than on MEN (Table 4.4).




































Figure 4.9: Performance of models based on the selection over the average lexical performance
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4.4.2 Heuristics
The linear model achieves an adjusted R2 of 0.817, which is less than the R2 = 0.867 of
SimLex-999, but is greater than the R2 = 0.733 of MEN. Table 4.9 shows partial R2s for each
parameter—the most influential are similarity, neg and freq.
Correlation is the similarity measure of choice (Figure 4.10a). However, the difference be-
tween cosine and correlation is not statistically significant forD ă 10 000 supporting H9 that








Table 4.9: Lexical feature ablation
For themodels with dimensionality less than
20 000, shifting should be used with k = 1,
otherwise, k = 2 is preferred (Figure 4.10b).
This supports H8 that themore dimensions a
model has the sparser it should be.
The choices of k set to 0.2, 0.5 andN/A lead to
the scores that are statistically significantly
different from the best score. Shifting k =
0.7 leads to the statistically different results
with D ě 20, 000; k = 1 with D ě 30 000;
k = 1.4 with D = 50 000; k = 2 with D ď
2 000; k = 5withD ď 10 00; and k = 7with
D ď 20.
The frequency parameter logn, on average, performs the best as the frequency component
(Figure 4.11a). But for D ă 30 000, 1 performs statistically indistinguishably, supporting H6
that the frequency component is most useful for high-dimensional spaces.
SCPMI is the preferred discrimination component, but SPMI is statistically insignificantly dif-
ferent to it (Figure 4.11b), backing up H10 that PMI value compression is not needed in lexical
tasks.
Global context probabilities, on average, behave the best (Figure 4.12). However, global con-
text probabilities and local context probabilities with α = 1 yield statistically insignificantly









































Figure 4.10: Lexical influence of similarity and neg
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(a) Lexical influence of freq.


















(b) Lexical influence of discr.
Figure 4.11: Lexical influence of freq and discr
different results for D ą 2 000, giving support to H7 that context distribution smoothing is
needed in high-dimensional spaces.
4.4.3 Comparison with single dataset based selections
Both selection methods mostly agree on frequency (logn) and discriminativeness
(SCPMI).
Context probability distribution smoothing varies between the selection methods but follows
the corresponding procedures based on MEN.
The Max-based selection for neg follows the Max selection on SimLex-999.
Even though the similarity choice is different between the Max-based and heuristic-based se-
lections, it is consistent with SimLex-999 in both cases and with MEN for the heuristic-based
selection.
For the Max-based selection, the average difference is 0.020 on SimLex-999 and 0.004 for
MEN.
For the heuristics-based selection, the average difference is 0.048 for SimLex-999 and 0.010 for
MEN, which is within the 10% limit set by H2.
Max selection behaves better than the heuristics-based selection on the average difference,
but we cannot check how well these two selections behave on other lexical datasets. This is


























This work 0.384 0.764
Table 4.10: Ourmodels in comparison to the previous work on lexical tasks. ˚Results reported by Levy
et al. (2015). Values in bold are statistically indistinguishable from the highest score.
evidence against H1 suggesting that testing onmultiple datasets avoids overfitting andmanual
selection becomes too conservative.
Based on the experiments, lognSCPMI with shifting close to 1 is the quantification of choice
for the lexical tasks, however, more work needs to be done to find a robust choice for context
distribution smoothing and similarity measure.
4.5 Conclusion
Lexical experiments give support to most of the stated hypotheses. The optimal parameter
choice depends on dimensionality (H5). In particular, non constant frequency component
(H6), context distribution smoothing (H7) and shifting (H8) are recommended to be applied
for spaces withD ě 10 000.
The switch at 10 000 dimensions is a “parameter sweet spot,” as parameter choice is not sig-
nificant at these points; the most representative example of this is the behaviour of cds on
SimLex-999 (Figure 4.3). After that point, performance either converges (supporting H3), as
in the case of neg on SimLex-999 (Figure 4.2c), or there is one dominant choice, as for freq on
SimLex-999 (Figure 4.2b).
As expected, we did not see a significant influence of the “compression” of the PMI values
(H10).
We could not find supporting evidence for H1, as Max-selected models performed well on
transfer and do not overfit. Both selection methods are within the 10% difference margin
to the highest result (H2), suggesting that there indeed might be a universal vector space
(H4).
On lexical tasks, the best results among the selected models are 0.384 (SimLex-999) and 0.764
(MEN). On the similarity dataset, scores are 0.009 points below the PPMI model of Levy et al.
(2015), the difference is not statistically significant. On the relatedness dataset, our score is
0.019 points above Levy et al. (2015), the difference is statistically significant. Note the dif-
ference in dimensionality (50 000 in this work, 189 533 in the other work), source corpora (2.8
billion tokens from ukWaC and WaCkypedia in this work, 1.5 billion tokens from an August
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2013Wikipedia dump) and window size (5 versus 2). Table 4.10 shows the results of SVD, SGNS
and GloVe-based vector spaces are given for comparison.
The next step is to test compositional models. Before experiments are presented in Chapter 6,






Datasets that quantify relationships between words have a long history.1Some of the most well-known datasets are RG65 (Rubenstein and Good-enough 1965), WS353 (Finkelstein et al. 2002), BLESS (Baroni and Lenci2011), MEN (Bruni et al. 2014) and SimLex-999 (Hill et al. 2015). All of themhave been applied to evaluate distributional models of meaning.
Naturally, the idea of capturing lexical relationships was extended to phrases and sentences.
Many phrase and sentence datasets exist, such as theMS Paraphrase Corpus (Dolan and Brock-
ett 2005) or the phrase entailment dataset of Baroni et al. (2012). These are potentially ap-
plicable to evaluating compositional distributional models. We say potentially because the
grammar-preserving compositional settings (Baroni et al. 2014a, Coecke et al. 2010) rely on
high-dimensional tensor spaces which do not, at the moment, scale up to the complex syntac-
tic structures of such datasets. Instead, a family of phrasal, mostly similarity-oriented datasets
(Grefenstette and Sadrzadeh 2011a, Kartsaklis and Sadrzadeh 2013; 2014, Mitchell and Lap-
ata 2008) are widely used for the evaluation of these models, see, for example, Kim et al.
(2015a).
We extend the possibility of evaluating compositional distributional models by proposing a
task and a corresponding dataset with controlled syntax. The task focuses on relevance, a no-
tion from Information Retrieval (IR). Further, this task will assist with the understanding of
how compositional distributionalmodels can be used in IR, without limiting the choice of com-
positional methods. Much of the original research in distributional semantics has stemmed
from vector models of IR, but the IR-NLP connection has been less apparent in the newer com-
positional distributional models; our work attempts to bring them back together.
In a preliminary experiment (Milajevs et al. 2015) we evaluated distributional methods in an
1This chapter addresses the evaluation concerns stated in Milajevs et al. (2015), which was presented at ICTIR
2015. The dataset and all referred data files are available at http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~dm /thesis.
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IR-inspired setting. We based the experiment on the sentence similarity dataset KS14. In
that dataset, each sentence is paired with three other sentences: a highly similar sentence,
a medium similar sentence and a not similar sentence, see below for more details. In that
experiment, distributional models improved over an IR baseline.
In that work, we assumed that in the retrieval scenario similarity scores can be converted to
retrieval score rankings, in other words, for each query phrase its most similar counterpart is
the most relevant document, the somewhat similar counterpart is the second relevant docu-
ment, and, finally, the dissimilar sentence is the least relevant document.
To drop the assumption that similarity corresponds to relevance, we introduce a dataset that
measures relevance. To develop the dataset, we took the KS14 dataset as the base, extensively
extended it with query-document phrase pairs and re-annotated it using Amazon Mechanical
Turk, asking for relevance judgements.
Due to the novelty of the method used in the creation of the dataset (which makes it measure
relevance rather than similarity), the effort dedicated to it and since it has not been published,
we devote a separate chapter to explain it.
5.1 Preparation of candidate entries for the dataset
As the base, we took the 72 unique sentences from theKS14 dataset of Kartsaklis and Sadrzadeh
(2013; 2014).2 These sentences formed the candidate query sentences. We paired each query
sentence with 23 document sentences obtained by four conceptually different methods. Note
that even though similarity is different from relevance, it has been used in the IR setting—see
for example Kim et al. (2016).
5.1.1 Entries taken from the KS14 dataset
Each query sentence is paired with a counterpart sentence from the high similarity band3 in
the KS14 dataset by treating the similarity band assignments as symmetric. For example, given
a KS14 combination
(agent, sell, property), (delegate, buy, land)
in the high similarity band, we generated two query-document permutations listed in Fig-
ure 5.1 with the method labelled as ks .
2http://compling.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/ / /KS .txt
3The KS14 dataset consists of three bands of intended similarity:
• high similarity emnlp _turk_HighSim.txt,
• medium similarity emnlp _turk_MedSim.txt,
• low similarity emnlp _turk_LowSim.txt.
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Query Document Method Relevance Diverse
Subject Verb Object Subject Verb Object Mean Std. Type
delegate buy land agent sell property ks14 1.33 1.53 strict false
agent sell property delegate buy land ks14 2.00 1.00 strict false
agent sell property representative exchange possession wordnet:hyper 1.00 1.73 N/A false
agent sell property deputy trade estate wordnet:hypo 1.00 0.00 loose false
agent sell property people buy home frequency:0 1.33 1.53 strict false
agent sell property company offer product frequency:1 -2.00 1.73 N/A false
agent sell property people advertise product frequency:2 -2.00 1.00 N/A false
agent sell property family buy home selection -1.33 1.53 N/A false
agent sell property company specify need selection -3.00 0.00 N/A false
agent sell property people represent set selection -3.00 0.00 N/A false
student acquire skill student gain experience selection 2.00 1.00 strict true
Figure 5.1: An Example of query-document pairs
5.1.2 Entries generated from WordNet
Wegenerated twomore document sentences for each query based on hyponymy and hypernymy
relations from WordNet (Miller 1995). For each query sentence, one document sentence was
manually generated by substituting the words of a sentence with their hypernymy and another
document sentence was obtained using hyponymy.
During the manual process of retrieving hypernymy and hyponymy, we noticed that some
were very good, for instance, datum: information and statistics. However, some candidates were
problematic, such as party: political unit and communist party becausewewere looking for single
words rather than phrases. In such cases, we dropped adjectives and adverbs or ignored a
candidate. Two instances of WordNet-based sentence generation are shown in Figure 5.1 with
the method set to wordnet:hyper and wordnet:hypo.
5.1.3 Entries generated using ukWaC phrase frequencies
To generate more document sentences we used a dependency-parsed version of ukWaC (Fer-
raresi et al. 2008). We extracted all possible subject-verb-object triplets from the corpus with
their frequencies. Then, to generate document sentences for a query, we extracted candidate
subjects, verbs and objects independently.
Consider that we need to extract candidate objects for the phrase agent sell property. We re-
trieve objects of the 10 most frequent triplets with the same subject and object. In case there
are fewer triplets like this, we retrieve additional subjects of the most frequent triplets that
share only the subject or only the verb to fetch 10 subjects in total, giving preference to more
frequent triplets. Candidate subjects and verbs are obtained in the same way.
Once candidate subjects, verbs and objects are fetched, we ranked all possible combinations
of them by the frequency of appearance in ukWaC and select the top 7 triplets. Documents
generated in this manner are labeled as frequency:* in Figure 5.1, where the numbers are
the frequency ranks of the triplets.
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5.1.4 Semantically similar entries
To obtainmore query-document pairings, we computed the cosine similarity of all queries and
documents generated by the model based on the SPMI weighting, k = 1, with multiplicative
composition. We appended 13more documents most similar to a corresponding query to each
query-document pool. In Figure 5.1 these pairs are labeled as selection.
Usage of a similarity metric is justified and does not lead to a circularity because the selected
pairs are judged by humans. If a selected entry is considered similar by a distributional model,
but not by a human, the task becomes more difficult for distributional models. Moreover, the
candidate sentences are likely to have low similarity score (because document sentences do
not share same topic), so mostly irrelevant documents are appended.
We had 23 unique documents (1 ks , 2 wordnet, 7 frequency and 13 selection) for each
of the 72 queries, making 1656 query-document pairs to be evaluated by humans.
5.2 Human evaluation
We recruited 19 human subjects using the AmazonMechanical Turk platform.4 Before answer-
ing a question, the subjects were given the instructions shown in Figure 5.2.
Each query-document pair was judged by three different people. The data was collected in two
batches. Each question (or a HIT, Human Intelligence Task, in the Mechanical Turk terminol-
ogy) consisted of a query phrase and 20 document sentences for the first batch and 10 docu-
ments for the second batch. Documents were shuffled before being shown to a human subject.
Each document had to be judged for relevance using the following scoring system:
• -3: strong irrelevance,
• -2: medium irrelevance,
• -1: weak irrelevance,
• 0: a document may be either relevant or irrelevant,
• 1: weak relevance,
• 2: medium relevance,
• 3: strong relevance.
An example question is shown in Figure 5.3. The phraserel-raw.csv file consists of human
judgements together with anonymized Worker and HIT identifiers.
4https://requester.mturk.com/
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Instructions
Your task is to evaluate phrase relevance. You are given a query phrase (a phrase you enter to a search
engine) for example mother cook pasta (feel free to ignore conjugation) and 10 document phrases
that might appear in the retrieved documents.
You need to provide a relevance score from -3 to 3. The scores mean the following:
3: a document phrase is strongly relevant to the query phrase.
2: a document phrase is medium relevant to the query phrase.
1: a document phrase is weakly relevant to the query phrase.
0: a document phrase may be either relevant or irrelevant.
-1: a document phrase is weakly irrelevant to the query phrase.
-2: a document phrase is medium irrelevant to the query phrase.
-3: a document phrase is strongly irrelevant to the query phrase.
To understand relevance, imagine you've typed the query sentence into a search engine. The relevant
documents are the one that you would like to see on the result page. Irrelevant are the ones that you
don't want to see. Finally, if a document presence in the search result doesn't disturb you, it's neither
relevant or irrelevant. On the image below, the first 2 phrases are relevant to the query. The last
document is irrelevant. The document containing the phrase wife pour tea is neither. In this task, we
drop the documents and just show the phrases.
(http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~dm303/static/images/google-mock.png)
HIT https://requester.mturk.com/hit_templates/924640890/preview
1 of 08/05/2015 13:Figure 5.2: Instructions given to the Mechanical Turkers
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Submit
The task
You've entered the phrase agent sell property to a search engine such as Google. Give the relevance scores
for the document phrases below.
company offer product
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
delegate buy land
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
people buy home
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
HIT https://requester.mturk.com/hit_templates/924640890/preview
2 of 08/05/2015 13:
Figure 5.3: A sample question
5.3 Final dataset construction
5.3.1 Pair classification
The pairs have been classified by the individual relevance judgements. A pair is of the strict
relevance type if all human judgements are greater than or equal to 0 and there is at least one
3 (strong relevance). A pair of the loosely relevant type is a pair where all human judgements
are greater than or equal to 0. Figure 5.1 shows the mean and standard deviation of human
judgements per query-document pair and the relevance division of a pair if applicable. There
are 110 (or 7%) strictly relevant pairs and 221 (13%) loosely relevant pairs.
5.3.2 Query classification
Each query has been classified by the number of strictly relevant documents it has been paired
with. On average, each query in the dataset is paired with 3.3 loosely relevant and 1.6 strictly
relevant documents. The minimum number of loosely relevant documents per query is 1, the
maximum is 14. Regarding the strict relevance, there are 8 queries without a single strictly
relevant document, and the maximum number of strictly relevant documents per query is
7.
A query is diverse if it is paired with 4 or more loosely relevant documents. There are 28 (42%)
such queries. On average, diverse queries are paired with 5.2 loosely relevant documents and
2.4 strictly relevant documents. The 28 queries form 28 ˆ 23 = 644 query-document pairs
that form the dataset.
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5.3.3 Evaluation and statistical significance testing
Precision at 3 is the evaluation metric suggested for this dataset, it measures for which pro-
portion of queries there is at least one relevant document among the top three ranked query-
document pairs.
To evaluate statistical significance between two results a sign test should be used.
The difference between two results sill indicate the minimal number of improvement. Con-
sider a dataset of 10 entries and a result difference of 0.3. This means that there were either 3
positive differences and 0 negative difference, or 4 positive differences and 1 negative differ-
ence, 5 positive differences and 2 negative differences and 6 positive differences and 3 negative
differences (the difference between the positive and negative differences must be 3, but the
sum less or equal to 10). For the difference of 0.3 to satisfy the minimum difference for statis-
tical significance all the possibilities must be statistically significant, the sign test must return
p value less then the threshold. For phraserel, σ0.05 = 0.43.
5.4 Conclusion
This chapter introduced a new dataset that provides relevance judgements of pairs of sen-






In this chapter, we study the relationship between lexical representations and var-ious methods of composition and look for the optimal lexical representations foradditive, multiplicative and Kronecker-based compositional methods.1 We do notmake any assumption regarding lexical representations and test all of them to seetheir behavioural patterns in compositional setting.
Herewe report the results on the compositional datasets KS14 (Kartsaklis and Sadrzadeh 2014),
GS11 (Grefenstette and Sadrzadeh 2011b) and PhraseRel (Chapter 5). For the first two datasets,
the evaluation is done similarly to the lexical evaluation (Chapter 4) by computing Sperman-
ρ rank correlation between human judgements and model estimation. If a dataset provides
several human judgements for a sentence pair, the judgements are averaged before computing
the correlation. For PhraseRel, we report relevant@3, the measure that is the proportion of
sentences for which the top-3 most similar neighbours contain at least one sentence that was
judged relevant with respect to the source sentence.
We show that the optimal choice of lexical parameters depends on the method of composi-
tion, so, for example, with addition the vectors should be sparser than the vectors that are
used with multiplication and Kronecker. We also show that the parameter choice that is op-
timal for lexical tasks is sub-optimal for compositional tasks especially for multiplication and
Kronecker.
6.1 Experiments on KS14 dataset
KS14 is a sentence similarity dataset prepared by Kartsaklis and Sadrzadeh (2014). It consists
of pairs of transitive sentences that are judged by similarity. The goal is to achieve high corre-
1This chapter includes the results presented in Milajevs et al. (2014) at EMNLP 2014.
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Figure 6.1: KS14 results
lation with human judgements in predicting sentential similarity. We also report behaviour of
a baseline operator head, which ignores the subject and the object of a sentence andmakes the
vector of a sentence equal to the vector of the head word, in our case the verb. The minimum
significant difference for KS14 is σ0.90.05 = 0.07.
6.1.1 Max selection
Figure 6.1 shows the performance of compositional models on the sentence similarity dataset
KS14. All operators outperform the non-compositional head operator, addition and Kronecker
statistically significantly outperform head operator. Table A.1 shows the performance ofmod-
els selected by Max selection together with the selected parameters.
Kronecker with a few thousand dimensions and correlation as the similaritymeasure gives the
highest scores, supporting H12 that word order is important in predicting similarity. As the
dimensionality increases, Kronecker performance stays constant. Addition is slightly better
than multiplication, but the performance of both peaks at 2 000 dimensions and decreases as
dimensionality increases. There is no statistically significant difference between the highest
score of Kronecker and the highest scores of addition and multiplication.
Parameters of the baseline compositional method head are similar to the lexical Max selection
(Table 4.7), with an exception of neg, which controls vector sparsity, where higher values that
are similar to MEN (Table 4.4) are chosen.
All compositional operators agree in the choice of freq (logn), discr (SCPMI) and similar-
ity (correlation—note that Kronecker was tested only with the inner product for D ą 3 000
because of limited computational resources).
Compositional operators perform best with constant freq of 1, in contrast to the lexical set-
ting, where logn is more beneficial. This might be because during composition the logn term
dominates over the PMI value and minimises its effect.
Local context probabilities perform better in compositional tasks than in lexical tasks. Mul-
tiplication benefits from the unsmoothed distribution probability, while high-dimensional
models perform best with smoothing (α = 0.75), supporting H7 that context smoothing
is needed only for high-dimensional models. The only exceptions are additive models with
D ă 5 000, where global probabilities perform best.
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For low-dimensional spaces, additionperformsbestwith sparse spaces (k ą 1,D ă 5 000), but
for high-dimensional spaces, addition performs best with dense spaces (k = 0, 7,D ě 5 000).
This is against H8 that states the opposite.
Multiplication, independently of dimensionality, performs best with dense spaces (k =
0.2).
Kronecker—in contrast to addition—performs best with dense low-dimensional models (k =
0.2,D ă 5 000) and sparser high-dimensional models (k = 0.7,D ě 5 000), which complies
with H8. However, this differencemight be explained by the change of the similarity measure,










Table 6.1: KS14 feature ablation
The linear model achieves an R2 of 0.79.
The partial R2s are shown in Table 6.1. The
most influential parameters are neg, freq,
compositional operator and cds. Interest-
ingly, similarity has much less influence on
this compositional dataset than on lexical
datasets, where for Sim-Lex-999 (Table 4.3)
and combined (Table 4.9) it is the most influ-
ential parameter. Also, note that dimension-
ality has the lowest partialR2.
Shifting
For the baseline operator head, the best shifting choice of k is 1 for spaces with dimension-
ality less than 5 000 (Figure 6.2a); k = 0.7, k = 1, 4 and k = 2 are statistically indistin-
guishable from the best score. For 5 000 ď D ă 30 000, head behaves best with k = 1.4;
k = 0.7, 5 000 ď D ď 10 000 is statistically insignificant from the best score, as well as k = 1
and k = 2. For D ě 3 000, k should be set to 2; but k = 1 and k = 1.4 are statistically
indistinguishable from it.
For addition, spaces with D ă 20 000 should be used with k = 1.4; k = 0.7, D ď 5 000 is
statistically indistinguishable from the best score, as well as k = 1 and k = 2. ForD ě 20 000,
k = 2 should be used, however k = 1, k = 1.4, k = 5 and k = 7, D ě 30 000 are statistically
indistinguishable from it.
For multiplication, there are three most beneficial choices: forD ă 10 000 k = 0.5 (k = 0.2
and k = 0.7 are statistically indistinguishable), for 10 000 ď D ă 30 000 k = 0.7 (k = 0.2,
k = 0.5 and k = 1 are statistically indistinguishable) and, finally, for D ą 30 000 k = 1
(k = 0.5 and k = 0.7 are statistically indistinguishable).
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Figure 6.2: KS14 influence of neg and freq
Kronecker shows a behaviour similar to multiplication for k as dimensionality increases, but
prefers sparser spaces. For D ă 3 000: k = 0.5 (k = 0.2 and k = 0.7 are statistically in-
distinguishable), for 3 000 ď D ă 20 000: k = 0.7 (k = 0.5 and k = 1 are statistically
indistinguishable) and for 20 000 ď D: k = 1 (k = 0.7 and k = 1.4 are statistically indistin-
guishable).
All operators behave in accordance to H8 that low-dimensional spaces benefit from being
dense, while high-dimensional spaces benefit from being sparse.
Frequency
The best option of frequency for the baseline operator head is logn (Figure 6.2b). The constant
frequency 1 is statistically indistinguishable from logn, but its performancedeclines for spaces
with D ą 20 000. The linear choice n gives statistically different results for D set to 2 000,
3 000, and 20 000.
For addition, frequency should be set to 1 for spaces with D ă 5 000 and to logn otherwise.
However, there is no statistically significance difference between 1 and logn. There is statis-
tically significant difference for n.
There is one choice of frequency for multiplication: 1. However, there is no statistically sig-
nificant difference for logn and 1. There is statistically significant difference for n.
Kronecker follows addition with regard to frequency, but the split point is D = 10 000: low-
dimensional spaces should be used with constant frequency 1, and high-dimensional spaces
with logn, however there is no statistically significance difference. Again, n gives statistically
significantly lower results.
H6—that non-constant frequency is beneficial for high-dimensional spaces—is supported by
all operators in this dataset looking to the highest score, however the difference is not statis-
tically significant.
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Context distribution smoothing
The baseline operator head with spaces with dimensionality less than 20 000 should be used
with global probabilities, and more dimensional models should be used with smoothed, local
probabilities: α = 0.75 (Figure 6.3a). However, there is not statistically significant difference
between the smoothing choices.
All other operators perform best with global context probability. Even though local context
probability with α = 1 is with very few exceptions is statistically indistinguishable, H7 is not
supported by this dataset: context distribution smoothing does not affect high-dimensional
spaces.
Similarity
The baseline operator head on spaces with D ă 20 000 performs best with cosine similar-
ity, while more dimensional models prefer correlation as the similarity measure (Figure 6.3b),
however there is no statistically significant difference between the similaritymeasures.
Other operators work best with correlation, however there is no statistically significant differ-
ence between the operators also in this case. In the case of multiplication, correlation dom-
inates over cosine, even for small values of D. There is little to say about Kronecker, as it
is tested only with the inner product for spaces with D ą 3 000, due to its computational
complexity (O(n2) with respect to the number of vector components).
Discriminativeness
The baseline operator headwithD ă 20 000 prefers SCPMI as the discriminativeness weight-
ing. SPMI is preferred otherwise (Figure 6.4). However, there is no statistically significant
difference between the SCPMI and SPMI.
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Figure 6.3: KS14 influence of cds and similarity
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Figure 6.4: KS14 influence of discr
For addition, SPMI is the better choice, but again without a statistically significant difference.
For multiplication, SCPMI gives higher score, but the difference with SPMI is not statistically
significant, as expected by H13: the compression of PMI values improves the performance of
compositional models.
For Kronecker, the two choices are also statistically indistinguishable. For spaces with dimen-
sionality less than 20 000, SPMI is slightly better; for spaces with greater dimensionality—
SCPMI.
6.1.3 Difference between Max selection and heuristics on KS14
Table A.2 shows the selection based on heuristics, which is more homogeneous than the selec-
tion based on the highest score (Table A.1). Both methods agree on the similarity choice (with
the exception of head).
Multiplication agrees on the majority of parameters, except cds and neg. Local probabilities
(α = 1) and k = 0.2 give the highest score, while manual selection picked global context
probabilities with neg in the range of 0.5 to 1, in accordance with H8 that high-dimensional
spaces should be sparser.
The average relative difference betweenMax and heuristic-based selections is 0.02. Per opera-
tor, the differences are: 0.03 (head), 0.01 (addition), 0.02 (multiplication) and 0.03 (Kronecker).
All values are within the 10% set by H2. The differences in the scores are not statistically sig-
nificant.
6.2 Experiments on GS11 dataset
GS11 is a dataset of transitive sentences (Grefenstette and Sadrzadeh 2011a;b). It consists of
ambiguous transitive verbs together with their arguments and two landmark verbs that each
disambiguate a particular sense of the ambiguous verb. Human judgements provide pairwise
similarity scores between the sentence with the ambiguous verb and the two sentences with
the landmark verbs. The minimum significant difference for KS14 is σ0.90.05 = 0.05.
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Figure 6.5: GS11 results
6.2.1 Max selection
Figure 6.5 shows performance of the compositional models on the verb disambiguation task.
Table A.3 shows the selected model performance together with chosen parameters.
Multiplication with 20 000 dimensions gives the highest result of 0.53. Kronecker’s score is not
statistically significantly different: 0.52 withD = 50 000, giving no support to H12 that word
order is important for similarity measurement. Addition statistically significantly worse than
the baseline head operator: addition scores 0.34, while head’s best performance is 0.43, both
of them are statistically significantly different from addition and multiplication.
The behaviour of the baseline operator head is unstable for dimensions less than 20 000, and
its best behaviour might be the case of overfitting similarly with SimLex-999. However, mod-
els with dimensions greater than 20 000 yield similar scores, even though the parameters are
different.
In general, Max parameter selection is very different than the one based on KS14 (Table A.1).
Compositional operators behave best with logn frequency, especially Kronecker. PMI often
outperforms other discriminativeness components in the case of head and addition. Global
context probability estimation behaves better than local and correlation is not always the best
similarity measure.
Addition’s behaviour degrades as dimensionality increases, whereas multiplication’s be-
haviour increases, but becomes unstable for spaces with more than 20 000 dimensions. Kro-
necker depends on the dimensionality the least.
Addition works best with dense models. Multiplication and Kronecker prefer dense, low-
dimensional spaces and sparse, high-dimensional spaces, supportingH8 that a frequency com-
ponent is required for high-dimensional spaces.
6.2.2 Heuristics
The linear model achieves an R2 of 0.75. The partial R2 scores are shown in Table 6.2. The
most influential parameters are a compositional operator, freq and neg. This is the same as
in the case of KS14, but in reverse order (Table 6.1).
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Table 6.2: GS11 feature ablation
On average, logn behaves best for all op-
erators (Figure 6.6a). For the baseline op-
erator head, the difference between n and
the best score becomes significant for D ě
10 000. For addition, constant frequency
becomes statistically significantly different
for D ě 20 000 and for linear frequency
the difference is statistically significant for
D ě 40 000. For multiplication, n is statis-
tically significantly different for all dimen-
sions andwith constant frequency the differ-
ence is statistically significant for D ě 40 000. It is similar for Kronecker: linear frequency
is statistically significantly different for D ě 40 000 and for all dimensions with linear fre-
quency.
The fact that 1 becomes significantly different for addition, multiplication and Kronecker
supports H6 that non-constant frequency component is required for high-dimensional
spaces.
Shifting
The baseline operator head on average works best with shifted models. For models with di-
mensionality less than 3 000, k = 0.5 is best (values of k ď 1 and unshifted models are not
statistically significantly different). Otherwise k = 0.7 is more beneficial (Figure 6.6b). Here,
k = 0.5 and k = 1.0 are not statistically significantly different for all dimensions; k = 1.4 is
not statistically significantly different forD ě 10 000, k = 2.0 is not statistically significantly
different forD ě 40 000.
For addition, models without shifting behave best for D ă 20 000, for more dimensional
spaces, k = 0.2 should be preferred. However, there is no statistically significant difference
between k = 0.2, k = 0.5, k = 0.7 and unshifted models. This is a weak support of H8 (high-
dimensional vectors should be sparse) because unshifted spaces can be seen as shifted with a
very small α value.
Multiplication also works best with unshifted low-dimensional spaces (D ă 5 000) and with
k = 0.7 for high-dimensional spaces. The choices of k = 0.2 and k = 0.5 are statistically
indistinguishable, there is no statistically significance difference with the highest score and
k = 0.7 andD ě 2 000, as well as with k = 1 andD ě 20 000. This supports H8.
Kronecker prefers shifting. For spaces with dimensionality less than 20 000 k = 0.7 and k = 1
otherwise (however, k = 1 is statistically indistinguishable). This is inline with H8. The choice
of k = 0.2 is statistically indistinguishable forD ď 2 000, the choice of k = 0.5 is statistically
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Figure 6.6: GS11 influence of freq and neg
indistinguishable for D ď 10 000, the choice of k = 1 is statistically indistinguishable for
D ě 5 000 and unshifted model with k ď 3 000.
Similarity
The baseline operator head and multiplication work best with cosine similarity, addition with
correlation and Kronecker with inner product (Figure 6.7a). For the baseline operator and
Kronecker, there is no statistically significant difference between similarity measures with an
exception of the inner product andD ď 2 000. For multiplication, the inner product is statis-
tically significantly different than both cosine and correlation.
Addition strictly supports H9 that cosine is optimal for high-dimensional spaces: for D ě
20 000 the difference between correlation and cosine is statistically significant, while multi-
plication supports it by behaving similarly to cosine and correlation.
Context distribution smoothing
The baseline operator headwithD ă 10 000works best with global context probabilities. For
more dimensional spaces, local context probabilities α = 1 should be preferred (Figure 6.7b).
However the difference between the smoothing choice is not statistically significant.
Addition works best with local probabilities. In the low-dimensional case, whenD ă 20 000,
unsmoothed estimation (α = 1) is preferred andα = 0.75 should be chosen otherwise. Again,
the difference is not statistically significant.
Multiplication works best with global context probabilities. However, with D ě 20 000 the
choice of α = 1 is not statistically significantly different.
Kronecker works best with smoothed local smoothing (α = 0.75) and other choices are statis-
tically significantly different.
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Figure 6.7: GS11 influence of similarity and cds
There is no support of H7 (context distribution smoothing leads to optimal results with high-
dimensional models) because global context probabilities outperform other choices for mul-
tiplication, addition behaves the same with all options and Kronecker works best with α =
0.75.
Discriminativeness
The baseline operator head works best with SPMI, but SCPMI is very close and there is no
statistically significant difference between discriminativeness choices. (Figure 6.8). Addition
works bestwith PMI forD ă 20 000 and SCPMI otherwise, again all discriminativeness choices
are statistically similar.
Multiplication is similar to addition in that it prefers PMI in the low-dimensional case and
SCPMI in the high-dimensional case, but the change happens at 5 000 dimensions rather than
20 000 however the difference is not statistically significant.
Kronecker with less than 5 000 dimensions prefers SCPMI and SPMI, which is opposite to ad-
dition and multiplication, again the difference is not statistically significant.
This dataset does not give evidence to support H13—PMI values should be compressed when
used in compositional setting—because there is almost no difference between *PMI and
*CPMI.
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Figure 6.8: GS11 discr
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Figure 6.9: PhraseRel results
6.2.3 Difference betweenMax selection and heuristics on GS11
Only logarithmic frequency component (logn) was chosen by heuristics (Table A.4), while
there is a mix of 1 and logn in the Max selection (Table A.3).
Kronecker and most of multiplication’s discriminativeness choices agree, while for head and
addition there is little agreement between parameter selection. The same goes for context
distribution smoothing and shifting.
Similarity choice is the same for Kronecker and addition, but head and multiplication—
according to heuristics—should be used with cosine similarity, while there is no single metric
that leads to maximum performance.
The overall average normalised difference in results between Max and heuristic-based selec-
tions is 0.05. Per operator, the differences are: 0.09 head, 0.08 addition, 0.04 multiplication
and 0.01 Kronecker. All the values are within the 10% boundary set by H2.
6.3 Experiments on PhraseRel dataset
PhraseRel is a dataset that is built for evaluation of distributional models, but instead of
similarity judgements, relevance judgements are provided. The evaluation measure is rele-
vance@3. This is the proportion of the retrieval results for which there is a relevant document
among the top three ranked documents.
The minimum significance difference for PhraseRel is σ0.05 = 0.43. With such a large value
most of the experiments reported below do not produce statistically significant difference, an
exception being shifting for multiplication and Kronecker.
6.3.1 Max selection
Figure 6.9 shows the performance of the models on the PhraseRel dataset. All operators out-
perform the non-compositional head baseline. Table A.5 shows the models that yield the best
result together with model parameters.
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Multiplication, in general, outperforms all other operators, and with the dimensions of 10 000
and 20 000, gets the perfect score of 1.2 The fact that Kronecker (a word order sensitive oper-
ator) is outperformed by multiplication (a word order insensitive operator) gives no support
of H12 that word order matters. Model performance weakly depends on the dimensional-
ity for all operators. Multiplication and Kronecker show strong performance similarly to the
preliminary study, where similarity was assumed to correspond to relevance (Milajevs et al.
2015).
Addition and Kronecker achieve the best score with constant frequency, headworks best with
linear frequency and multiplication with sublinear (logn) frequency.
SPMI is the preferred discriminativeness component for the low-dimensional spaces (D ă
10 000) for the baseline head, otherwise, SCPMI is the best behaving discr. For addition and
the spaceswithD ą 1 000, SPMI is the best, while for the spaceswith the same dimensionality,
multiplication prefers CPMI, which is in line with H13: PMI values should be compressedwhen
used in compositional tasks. Kronecker, most of the time, prefers SCPMI.
The baseline operator head with dimensions less than 20 000 works best with local smoothed
context probabilities, however, for more dimensional spaces, global context probabilities are
more competitive. On the contrary, addition prefers smoothed local context probabilities for
spaces with dimensions more than 5 000. Multiplication exhibits different pattern: when a
model contains few dimensions, it prefers local, smoothed context probabilities, and for high-
dimensional spaces it prefers local, but unsmoothed context probabilities, which goes against
H7 (context distribution smoothing should be optimal with high-dimensional spaces). Kro-
necker is inconsistent with regards to the choice of cds, but for models with D ě 30 000,
global context probabilities perform the best.
Regarding shifting, the baseline operator head prefers sparse spaces k ą 1, but as dimen-
sionality increases, the optimal k values decrease. Addition does not show a consistent be-
haviour with regard to this parameter. Multiplication, in general, benefits from dense, un-
shifted spaces. Kronecker works best with sparse spaces with increasing sparsity as the di-
mensionality increases, supporting H8: low-dimensional models should be dense, but high-
dimensional models should be sparse.
The baseline operator head benefits from the correlation as the similarity measure, as does
multiplication. Addition works best with correlation with spaces D ă 10 000, and with the
inner product for more dimensional spaces. Multiplication works best with correlation. Kro-
necker, for spaces with less than 5 000 dimensions, works best with correlation and with the
inner product, otherwise.
6.3.2 Heuristics
2The perfect score of 1 does notmean that themodel is perfect, it means that for all queries at least one relevant
document was among the top three ranked.
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Table 6.3: PhraseRel feature ablation
The linear model achieves anR2 of 0.82. The
partialR2 scores are shown in Table 6.3. The
most influential parameters are neg, opera-
tor and cds, but the first two have partialR2
scores much higher than the other parame-
ters. Table A.6 shows the performance of the
chosen models.
Shifting
The baseline operator head should be used with k = 1.4, addition should be used with k = 2
and multiplication should be used with k = 0.5 (Figure 6.10a).
Kronecker has three optimal values of k that are proportional to dimensionality. For models
with dimensionality less than 5 000, k = 0.5 is preferred; for 5 000 ď D ă 20 000, the most
beneficial choice of neg is k = 1; finally, for spaces with more than 20 000 dimensions, k
should be set to 1.4. This supports H8 that model sparsity should increase as dimensionality
increases.
The only statistically significant difference is for multiplication between k P 5, 7 and the best
result and for Kronecker between k = 7 for all dimensions and k = 5whenD ď 5 000.
Context distribution smoothing
The best choice for the baseline operator head deponds on dimensionality: spaces with less
than 10 000 dimensions benefit from smoothed local context probabilities (α = 0.75, Fig-
ure 6.10b). Addition andmultiplication work best with global context probabilities, while Kro-
necker prefers unsmoothed local probabilities (α = 1).
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Figure 6.11: PhraseRel influence of freq and similarity
Frequency
The baseline operatorheadworks best with linear frequency, but the difference between other
options is small (Figure 6.11a). Addition benefits from linear frequency, but sublinear fre-
quency is very close. Multiplication works best with sublinear frequency, but linear is very
close to it. Finally, Kronecker works best with logn with spaces with dimensionality less than
5 000, and with linear frequency with more dimensional spaces.
In general, H6 (non-linear frequency should be used with high-dimensional spaces) holds, be-
cause there is no difference between 1 and logn choices in model performance.
Similarity
For all operators, there is little difference between cosine and correlation, weakly support-
ing H9 that correlation should be used with high-dimensional spaces and cosine with low-
dimensional spaces.
The baseline operator headworks best with correlation as the similarity measure withmodels
with D ă 5 000, and with cosine for more dimensional ones (Figure 6.11b). Note, however,
that the difference between the two is very small.
Addition benefits from cosine when D ă 20 000 and from inner product otherwise. But, in
the case of addition, all three similarity measures are close to each other.
Multiplication works best with correlation. Where tested, correlation behaves best with Kro-
necker.
Discriminativeness
The baseline head prefers different discriminativeness components depending on dimension-
ality. For models withD ă 5 000, SPMI is the best, while for other dimensions SCPMI is more
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competitive.
Addition and Kronecker benefit from SPMI, and multiplication from SCPMI, apart from the
dimensionality of 10 000. H13, that PMI compression improves results in compositional tasks,
is only supported by multiplication.
6.3.3 Difference between Max selection and heuristics on
PhraseRel
Parameter selection based on heuristics is more stable than the one based on maximum val-
ues. However, in cases where different parameters are picked, there is little or no difference
between these parameter choices. For example, studied similarity measures yield similar av-
erage performance for addition, see Figure 6.11a.
Manual heuristics do not pick the best result of 1 (Table A.5), but are close with amultiplicative
model with 20 000 and 30 000 dimensions, yielding a score of 0.96 (Table A.6).
The average relative difference between the Max selection and the selection based on heuris-
tics is 0.02 for head, 0.07 for addition, 0.04 for multiplication and 0.06 for Kronecker.
Over all compositional methods, the difference is 0.05, which is within the 10% limit set by
H2.
6.4 Selected model transfer across the datasets
6.4.1 Difference between heuristics
There is little agreement on parameter selection based on heuristics among the three com-
positional datasets. The only consistent choice is global context probability (cds) and SCPMI
discriminativeness for multiplicative models.
There is more pairwise agreement, for example, similarity based on correlation for additive
models on KS14 and GS11 and logn frequency for multiplicative models between GS11 and
PhraseRel. The pairwise agreement might be a sign of overfitting because there is no clear
pattern. On the other side, the difference in performance between parameter choices might
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Figure 6.12: PhraseRel discr
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Figure 6.14: Transfer from GS11
be negligible, as some parameters consistently show low R2 scores, for example discr. Con-
sequently, there is inconsistency in the supported hypotheses.
6.4.2 Model transfer from KS14
Figure 6.13 shows the behaviour of models selected on the KS14 when they are transferred to
GS11 and PhraseRel. During the transfer, there is little difference in performance between the
selectionmethods, except inmultiplicativemodels where heuristics show better performance
and 5 000-dimensional Kronecker where heuristics give lower results than the Max-based se-
lection.
Heuristic-based selection, on average, is closer to the upper bound than Max-based selection,
supporting H1 that Max selection overfits. However, both are beyond the 10% boundary set
by H2. When transferred to GS11, the average difference with the upper bound is 0.34 for Max
and 0.24 for heuristics. When transferred to PhraseRel the average difference is 0.09 for Max
and heuristics.
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Figure 6.15: Transfer from Phraserel
6.4.3 Model transfer from GS11
Figure 6.14 shows that there is little difference between Max and heuristic-based selec-
tions. In the case of head composition, heuristics lead to higher performance, while for
low-dimensional multiplicative models heuristics fall behind the Max selection on the KS14
dataset.
WhenGS11models are transferred to KS14, the average differencewith the upper bound is 0.12
and 0.11 for Max and heuristics respectively. For the transfer to PhraseRel, the differences are
0.13 for Max and 0.19 for heuristics. Again, the heuristic-based selection outperforms theMax
based. This supports H1 that Max selection overfits, but the results are beyond the 10% limit
of H2.
6.4.4 Model transfer from PhraseRel
Figure 6.15 shows that the performance of models based on PhraseRel is less stable, especially
for selection by maximum performance.
Transfer to KS14 yields the average differences of 0.15 forMax and 0.14 for heuristics. Transfer
to GS11 yields the average differences of 0.45 for Max and 0.51 for heuristics. Note that the
transfer from PhraseRel to GS11 is the only case where Max selection, on average, is better
than heuristics.
In general, over all compositional datasets, we see—in contrast to the lexical evaluation—that
the Max-based selection might be prone to overfitting (H1). However, the result difference is
far beyond the 10% limit set byH2, whichmight be due to the different nature of the tasks: sim-
ilarity, disambiguation and relevance (compositional) versus similarity and relatedness (lexi-
cal).
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6.5 Universal parameter selection for compositional
datasets
To find parameters that are good for all three tasks, we combine their scores. As with lexi-
cal tasks, we normalise the scores on each dataset and report the average performance. The




















wherem is a model and o is an operator.
Figure A.1 shows the performance of the models based on the combined selection over the
KS14, GS11 and PhraseRel datasets.
The performance of selected models together with the selected parameters is shown in Ta-
ble A.7 (Max selection) and Table A.8 (selection based on heuristics).
The combined minimum significant difference for the three datasets is σ0.90.05 = 0.14.
6.5.1 Max selection
Models withmany dimensions do not always performbetter than their low-dimensional coun-
terparts. Particularly, only head and multiplication benefit from the high number of dimen-
sions. Addition and Kronecker are closer to the upper bound with dimensionality of a few
thousand.
Regarding the hypotheses, there is support of H6 (non-constant frequency should be usedwith
high-dimensional spaces) for addition, multiplication and Kronecker, H7 (context distribution
smoothing is optimal for high-dimensional spaces) formultiplication andH8 (low-dimensional
spaces should be dense, high-dimensional—sparse) for Kronecker.
6.5.2 Heuristics
The linearmodel achievesR2 = 0.77. Table 6.4 shows the partialR2 values for the parameters.
The most influential parameters are neg, freq and compositional operator.
Neg
For the baseline operator head and models withD ă 10 000, the neg should be set to 1 (only
5 and 7 are statistically significantly different), otherwise, it should be 1.4, however 0.2 and
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Figure 6.16: Compositional influence of neg and freq










Table 6.4: Compositional feature ablation
For addition, 1 is the best choice of neg, but
the performance of k values follows H8: the
more dimensions a model has, the sparser
it should be. However, the only statistically
significantly different results are with k = 7
with D ď 3 000, and k = 5 with D =
1000.
Multiplication benefits from denser spaces.
If the dimensionality is less than 10 000, then
neg should be set to 0.5 (however no shifting
0.2, and 0.7 are not statistically significantly
different), otherwise 0.7 is a good choice (0.2,
0.5, 1, 1.4 and no shifting are not statistically
significantly different), confirming H8.
Kronecker benefits from the neg of 0.7 if D ă 10 000 (0.5 and 1 are not statistically signifi-
cantly different) and from 1 for themore dimensional cases (0.5, 0.7 and 1.4 are not statistically
significantly different), also supporting H8. This is similar to multiplication, but Kronecker
prefers less dense vectors.
Freq
The frequency value of choice of all operators is logn with an exception of multiplication,
where the constant frequency is preferred (Figure 6.16b).
For the baseline operator head, there is no statistically significant difference between param-
eter choices. For addition, multiplication and Kronecker, n is statistically significantly worse
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Figure 6.17: Compositional influence of cds and similarity
than the other choices.
For low-dimensional vector spaces (D ď 5 000), 1 behaves well, giving support of H6 that
non-constant frequency is needed only with high-dimensional spaces.
Context distribution smoothing
As Figure 6.17a shows, global context probability is the preferred choice of context probability
in all cases, with an exception of Kronecker with D ą 3 000, where smoothed, local proba-
bilities are better (α = 0.75), supporting H7 that context distribution smoothing should be
used with high-dimensional spaces. However, there is no statistically significant difference
between the parameter choices.
Similarity
Correlation is the dominant choice of the similarity measure (Figure 6.17b). However, cosine
is preferred in the case of head, with D ą 5 000, and inner product is the only choice for
composition with Kronecker withD ą 3 000.
There is no statistically significant difference between cosine and correlation for all composi-
tional operators, which neither supports nor disputes H9 that expects correlation to outper-
form cosine with high-dimensional spaces.
The only statistically significant difference is between the inner product and the best score
with multiplication.
Discr
SPMI is the choice of discr that leads to the best average performance in most cases (Fig-
ure 6.18). However, the difference between SPMI and SCPMI is very small and there is no
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statistically significant difference between the parameter choices.
The exceptions are Multiplicative composition with D ě 10 000 and Kronecker with D ď
5 000 where SCPMI outperforms SPMI, as expected by H13 that PMI values compression is
needed for composition.
6.5.3 Comparison with the selection based on one dataset
Manual selection based on a combination of the compositional datasets is more stable with
regards to the chosen parameter values than the selection based on the highest values, even
though manual selection does not always achieve the performance of Max selection, see Fig-
ure A.1.
The average difference with the upper bound is 0.04 for Max and heuristics, when applied to
KS14. For GS11, the difference is 0.05 (Max) and 0.13 (Heuristics). For PhraseRel, the difference
is 0.06 (Max) and 0.08 (Heuristics).
The numbers are much lower than the transfer of spaces selected on the basis of one dataset
(Section 6.4). The averagenormalised difference iswithin the 10% limit (H2), with an exception
of heuristics onGS11. This is evidence that theremight be one universalmodel that fits various
tasks (H4). The fact that the averagenormaliseddifference is smaller forMax-based selection is
against H1 that expects Max selection to overfit. A combination of datasets that covers several
phenomena (in our case, similarity, disambiguation and relatedness) might be more effective
than manual heuristic-based selection.
Themodel selection procedures improve from the combination of datasets. One needs to keep
in mind that in this case, we test model performance on the same dataset as we do parameter
selection.
6.6 Conclusion
Phrasal experiments support most of the hypotheses stated in Section 3.3.
We see the confirmation of hypotheses on optimal parameter dependence on dimensionality
(H5). In particular: H6 (non-constant frequency is beneficial with high-dimensional spaces)
and H8 (high-dimensional spaces should be sparser). They are supported by all datasets and
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Figure 6.18: Compositional influence of discr
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confirm H5. It is worth noting that even though an optimal choice of context distribution
smoothing does not depend on dimensionality on KS14 and GS11, in the combined case the
dependence holds.
Models that are selected on the experiments on a single dataset are prone to overfitting. Nei-
thermanual selection of parameters prevents it and the averagenormalised difference is above
10%onmodel transfer. This confirmsH1 thatMax selection overfits and rejects H2 that the rel-
ative gap in performance of the bestmodel and amanually selectedmodel iswithin 10%.
For the tested datasets, the observed differences are often not statistically significant. The
minimumsignificant difference depends on the dataset size: the larger the dataset, the smaller
the minimum difference. For KS14 with 108 items, the minimum significant difference is
σ0.90.05 = 0.07. For GS11 with 200 items, the minimum significant difference is σ0.90.05 = 0.05.
For PhraseRel—despite the fact that it consists of 644 query-document pairs—the minimum
significant difference is huge σ0.05 = 0.43, because of a different evaluation metric. Such a
high value makes the results statistically indistinguishable. Ideally, new datasets should be
developed to evaluate compositional semantics models that make sure that the dataset size
and the evaluation metric lead to a small minimum required difference.
Model selection based on the combination of datasets performs much better on each dataset
(contrary to a single-dataset selected models). Both selection methods are within 10%, sup-
porting H2.
Max selectionmodels outperform heuristic selectionmodels, suggesting that there is no over-
fitting in this case and H1 is not valid. In this case, the dataset combination covered three
phenomena (similarity, disambiguation and relevance) and the precaution of overfitting by
heuristics might be redundant.
This also suggests that there is a unique parameter choice that is universally applicable to
compositional tasks (H4). The universal spaces are studied in Chapter 7.
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Universal models for both lexical
and compositional tasks
Previousl , we identified good models for specific datasets or task types: lex-ical and compositional. We managed to identify models that are good foreither lexical tasks or compositional. This chapter investigates howwell onemodel can perform on all tasks in contrast to the task-tailoredmodels of pre-vious chapters.
This is achieved by performing the evaluation on a combined score over the previous two lex-
ical and three phrasal datasets. We not only combine the datasets together but also look for
parameters that are good across all datasets with all compositional operators. Once optimal
parameters are identified, they are tested on categorical compositional methods.
Even though the identified parameters have to compromise over different tasks (lexical and
compositional) and compositional methods we achieve the new state-of-the-art results with
Kronecker on KS14 and GS11. Moreover, the selected lexical representations improve over the
results of the categorical compositional methods reported in the literature.
7.1 Operator-dependent universal models
First, we compute combined performance scores for the following operators: head, addition,
multiplication and Kronecker. We normalise the scores of every dataset andweight lexical and
compositional datasets equally. Within a dataset category, the datasets are weighted equally.
Such a weighting scheme is still simple, it treats the task types equally and does not focus on
a particular dataset.
The combined score for a model and an operator is computed as:
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wherem stands for a model and o is a compositional operator.
The combined minimum significant difference is σ0.90.05 = 0.12.
7.1.1 Max selection
Table A.9 shows the performance of the models evaluated with a combined score of the lexical
and compositional datasets. Parameter selection is much more stable than on all previous
Max-based selections. The dominant freq choice is logn, cosine is the measure of choice
for multiplication and Kronecker (if available). Correlation is the best similarity measure for
the additive composition. The optimal choice of a similarity measure does not depend on
dimensionality—this observation does not support H9 that expects such dependence.
Interestingly, when shifting is applied, dense spaces perform better: 1 and 0.7 are the optimal










Table 7.1: Universal (operator-dependent) feature
ablation
The preference of a compositional operator
depends on a model. Addition with many
dimensions gives the best results on lexical
tasks: 0.38 on SimLex-999 and 0.76 on MEN.
Kronecker, on the other side, gives the high-
est values on compositional datasets sup-
porting H12 (the word order is important for
compositional operators): 0.80 on KS14, 0.51
on GS11 and 0.96 on PhraseRel. Multipli-
cation, however, is a good compromise be-
tween the two. It gives the highest “com-
bined” score of 0.95.
7.1.2 Heuristics
Performance of the models selected manually is shown in Table A.10. Again, there is a lot of
consistency between parameters. The linearmodel achievesR2 = 0.83. Themost influencing
parameters are freq, neg and a similarity measure. See Table 7.1 for more details.
Heuristics for addition choose models that score the highest on lexical tasks: 0.38 on SimLex-
999 and 0.76 on MEN (Table A.10). Moreover, with more than 20 000 dimensions, there is no
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difference between the selection procedures (Max or heuristics) of the additive andKronecker-
based models.
Kronecker is strong in compositional tasks scoring 0.80 on KS14, 0.52 on GS11 and 0.93 on
PhraseRel, which is in line with H12 that word order is important (Table A.10).
Multiplication and Kronecker support H8: the optimal shifting value k depends on the dimen-
sionality. Addition and Kronecker are consistent with H7: low-dimensional spaces benefit
from global context probabilities, while high-dimensional spaces benefit from smoothed con-
text probabilities with α = 0.75.
Multiplication, again, is a compromise between the two: it gives the highest combined score
of 0.94. The highest Kronecker’s combined score is 0.91, while addition’s highest score is only
0.84.
Regarding the hypotheses, we clearly see on Figure A.3a that there is no statistically significant
difference between 1 and logn frequencies for the low-dimensional spaces, but logn is the best
choice for the high-dimensional spaces, which is consistent with H6.
Shifting performs also in accordance with H8: for low-dimensional spaces k = 0.7 or even
k = 0.5 leads to the highest result, while for high-dimensional spaces k = 1 or k = 1.4 are
optimal.
We also see that there is no statistically significant difference between the cosine and corre-
lation similarity measures giving a weak support of H9 that correlation is optimal for high-
dimensional models.
Addition and Kronecker work best with global context probabilities on low-dimensional
spaces, but benefit from local probabilities (α = 0.75) for high-dimensional spaces, support-
ing H7: context distribution smoothing is beneficial with high-dimensional spaces. Multipli-
cation, however, does not follow H7, as α = 0.75 leads to weak performance for all dimen-
sions.
There is no support of H13: for all operators, there is little difference between SPMI and SCPMI,
so compression of PMI values might not, in general, boost the performance of compositional
models.
7.1.3 Comparison of the selection methods
On lexical tasks, there is little difference between the model selection methods, especially for
spaces with more than 30 000 dimensions, as Figures A.2a and A.2b show.
The average relative differences for Max selection are 0.03 (SimLex-999), 0.01 (MEN), 0.03
(KS14), 0.11 (GS11) and 0.06 (PhraseRel). For manual heuristics, the differences are 0.05
(SimLex-999), 0.01 (MEN), 0.03 (KS14), 0.11 (GS11) and 0.07 (PhraseRel). The numbers between
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different selectionmethods are close, with the exceptions of SimLex-999 (whereMax selection
is 0.01 points lower), and GS11 (where Max is lower by 0.05 points).
The high relative difference on GS11 is due to a poor performance of addition and head. The
average normalised difference for addition is 0.22 for Max selection and for heuristics. For
the baseline compositional operator head, the differences are 0.11 and 0.14 respectively. The
differences for multiplication and Kronecker are less than 0.07, which is in accordance with
the 10% margin of H2.
Contrary to H1, Max selection does not overfit, probably due to a broad selection of evaluation
datasets.
When themodels that are selected on lexical tasks are applied in a compositional setting, they
perform worse than the models selected based on the universal score. This suggests that a
model that is good for lexical tasks will not necessarily perform well on a compositional task,
rejecting H11.
In addition, the difference between the good lexical models and the upper bound increases as
dimensionality increases. This is the case for multiplication, the most notable difference is
observed on KS14 (Figure A.2c).
It worth noting that on compositional tasks dimensionality does not contribute as much as on
lexical tasks, with an exception of addition on the GS11 dataset, where performance decreases
as dimensionality increases.
7.2 An operator-independent universal model
In the previous section, we have seen that even though parameter selection varies between
operators, there are parameter choices that are shared, for example, correlation is the best
similarity measure for addition, multiplication and Kronecker (ifD ď 3 000). Given this and
the fact that the difference between some of the choices is marginal, we try to look for a truly


















































where add stands for addition and mult stands for multiplication. We do not test Kronecker,
because it is not tested on all dimensions with the cosine and correlation similarity measures.
We also exclude the baseline operator head.
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7.2.1 Max selection
Table A.11 shows the combined scores for all datasets abstracting over a compositional oper-
ator.
The parameter selection shows a clear pattern. Low-dimensional spaces performbestwith 1 as
the frequency choice, while high-dimensional models perform better with logn, confirming
to H6 that non-linear frequency should be used with high-dimensional models. Cosine is a
better-suited similarity measure for models with few dimensions and correlation is suited to
those with many, which is in line with H9. Finally, global context probabilities are the best in a










Table 7.2: Universal (operator-independent) fea-
ture ablation
The linear model givesR2 = 0.90. The most
influential parameters are freq, similarity
measure and neg, refer to Table 7.2.
Heuristics, in general, repeat the parameter
choices of Max selection, but the switch be-
tween parameter values happens at a higher
number of dimensions (at 20 000, not at
5 000). Refer to Table A.12 for the re-
sults and Figure A.4 for the parameter be-
haviour.
The average normalised differences with the upper bound for Max selection are 0.05 (SimLex-
999), 0.03 (MEN), 0.06 (KS14), 0.11 (GS11) and 0.12 (PhraseRel). The differences for heuris-
tics are in general higher: 0.06 (SimLex-999), 0.05 (MEN), 0.08 (KS14), 0.09 (GS11) and 0.14
(PhraseRel).
Max selection is above the 10% margin of H2 on GS11 and PraseRel, while heuristics are above
the margin only on PhraseRel.
7.3 Experiments with categorical compositional opera-
tors
Sections 7.1 and 7.2 identified models that perform well on a range of tasks. The majority
of them are within the 10% margin set by H2. We apply selected models with tensor-based
operators on phrasal datasets (KS14, GS11 and PhraseRel).
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Opertor KS14 GS11 PhraseRel
Add 0.79 0.34 0.89
Mult 0.77 0.51 1.00
Kron 0.80 0.52 0.96
Relational 0.77 0.39 0.89
Copy-object 0.63 0.28 0.82
Copy-subject 0.74 0.40 0.82
Frobenius-add 0.76 0.37 0.82
Frobenius-mult 0.75 0.30 0.86
Frobenius-outer 0.77 0.38 0.89
Table 7.3: The best scores on compositional tasks based on the universal selections. There is no statis-
tically significant difference between the values in bold.
Table 7.3 shows the best results we obtained for each operator, Tables A.13, A.14 and A.15 show
all the results together with the model parameters and Figure A.5 depicts the data.
In general, the best results are achieved with 3 000-dimensional models (with an exception on
GS11 where 1 000-dimensional models perform better in 4 out of 6 cases, and copy-subject on
KS14). Also, performance increases as dimensionality increases.
Max selection based on Kronecker leads to the highest results. The exceptions are Frobenius
multiplication and copy-subject on KS14, where themodel that is best with addition also leads
to the highest results among tensor-based composition. On PhraseRel, copy-subject performs
best with operator-independently selected space.
Relational is the fourth best compositional operator after addition, multiplication or Kro-
necker on KS14 (0.77) and PhraseRel (0.89). Copy-subject is the best on GS11 (0.40). Frobenius-
outer gives the highest result on PhraseRel together with relational.
On GS11 and PhraseRel, newly tested operators outperform addition, whose scores are 0.34
and 0.89, respectively.
While there is a difference between selection methods, there are no clear outliers and the
models show similar behaviour.
7.4 Putting results into perspective
This section discusses the results of the experiments in the context of our preliminary studies
and the work of others.
In an earlier study (Milajevs et al. 2014), we compared aPPMI-weighted space, an LMI-weighted
and SVD-reduced space and a space based on the original word2vec vectors obtained from the
Google News corpus (Mikolov et al. 2013b). The same compositional operators were evaluated
as in this thesis. The count-based models selected in the earlier study were the ones that were
considered to be efficient in the compositional tasks and were used in the studies that intro-
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duced the evaluation datasets: KS14 (Kartsaklis and Sadrzadeh 2014) and GS11 (Grefenstette
and Sadrzadeh 2011a). Thus, Milajevs et al. (2014) can be seen as a replication of the experi-
ments in previous papers. The experiments showed that on small-scale tasks (KS14 and GS11)
count-basedmodels are competitive with neural word vectors, however, word2vec vectors are
superior in dialog act tagging and paraphrase detection.
In that study, additive composition with an SVD-reduced space gave the best result of 0.73
on KS14. The best tensor-based result was 0.66, achieved with word2vec and copy-object. All
our models (Table 7.3), with the exception of copy-object, statistically significantly improve
over our previous best scores. Despite being lower, our copy-object (0.63) is not statistically
significantly different from the word2vec score reported in Milajevs et al. (2014).
On the GS11 dataset, systematic parameter selection leads to spaces that improve over the
corresponding operators in the earlier study on all but two of the compositional methods (the
exceptions being copy-object and Frobeniusmult). In addition to that, multiplication and Kro-
necker statistically significantly improve over the overall best-reported score of 0.46 in Mila-
jevs et al. (2014). Kronecker yields the highest score of 0.52.
Kim et al. (2015b) adopt the evaluation procedure of Milajevs et al. (2014) to test an extended
word2vec model that is tuned for multiplicative interaction of the vectors, not additive, as the
original word2vec. They improve on most of the composition operators on the KS14 and GS11
datasets.
They achieve the best result of 0.77 with addition on KS14. Three of our models (addition,
multiplication and Kronecker) outperform that score, however the difference is not statisti-
cally significant. Also, our results are better than the results reported by comparing results
by operator (our result are shown in brackets for comparison): multiplication 0.44 (0.77, sta-
tistically significant), Kronecker 0.62 (0.80, statistically significant), relational 0.67 (0.77, sta-
tistically significant), copy-subject 0.45 (0.74, statistically significant), copy-object 0.61 (0.63,
not statistically significant), Frobenius addition 0.61 (0.76, statistically significant), Frobenius
multiplication 0.61 (0.75, statistically significant), Frobenius outer 0.66 (0.77, statistically sig-
nificant).
On G11, their best score is 0.39, which is lower than the results that we get with multiplication
(0.51, statistically significant), Kronecker (0.52, statistically significant), relational (0.40, not
statistically significant) and copy-subject (0.40, not statistically significant). However, we get
lower results with copy-object (0.29, statistically significant) and Frobenius outer (0.39, not
statistically significant).
Hashimoto and Tsuruoka (2015) learn the matrices of transitive verbs using implicit tensor
factorisation. The verbmatrices are learned in two ways: one only takes into account the verb
arguments (the subject and the object, referred as SVO in the paper), another, in addition to
that, employs the adjuncts that complement the meaning of the verb phrases (SVOPN). They
use copy-subject as the compositional operator. The main baseline is their previous method
described in Hashimoto et al. (2014).
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In comparison to their SVO results, our are higher: they get 0.48 on GS11 (no statistically sig-
nificantly difference) and 0.48 on KS14 (statistically significantly different). These results are
lower than our Multiplication and Kronecker on GS11 and all operators on KS14.
The SVOPN model with the score of 0.61 statistically significantly outperforms our best (0.52)
on GS11. While they get a higher score on KS14 of 0.74 (though it is obtained with the
Hashimoto et al. (2014) baseline) it is still lower than all of our results, except copy-subject
and copy-object, but the improvement is not statistically significant. Interestingly, our result
of 0.74 with copy-subject is close to their score but is still lower.
Hashimoto and Tsuruoka (2016) jointly learn compositional and non-compositional phrase
embeddings by using a compositionality scoring function. They improve on their previous
work and get the score of 0.68 on GS11 versus our 0.52 with a statistically significant differ-
ence.
Fried et al. (2015) use low-rank tensors to approximate third-order tensors of verbs. They
achieve the scores of 0.47 on GS11 and 0.68 on KS14 with categorical composition and 0.71 on
KS14 with addition. While our best result is statistically significantly better on GS11, categor-
ical operators score lower, the best is copy-subject (0.40). On KS14, our experiments produce
higher results (with an exception of copy-object) than their best (additive) model, addition
and Kronecker make a statistically significant improvement. It is worth noting the study of
Polajnar et al. (2015) uses discourse features to build vectors, but the experiment results re-
ported there are not compatible with ours because we averaged the human-provided scores
before computing correlation, while they treat each human score individually without aver-
aging.
Overall, we improved over the scores by identifying a better set of model parameters rather
than developing a more sophisticated model.
7.5 Conclusion
This chapter identified a few spaces that work well on a broad range of lexical and composi-
tional tasks.
Despite the expectation in H1, we see that Max selection does not overfit if the models are
evaluated on diverse tasks. In fact, heuristics become too conservative in this case, however,
we still suggest manual analysis when a small number of datasets is used.
Our universalmodels performwithin the 10%margin of H2 in themajority of the experiments.
Moreover, the operator-independent universal space is competitive with spaces that were se-
lected with an operator in mind, supporting the idea that there is a universal vector space for
all kind of tasks and H4.
The selections show that an optimal parameter choice depends on dimensionality (H5). As we
have seen in Section 7.1.3, a good lexical model might fail in a compositional setting (H11).
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We have also seen in Section 7.1.1 that good lexical models favour the additive composition,
while Kronecker is more optimal for composition andmultiplication is a compromise between
the two. This, and the fact that a similarity has been found between lexical and compositional
tasks (Kiela and Clark 2014, Section 4), might be an explanation of why addition is considered
to be the best compositional operator. In our experiments, multiplication and Kronecker con-
sistently outperform addition.
While parameter selection depends on dimensionality, the performance on compositional task
depends on it to a much lower extent.
Our selection methodology has produced some statistically significantly better results in the
KS14 dataset over widely used count-based vectors (Milajevs et al. 2014), neural vectors in a
compositional setting (Kim et al. 2015b, Milajevs et al. 2014) and learned verb tensors (Fried
et al. 2015, Hashimoto and Tsuruoka 2015; 2016).
While our results on GS11 are close to the current state-of-the-art results (Hashimoto and Tsu-
ruoka 2016), there is room for improvement, especially for tensor-based compositional oper-
ators. The difference in the performance might be explained as the limit of the count-based
methods or the unexplored, and therefore untuned, parameters of the verb matrix. For ex-
ample, we consider all different subject-object occurrences despite their frequency in the cor-
pus. Using only the subject-object pairs that appeared at least 100 times might improve the
results.
The gap between the multiplicative and Kronecker composition in our work indicates that the
categorical methods can be improved. We see that the word order is important in the task,
otherwise, Kronecker would not outperform addition and multiplication. Because categorical
methods take word order into account, there is a potential for them to improve. However,
it is not clear whether the verb matrices are of good quality. The verb matrices obtained by
different ways need to be tested on a lexical similarity task, for example Gerz et al. (2016). Also,




This work is a systematic study of vector space models for similarity estima-tion, based on the distributional hypothesis (Harris 1954) and Frege’s prin-ciple of compositionality (Coecke et al. 2010, Janssen 2001). The goal of thiswork is to provide performance numbers of distributional models that arerobust to overfitting and are representative of this kind of method.
Another goal of the current study is to compare the parameters within the distributional ap-
proach and identify parameter combinations that lead to high performance of the correspond-
ing models.
The experiments in the study are performed on two lexical tasks—SimLex-999 (Hill et al. 2015)
and MEN (Bruni et al. 2014)—and three phrasal tasks—KS14 (Kartsaklis and Sadrzadeh 2014),
GS11 (Grefenstette and Sadrzadeh 2011b) and PhraseRel (Section 5). In addition to individual
dataset evaluation, the models’ performance scores are combined to identify models that per-
form well on the collections of tasks, namely lexical (Section 4.4), compositional (Section 6.5)
and universal (Chapter 7).
The vector component values are based on the PMI quantification of the co-occurrence counts.
To minimise the effect of noise in the co-occurrence data, the PMI score itself is modified by
weighting, shifting, compression and others—see Section 3.2.1 for more details. We identify
an optimal parameter choice based on dimensionality of the underlying vector space. In com-
positional tasks, we experiment with point-wise operators (addition and multiplication) and
with categorical operators (Section 7.3, Coecke et al. (2010)).
Representative performance of count-based distributional methods As a re-
sult of a systematic study, we identified parameters of distributional models that replicate
results obtained in lexical experiments (Table 4.10) and achieve the new state-of-the-art re-
sult on the sentence similarity task (KS14, Table 7.3) with Kronecker-based composition. In
addition to that, the performance of categorical compositional methods was improved.
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The model parameters we have identified are competitive with other meaning models, for
example, predictive models (Mikolov et al. 2013a).
Optimal parameter choice The experiments (Chapters 4, 6 and 7) show that the opti-
mal parameter choice depends on dimensionality. While there are more optimal choices for
particular datasets, we suggest using SCPMI with logn frequency, global context probabilities,
shifted k = 0.7 values and correlation as the similarity measure with at least 20 000 dimen-
sional space. For compositional tasks, we suggest 3 000 dimensions and cosine as the similarity
measure, keeping other parameters the same.
High-dimensional models contain more noise signal because by design they include co-
occurrence counts of lower frequencies. The logn frequency component, context distribu-
tion smoothing and PMI value shiftingminimise the influence of noise that presents in the co-
occurrence data. In contrast to high-dimensional models, low-dimensional models are based
on less noisy data, making noise handling unnecessary.
The fact that we were able to identify parameters that perform on a variety of tasks suggests
that there might be a single model that is good in a variety of tasks (Pereira et al. 2016).
Lexical representations in compositional setting In Section 7.1 we observed a di-
rect link between model performance and the combination of lexical parameters with a com-
positional operator. Kronecker-optimised lexical parameters perform best on compositional
tasks and underperform on lexical tasks. Addition-based lexical parameters perform best on
lexical tasks and match parameters that are based on word similarity tasks. Multiplication-
based optimal parameters is a good compromise as they achieve a balance in performance on
lexical and compositional tasks.
The fact that addition-based optional parameters follow the parameters that are the best for
word similarity estimation biases against other compositional operators especially when iter-
ative parameter tuning is used.
Parameter selection procedure Twomodel selection procedures were tested to avoid
overfitting. One selects the parameters that lead to the highest performance, while the other
performs selection based on the average performance of the parameter values. We see that if
a single dataset is used for model selection, that the best model is overfit and suggest using
a more elaborated parameter selection technique. However, when the selection is based on
a combination of datasets, then the Max-based selection picks models that are less likely to
overfit.
Future work There are several directions for future work. First of all, we explored unre-
duced spaces, for example, we did not apply SVD (Bullinaria and Levy 2012). Apart from a
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particular dimensionality reduction method being superior, it might interact with other pa-
rameters (Lapesa and Evert 2014) and change the optimal values, in contrast to the reasoning
of Kiela and Clark (2014) that “…dimensionality reduction relies on some original non-reduced
model, and directly depends on its quality.”
Another direction is the experimentation on a a larger number of datasets. While more
datasets are being proposed, for example Gerz et al. (2016), and the current datasets are be-
ing criticised,1 it is important to have datasets that share the same goal (for example, provide
similarity judgements), but are constructed by different groups and employ differentmethods
during the dataset construction.
While categorical compositional methods are built on solid theoretical grounds (Coecke et al.
2010) and have been shown previously (Fried et al. 2015, Grefenstette and Sadrzadeh 2011b,
Hashimoto and Tsuruoka 2016, Kartsaklis and Sadrzadeh 2014, Kim et al. 2015b) and in this
work to be competitive with othermethods, more parameter exploration work has to be done,
especially for the way how the verb (or other relational) tensors are built. On the theoretical
side, the categorical methods need to be of lower computation complexity, as the current way
of building verb matrices is not feasible for vectors over 3 000 components.
Significance testing should become a routine in the field of distributional semantics. The
current datasets are not designed with such a requirement in mind, making many of the re-
ported improvements in the literature and in this thesis statistically insignificant. To over-
come this, new datasets should be designed that make sure that the evaluation procedure and
the dataset size lead to a smallminimum statistical difference (Faruqui et al. 2016, Rastogi et al.
2015).
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Experimental data Appendix A
operator dimensionality KS14 freq discr cds neg similarity
head 1 000 0.70 logn scpmi 1 0.7 correlation
head 2 000 0.72 logn scpmi 1 0.7 cos
head 3 000 0.71 logn scpmi global 1.4 cos
head 5 000 0.69 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
head 10 000 0.71 1 scpmi 0.75 1 cos
head 20 000 0.72 logn scpmi 0.75 1 cos
head 30 000 0.72 logn scpmi 0.75 1 cos
head 40 000 0.72 logn spmi 0.75 1.4 cos
head 50 000 0.72 logn spmi 0.75 1.4 correlation
add 1 000 0.78 1 spmi global 1.4 correlation
add 2 000 0.80 1 spmi global 1 correlation
add 3 000 0.79 1 spmi global 1 correlation
add 5 000 0.79 1 scpmi 0.75 0.7 correlation
add 10 000 0.79 1 spmi 0.75 0.5 correlation
add 20 000 0.80 1 scpmi 0.75 0.7 correlation
add 30 000 0.79 1 scpmi 0.75 0.7 correlation
add 40 000 0.79 1 scpmi 0.75 0.7 correlation
add 50 000 0.79 1 scpmi 0.75 0.7 correlation
mult 1 000 0.77 1 scpmi 1 0.2 correlation
mult 2 000 0.78 1 scpmi 1 0.2 correlation
mult 3 000 0.78 1 scpmi 1 0.2 correlation
mult 5 000 0.78 1 scpmi 1 0.2 correlation
mult 10 000 0.78 1 scpmi 1 0.2 correlation
mult 20 000 0.78 1 scpmi 1 0.2 correlation
mult 30 000 0.77 1 scpmi 1 0.2 correlation
mult 40 000 0.77 1 scpmi 1 0.2 correlation
mult 50 000 0.77 1 cpmi 1 N/A correlation
kron 1 000 0.80 1 scpmi 1 0.2 correlation
kron 2 000 0.81 1 scpmi 1 0.2 correlation
kron 3 000 0.81 1 scpmi 1 0.2 correlation
kron 5 000 0.79 1 scpmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
kron 10 000 0.80 1 scpmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
kron 20 000 0.79 1 scpmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
kron 30 000 0.79 1 scpmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
kron 40 000 0.79 1 scpmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
kron 50 000 0.79 1 spmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
Table A.1: KS14 Max selection
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Experimental data Appendix A
operator dimensionality KS14 freq discr cds neg similarity
head 1 000 0.69 logn scpmi global 1 cos
head 2 000 0.70 logn scpmi global 1 cos
head 3 000 0.69 logn scpmi global 1 cos
head 5 000 0.69 logn scpmi global 1.4 cos
head 10 000 0.69 logn scpmi global 1.4 cos
head 20 000 0.70 logn spmi 0.75 1.4 correlation
head 30 000 0.69 logn spmi 0.75 2 correlation
head 40 000 0.69 logn spmi 0.75 2 correlation
head 50 000 0.69 logn spmi 0.75 2 correlation
add 1 000 0.78 1 spmi global 1.4 correlation
add 2 000 0.79 1 spmi global 1.4 correlation
add 3 000 0.79 1 spmi global 1.4 correlation
add 5 000 0.79 logn spmi global 1.4 correlation
add 10 000 0.79 logn spmi global 1.4 correlation
add 20 000 0.78 logn spmi global 2 correlation
add 30 000 0.78 logn spmi global 2 correlation
add 40 000 0.78 logn spmi global 2 correlation
add 50 000 0.77 logn spmi global 2 correlation
mult 1 000 0.77 1 scpmi global 0.5 correlation
mult 2 000 0.78 1 scpmi global 0.5 correlation
mult 3 000 0.77 1 scpmi global 0.5 correlation
mult 5 000 0.77 1 scpmi global 0.5 correlation
mult 10 000 0.77 1 scpmi global 0.7 correlation
mult 20 000 0.77 1 scpmi global 0.7 correlation
mult 30 000 0.75 1 scpmi global 1 correlation
mult 40 000 0.74 1 scpmi global 1 correlation
mult 50 000 0.74 1 scpmi global 1 correlation
kron 1 000 0.78 1 spmi global 0.5 correlation
kron 2 000 0.80 1 spmi global 0.5 correlation
kron 3 000 0.80 1 spmi global 0.7 correlation
kron 5 000 0.77 1 spmi global 0.7 inner_product
kron 10 000 0.75 logn spmi global 0.7 inner_product
kron 20 000 0.77 logn scpmi global 1 inner_product
kron 30 000 0.77 logn scpmi global 1 inner_product
kron 40 000 0.77 logn scpmi global 1 inner_product
kron 50 000 0.77 logn scpmi global 1 inner_product
Table A.2: KS14 selection based on heuristics
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operator dimensionality GS11 freq discr cds neg similarity
head 1 000 0.38 logn scpmi 0.75 0.2 correlation
head 2 000 0.36 1 pmi global N/A inner_product
head 3 000 0.41 1 pmi global N/A inner_product
head 5 000 0.40 1 pmi global N/A inner_product
head 10 000 0.43 1 pmi global N/A inner_product
head 20 000 0.37 1 scpmi global 1 correlation
head 30 000 0.38 logn spmi global 0.7 correlation
head 40 000 0.38 logn scpmi 1 0.7 correlation
head 50 000 0.38 logn spmi global 0.7 correlation
add 1 000 0.34 1 scpmi global 0.7 correlation
add 2 000 0.31 1 spmi global 0.2 correlation
add 3 000 0.31 1 pmi 0.75 N/A correlation
add 5 000 0.30 1 pmi 1 N/A cos
add 10 000 0.32 1 pmi global N/A cos
add 20 000 0.28 logn scpmi 0.75 0.2 correlation
add 30 000 0.27 logn scpmi 0.75 0.2 correlation
add 40 000 0.26 1 pmi global N/A correlation
add 50 000 0.25 1 pmi global N/A correlation
mult 1 000 0.46 logn pmi global N/A inner_product
mult 2 000 0.47 logn spmi global 0.5 cos
mult 3 000 0.48 1 scpmi global 0.7 cos
mult 5 000 0.49 1 scpmi global 0.7 cos
mult 10 000 0.50 logn spmi global 0.5 cos
mult 20 000 0.53 1 scpmi global 0.7 correlation
mult 30 000 0.51 1 scpmi global 1 correlation
mult 40 000 0.52 1 scpmi global 1 correlation
mult 50 000 0.50 logn spmi global 0.5 cos
kron 1 000 0.43 1 scpmi global 0.2 correlation
kron 2 000 0.49 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
kron 3 000 0.50 logn spmi 0.75 0.5 inner_product
kron 5 000 0.51 logn spmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
kron 10 000 0.51 logn spmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
kron 20 000 0.51 logn spmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
kron 30 000 0.51 logn spmi 0.75 1 inner_product
kron 40 000 0.51 logn spmi 0.75 1 inner_product
kron 50 000 0.52 logn spmi 0.75 1 inner_product
Table A.3: GS11 Max selection
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operator dimensionality GS11 freq discr cds neg similarity
head 1 000 0.33 logn spmi global 0.5 cos
head 2 000 0.33 logn spmi global 0.5 cos
head 3 000 0.35 logn spmi global 0.7 cos
head 5 000 0.36 logn spmi global 0.7 cos
head 10 000 0.34 logn spmi 1 0.7 cos
head 20 000 0.36 logn spmi 1 0.7 cos
head 30 000 0.36 logn spmi 1 0.7 cos
head 40 000 0.37 logn spmi 1 0.7 cos
head 50 000 0.36 logn spmi 1 0.7 cos
add 1 000 0.29 logn pmi 1 N/A correlation
add 2 000 0.28 logn pmi 1 N/A correlation
add 3 000 0.28 logn pmi 1 N/A correlation
add 5 000 0.28 logn pmi 1 N/A correlation
add 10 000 0.26 logn pmi 1 N/A correlation
add 20 000 0.28 logn scpmi 0.75 0.2 correlation
add 30 000 0.27 logn scpmi 0.75 0.2 correlation
add 40 000 0.25 logn scpmi 0.75 0.2 correlation
add 50 000 0.24 logn scpmi 0.75 0.2 correlation
mult 1 000 0.44 logn pmi global N/A cos
mult 2 000 0.41 logn pmi global N/A cos
mult 3 000 0.44 logn pmi global N/A cos
mult 5 000 0.49 logn scpmi global 0.7 cos
mult 10 000 0.50 logn scpmi global 0.7 cos
mult 20 000 0.50 logn scpmi global 0.7 cos
mult 30 000 0.50 logn scpmi global 0.7 cos
mult 40 000 0.51 logn scpmi global 0.7 cos
mult 50 000 0.50 logn scpmi global 0.7 cos
kron 1 000 0.41 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
kron 2 000 0.49 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
kron 3 000 0.50 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
kron 5 000 0.51 logn spmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
kron 10 000 0.51 logn spmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
kron 20 000 0.51 logn spmi 0.75 1 inner_product
kron 30 000 0.51 logn spmi 0.75 1 inner_product
kron 40 000 0.51 logn spmi 0.75 1 inner_product
kron 50 000 0.52 logn spmi 0.75 1 inner_product
Table A.4: GS11 selection based on heuristics
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operator dimensionality PhraseRel freq discr cds neg similarity
head 1 000 0.71 1 spmi 0.75 0.7 correlation
head 2 000 0.75 n spmi 0.75 1.4 correlation
head 3 000 0.75 logn spmi 0.75 2 inner_product
head 5 000 0.75 n spmi 0.75 2 correlation
head 10 000 0.75 1 scpmi 0.75 2 correlation
head 20 000 0.75 1 spmi global 0.2 inner_product
head 30 000 0.75 n scpmi global 1.4 cos
head 40 000 0.75 n scpmi global 1.4 correlation
head 50 000 0.75 1 spmi 1 2 cos
add 1 000 0.89 1 pmi global N/A cos
add 2 000 0.89 1 cpmi 1 N/A correlation
add 3 000 0.86 1 spmi 0.75 0.7 correlation
add 5 000 0.89 n spmi 0.75 5 correlation
add 10 000 0.86 1 spmi 1 0.2 inner_product
add 20 000 0.86 1 spmi 0.75 0.2 inner_product
add 30 000 0.89 n spmi 0.75 7 correlation
add 40 000 0.86 1 spmi 0.75 0.5 inner_product
add 50 000 0.86 1 spmi 0.75 0.5 inner_product
mult 1 000 0.93 1 cpmi 0.75 N/A correlation
mult 2 000 0.96 logn spmi 0.75 0.2 correlation
mult 3 000 0.93 1 cpmi 0.75 N/A cos
mult 5 000 0.96 logn spmi 0.75 0.2 correlation
mult 10 000 1.00 1 scpmi 1 0.7 correlation
mult 20 000 1.00 logn cpmi 1 N/A correlation
mult 30 000 0.96 logn cpmi 1 N/A correlation
mult 40 000 0.96 logn cpmi 1 N/A correlation
mult 50 000 0.96 logn cpmi 1 N/A correlation
kron 1 000 0.93 1 scpmi global 0.2 correlation
kron 2 000 0.93 1 cpmi 0.75 N/A correlation
kron 3 000 0.96 1 scpmi global 1 correlation
kron 5 000 0.89 1 scpmi 0.75 1 inner_product
kron 10 000 0.89 1 scpmi 0.75 1 inner_product
kron 20 000 0.89 1 scpmi 0.75 1 inner_product
kron 30 000 0.93 1 spmi 1 1.4 inner_product
kron 40 000 0.93 1 scpmi global 2 inner_product
kron 50 000 0.93 1 scpmi global 2 inner_product
Table A.5: PhraseRel Max selection
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operator dimensionality PhraseRel freq discr cds neg similarity
head 1 000 0.64 n spmi 0.75 1.4 correlation
head 2 000 0.75 n spmi 0.75 1.4 correlation
head 3 000 0.71 n spmi 0.75 1.4 correlation
head 5 000 0.71 n scpmi 0.75 1.4 correlation
head 10 000 0.75 n scpmi global 1.4 cos
head 20 000 0.75 n scpmi global 1.4 cos
head 30 000 0.75 n scpmi global 1.4 cos
head 40 000 0.75 n scpmi global 1.4 cos
head 50 000 0.75 n scpmi global 1.4 cos
add 1 000 0.79 1 spmi global 2 cos
add 2 000 0.82 1 spmi global 2 cos
add 3 000 0.86 1 spmi global 2 cos
add 5 000 0.82 1 spmi global 2 cos
add 10 000 0.82 1 spmi global 2 cos
add 20 000 0.82 1 spmi global 2 inner_product
add 30 000 0.82 1 spmi global 2 inner_product
add 40 000 0.79 1 spmi global 2 inner_product
add 50 000 0.75 1 spmi global 2 inner_product
mult 1 000 0.89 logn scpmi global 0.5 correlation
mult 2 000 0.89 logn scpmi global 0.5 correlation
mult 3 000 0.89 logn scpmi global 0.5 correlation
mult 5 000 0.93 logn scpmi global 0.5 correlation
mult 10 000 0.93 logn scpmi global 0.5 correlation
mult 20 000 0.96 logn scpmi global 0.5 correlation
mult 30 000 0.96 logn scpmi global 0.5 correlation
mult 40 000 0.93 logn scpmi global 0.5 correlation
mult 50 000 0.93 logn scpmi global 0.5 correlation
kron 1 000 0.86 logn spmi 1 0.5 correlation
kron 2 000 0.93 logn spmi 1 0.5 correlation
kron 3 000 0.93 logn spmi 1 0.5 correlation
kron 5 000 0.79 1 spmi 1 1 inner_product
kron 10 000 0.86 1 spmi 1 1 inner_product
kron 20 000 0.82 1 spmi 1 1.4 inner_product
kron 30 000 0.93 1 spmi 1 1.4 inner_product
kron 40 000 0.86 1 spmi 1 1.4 inner_product
kron 50 000 0.82 1 spmi 1 1.4 inner_product
















operator dimensionality KS14 GS11 PhraseRel compositional freq discr cds neg similarity
head 1 000 0.68 0.35 0.64 0.71 1 spmi global 1 correlation
head 2 000 0.71 0.36 0.64 0.73 logn spmi global 1.4 inner_product
head 3 000 0.69 0.34 0.64 0.71 logn spmi 1 0.5 inner_product
head 5 000 0.67 0.35 0.68 0.72 logn spmi 1 0.5 inner_product
head 10 000 0.71 0.34 0.68 0.73 logn spmi 0.75 1 cos
head 20 000 0.71 0.35 0.71 0.75 logn spmi 0.75 1 cos
head 30 000 0.71 0.35 0.71 0.75 logn spmi 0.75 1 cos
head 40 000 0.72 0.35 0.71 0.75 logn scpmi 0.75 1 cos
head 50 000 0.71 0.36 0.71 0.75 logn spmi 0.75 1 cos
add 1 000 0.76 0.33 0.89 0.82 1 spmi global 0.5 correlation
add 2 000 0.78 0.30 0.89 0.81 1 scpmi global 0.7 correlation
add 3 000 0.77 0.30 0.86 0.79 1 spmi global 0.5 correlation
add 5 000 0.75 0.29 0.82 0.77 logn scpmi 0.75 0.2 correlation
add 10 000 0.77 0.28 0.82 0.77 1 spmi 0.75 0.2 correlation
add 20 000 0.76 0.25 0.79 0.73 logn cpmi 0.75 N/A correlation
add 30 000 0.75 0.24 0.79 0.72 logn cpmi 0.75 N/A correlation
add 40 000 0.73 0.26 0.71 0.70 1 pmi global N/A correlation
add 50 000 0.72 0.25 0.71 0.69 1 pmi global N/A correlation
mult 1 000 0.75 0.45 0.89 0.89 1 spmi global 0.5 correlation
mult 2 000 0.74 0.47 0.89 0.90 logn spmi global 0.5 correlation
mult 3 000 0.75 0.47 0.89 0.90 1 spmi global 0.5 correlation
mult 5 000 0.74 0.49 0.89 0.91 1 scpmi global 0.7 cos
mult 10 000 0.75 0.50 1.00 0.95 logn spmi global 0.5 correlation
mult 20 000 0.77 0.53 0.96 0.97 1 scpmi global 0.7 correlation
mult 30 000 0.74 0.50 0.96 0.94 logn spmi 1 0.2 correlation
mult 40 000 0.74 0.50 0.96 0.94 logn spmi 1 0.2 cos
mult 50 000 0.73 0.50 0.96 0.94 logn spmi 1 0.2 correlation
kron 1 000 0.79 0.43 0.93 0.91 1 scpmi global 0.2 correlation
kron 2 000 0.77 0.46 0.93 0.92 1 spmi 0.75 0.2 correlation
kron 3 000 0.78 0.47 0.93 0.93 1 scpmi global 0.7 cos
kron 5 000 0.77 0.50 0.86 0.92 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
kron 10 000 0.73 0.51 0.86 0.91 logn spmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
kron 20 000 0.75 0.51 0.86 0.91 logn spmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
kron 30 000 0.76 0.50 0.86 0.91 logn spmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
kron 40 000 0.72 0.51 0.89 0.91 logn spmi 0.75 1 inner_product
kron 50 000 0.72 0.51 0.89 0.91 logn scpmi 0.75 1 inner_product















operator dimensionality KS14 GS11 PhraseRel compositional freq discr cds neg similarity
head 1 000 0.68 0.33 0.64 0.70 logn spmi global 1 correlation
head 2 000 0.69 0.34 0.64 0.71 logn spmi global 1 correlation
head 3 000 0.68 0.33 0.61 0.69 logn spmi global 1 correlation
head 5 000 0.68 0.34 0.61 0.69 logn spmi global 1 cos
head 10 000 0.69 0.34 0.64 0.71 logn spmi global 1.4 cos
head 20 000 0.67 0.36 0.68 0.73 logn spmi global 1.4 cos
head 30 000 0.67 0.36 0.68 0.73 logn spmi global 1.4 cos
head 40 000 0.66 0.36 0.68 0.72 logn spmi global 1.4 cos
head 50 000 0.66 0.37 0.68 0.73 logn spmi global 1.4 cos
add 1 000 0.77 0.24 0.79 0.73 logn spmi global 1 correlation
add 2 000 0.79 0.22 0.82 0.73 logn spmi global 1 correlation
add 3 000 0.79 0.20 0.82 0.73 logn spmi global 1 correlation
add 5 000 0.79 0.19 0.79 0.70 logn spmi global 1 correlation
add 10 000 0.79 0.18 0.79 0.70 logn spmi global 1 correlation
add 20 000 0.78 0.18 0.79 0.70 logn spmi global 1 correlation
add 30 000 0.78 0.17 0.79 0.69 logn spmi global 1 correlation
add 40 000 0.78 0.17 0.79 0.69 logn spmi global 1 correlation
add 50 000 0.77 0.16 0.79 0.68 logn spmi global 1 correlation
mult 1 000 0.75 0.45 0.89 0.89 1 spmi global 0.5 correlation
mult 2 000 0.76 0.45 0.86 0.88 1 spmi global 0.5 correlation
mult 3 000 0.75 0.47 0.89 0.90 1 spmi global 0.5 correlation
mult 5 000 0.76 0.46 0.89 0.90 1 spmi global 0.5 correlation
mult 10 000 0.77 0.49 0.93 0.93 1 scpmi global 0.7 correlation
mult 20 000 0.77 0.53 0.96 0.97 1 scpmi global 0.7 correlation
mult 30 000 0.76 0.51 0.89 0.93 1 scpmi global 0.7 correlation
mult 40 000 0.76 0.51 0.89 0.93 1 scpmi global 0.7 correlation
mult 50 000 0.77 0.48 0.89 0.91 1 scpmi global 0.7 correlation
kron 1 000 0.78 0.42 0.86 0.87 1 scpmi global 0.7 correlation
kron 2 000 0.80 0.44 0.89 0.90 1 scpmi global 0.7 correlation
kron 3 000 0.80 0.47 0.89 0.92 1 scpmi global 0.7 correlation
kron 5 000 0.77 0.50 0.86 0.92 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
kron 10 000 0.65 0.48 0.86 0.86 logn spmi 0.75 1 inner_product
kron 20 000 0.69 0.51 0.89 0.90 logn spmi 0.75 1 inner_product
kron 30 000 0.70 0.51 0.89 0.91 logn spmi 0.75 1 inner_product
kron 40 000 0.72 0.51 0.89 0.91 logn spmi 0.75 1 inner_product
kron 50 000 0.72 0.52 0.82 0.89 logn spmi 0.75 1 inner_product
Table A.8: Compositional (combined KS13, GS11 and PhraseRel) selection based on heuristics128
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operator dimensionality SimLex999 men KS14 GS11 PhraseRel universal freq discr cds neg similarity
head 1 000 0.35 0.68 0.68 0.33 0.64 0.79 1 scpmi global 1 cos
head 2 000 0.36 0.70 0.68 0.35 0.64 0.82 1 spmi global 1 cos
head 3 000 0.36 0.73 0.69 0.33 0.64 0.82 logn scpmi global 1 cos
head 5 000 0.35 0.74 0.69 0.34 0.68 0.83 logn spmi 0.75 0.7 cos
head 10 000 0.37 0.75 0.67 0.36 0.64 0.84 logn scpmi 1 0.7 cos
head 20 000 0.37 0.76 0.71 0.35 0.71 0.86 logn spmi 0.75 1 cos
head 30 000 0.37 0.76 0.71 0.35 0.71 0.86 logn spmi 0.75 1 cos
head 40 000 0.38 0.76 0.72 0.35 0.71 0.87 logn scpmi 0.75 1 cos
head 50 000 0.38 0.76 0.71 0.36 0.71 0.87 logn spmi 0.75 1 cos
add 1 000 0.35 0.68 0.77 0.28 0.86 0.84 1 scpmi global 1 cos
add 2 000 0.33 0.68 0.79 0.29 0.89 0.84 1 cpmi 1 N/A correlation
add 3 000 0.34 0.72 0.78 0.26 0.82 0.84 logn cpmi 1 N/A correlation
add 5 000 0.35 0.73 0.78 0.25 0.82 0.84 logn cpmi 1 N/A correlation
add 10 000 0.36 0.74 0.78 0.26 0.82 0.85 logn cpmi 1 N/A correlation
add 20 000 0.37 0.74 0.76 0.25 0.79 0.84 logn cpmi 0.75 N/A correlation
add 30 000 0.38 0.76 0.78 0.16 0.82 0.84 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 correlation
add 40 000 0.38 0.76 0.78 0.17 0.79 0.84 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 correlation
add 50 000 0.38 0.76 0.78 0.16 0.79 0.84 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 correlation
mult 1 000 0.34 0.66 0.71 0.44 0.89 0.87 logn spmi global 0.7 cos
mult 2 000 0.35 0.69 0.73 0.46 0.89 0.89 logn spmi 1 0.2 cos
mult 3 000 0.36 0.71 0.73 0.47 0.89 0.91 logn spmi global 0.7 cos
mult 5 000 0.36 0.72 0.73 0.48 0.86 0.91 logn spmi global 0.7 cos
mult 10 000 0.37 0.75 0.76 0.45 0.96 0.94 logn scpmi global 1 cos
mult 20 000 0.38 0.76 0.76 0.48 0.89 0.94 logn scpmi global 1 cos
mult 30 000 0.38 0.76 0.74 0.48 0.89 0.94 logn scpmi global 1 cos
mult 40 000 0.38 0.76 0.74 0.49 0.89 0.95 logn scpmi global 1 cos
mult 50 000 0.37 0.76 0.77 0.45 0.93 0.94 logn spmi global 1.4 cos
kron 1 000 0.35 0.68 0.79 0.39 0.93 0.88 logn spmi global 1 cos
kron 2 000 0.36 0.72 0.80 0.41 0.93 0.91 logn scpmi global 1 cos
kron 3 000 0.36 0.71 0.80 0.42 0.96 0.92 1 scpmi global 1 cos
kron 5 000 0.28 0.70 0.77 0.50 0.86 0.87 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
kron 10 000 0.28 0.71 0.73 0.51 0.86 0.87 logn spmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
kron 20 000 0.28 0.72 0.75 0.51 0.86 0.88 logn spmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
kron 30 000 0.29 0.73 0.76 0.50 0.86 0.88 logn spmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
kron 40 000 0.29 0.73 0.72 0.51 0.89 0.88 logn spmi 0.75 1 inner_product
kron 50 000 0.29 0.74 0.72 0.51 0.89 0.88 logn scpmi 0.75 1 inner_product















operator dimensionality SimLex999 men KS14 GS11 PhraseRel universal freq discr cds neg similarity
head 1 000 0.33 0.68 0.67 0.29 0.68 0.78 1 scpmi 0.75 0.7 cos
head 2 000 0.35 0.72 0.70 0.31 0.64 0.81 1 scpmi 0.75 0.7 cos
head 3 000 0.36 0.73 0.69 0.30 0.64 0.81 1 scpmi 0.75 0.7 cos
head 5 000 0.35 0.73 0.68 0.33 0.68 0.82 1 spmi 0.75 0.7 cos
head 10 000 0.36 0.75 0.71 0.34 0.68 0.84 logn spmi 0.75 1 cos
head 20 000 0.37 0.76 0.71 0.35 0.71 0.86 logn spmi 0.75 1 cos
head 30 000 0.37 0.76 0.71 0.35 0.71 0.86 logn spmi 0.75 1 cos
head 40 000 0.38 0.76 0.71 0.35 0.71 0.87 logn spmi 0.75 1 cos
head 50 000 0.38 0.76 0.71 0.36 0.71 0.87 logn spmi 0.75 1 cos
add 1 000 0.31 0.64 0.76 0.34 0.86 0.82 1 scpmi global 0.7 correlation
add 2 000 0.33 0.68 0.78 0.30 0.89 0.84 1 scpmi global 0.7 correlation
add 3 000 0.33 0.68 0.78 0.28 0.82 0.82 1 scpmi global 0.7 correlation
add 5 000 0.34 0.69 0.78 0.26 0.82 0.82 1 scpmi global 0.7 correlation
add 10 000 0.36 0.73 0.78 0.25 0.79 0.84 logn scpmi global 0.7 correlation
add 20 000 0.38 0.76 0.78 0.16 0.82 0.84 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 correlation
add 30 000 0.38 0.76 0.78 0.16 0.82 0.84 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 correlation
add 40 000 0.38 0.76 0.78 0.17 0.79 0.84 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 correlation
add 50 000 0.38 0.76 0.78 0.16 0.79 0.84 logn scpmi 0.75 0.7 correlation
mult 1 000 0.30 0.62 0.75 0.45 0.89 0.84 1 spmi global 0.5 correlation
mult 2 000 0.32 0.66 0.76 0.45 0.86 0.86 1 spmi global 0.5 correlation
mult 3 000 0.32 0.66 0.75 0.47 0.89 0.88 1 spmi global 0.5 correlation
mult 5 000 0.32 0.67 0.76 0.46 0.89 0.87 1 spmi global 0.5 correlation
mult 10 000 0.36 0.73 0.76 0.50 0.89 0.93 logn scpmi global 0.7 correlation
mult 20 000 0.37 0.75 0.75 0.50 0.89 0.94 logn scpmi global 0.7 correlation
mult 30 000 0.37 0.75 0.74 0.50 0.89 0.94 logn scpmi global 0.7 correlation
mult 40 000 0.37 0.75 0.74 0.51 0.89 0.94 logn scpmi global 0.7 correlation
mult 50 000 0.37 0.75 0.74 0.50 0.89 0.94 logn scpmi global 0.7 correlation
kron 1 000 0.34 0.65 0.78 0.42 0.89 0.87 1 spmi global 0.7 cos
kron 2 000 0.35 0.68 0.79 0.43 0.89 0.90 1 spmi global 0.7 cos
kron 3 000 0.35 0.69 0.80 0.45 0.93 0.91 1 spmi global 0.7 cos
kron 5 000 0.30 0.68 0.76 0.44 0.86 0.86 1 spmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
kron 10 000 0.30 0.67 0.78 0.43 0.86 0.85 1 spmi 0.75 0.7 inner_product
kron 20 000 0.28 0.73 0.69 0.51 0.89 0.87 logn spmi 0.75 1 inner_product
kron 30 000 0.29 0.73 0.70 0.51 0.89 0.88 logn spmi 0.75 1 inner_product
kron 40 000 0.29 0.73 0.72 0.51 0.89 0.88 logn spmi 0.75 1 inner_product
kron 50 000 0.29 0.73 0.72 0.52 0.82 0.87 logn spmi 0.75 1 inner_product
Table A.10: Universal (operator-dependent) Heuristics selection131
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Figure A.2: Performance of models based on the selection over the average universal performance
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head add mult kron
SimLex999 men KS14 GS11 PhraseRel KS14 GS11 PhraseRel KS14 GS11 PhraseRel
dimensionality discr cds freq neg similarity
1 000 scpmi global 1 0.7 cos 0.33 0.65 0.74 0.32 0.86 0.73 0.44 0.89 0.76 0.43 0.86
2 000 scpmi global 1 0.7 cos 0.35 0.68 0.75 0.29 0.79 0.74 0.45 0.82 0.78 0.44 0.89
3 000 scpmi global 1 0.7 cos 0.35 0.69 0.76 0.29 0.82 0.74 0.48 0.86 0.78 0.47 0.93
5 000 cpmi 1 logn N/A correlation 0.35 0.73 0.78 0.25 0.82 0.75 0.43 0.89
10 000 scpmi global logn 0.7 correlation 0.36 0.73 0.78 0.25 0.79 0.76 0.50 0.89
20 000 cpmi 1 logn N/A correlation 0.37 0.75 0.78 0.24 0.71 0.74 0.44 1.00
30 000 scpmi 1 logn 0.7 correlation 0.37 0.76 0.78 0.17 0.79 0.75 0.48 0.89
40 000 scpmi 1 logn 0.7 correlation 0.37 0.76 0.78 0.17 0.79 0.75 0.49 0.89
50 000 scpmi global logn 0.7 correlation 0.37 0.75 0.76 0.20 0.71 0.74 0.50 0.89
















head add mult kron
SimLex999 men KS14 GS11 PhraseRel KS14 GS11 PhraseRel KS14 GS11 PhraseRel
dimensionality discr cds freq neg similarity
1 000 scpmi global 1 0.7 cos 0.33 0.65 0.74 0.32 0.86 0.73 0.44 0.89 0.76 0.43 0.86
2 000 scpmi global 1 0.7 cos 0.35 0.68 0.75 0.29 0.79 0.74 0.45 0.82 0.78 0.44 0.89
3 000 scpmi global 1 0.7 cos 0.35 0.69 0.76 0.29 0.82 0.74 0.48 0.86 0.78 0.47 0.93
5 000 scpmi global 1 0.7 cos 0.34 0.70 0.75 0.27 0.82 0.74 0.49 0.89
10 000 scpmi global 1 0.7 cos 0.33 0.70 0.74 0.24 0.75 0.75 0.49 0.93
20 000 scpmi global logn 0.7 correlation 0.37 0.75 0.77 0.23 0.75 0.75 0.50 0.89
30 000 scpmi global logn 0.7 correlation 0.37 0.75 0.77 0.22 0.71 0.74 0.50 0.89
40 000 scpmi global logn 0.7 correlation 0.37 0.75 0.77 0.21 0.71 0.74 0.51 0.89
50 000 scpmi global logn 0.7 correlation 0.37 0.75 0.76 0.20 0.71 0.74 0.50 0.89
Table A.12: Single (operator-independent) heuristics selection
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copy-object copy-subject frobenius-add frobenius-mult frobenius-outer relational
selection operator dimensionality freq discr neg cds
single 1 000 1 scpmi 0.7 global 0.60 0.70 0.71 0.69 0.73 0.73
single 2 000 1 scpmi 0.7 global 0.62 0.70 0.72 0.72 0.74 0.74
single 3 000 1 scpmi 0.7 global 0.61 0.71 0.73 0.72 0.75 0.75
universal (max) add 1 000 1 scpmi 1.0 global 0.60 0.74 0.75 0.67 0.74 0.74
universal (max) add 2 000 1 cpmi N/A 1 0.61 0.73 0.75 0.75 0.76 0.76
universal (max) add 3 000 logn cpmi N/A 1 0.62 0.73 0.75 0.71 0.76 0.76
universal (max) mult 1 000 logn spmi 0.7 global 0.60 0.71 0.72 0.68 0.73 0.74
universal (max) mult 2 000 logn spmi 0.2 1 0.61 0.70 0.72 0.69 0.74 0.74
universal (max) mult 3 000 logn spmi 0.7 global 0.62 0.72 0.74 0.71 0.74 0.74
universal (max) kron 1 000 logn spmi 1.0 global 0.60 0.73 0.74 0.66 0.74 0.74
universal (max) kron 2 000 logn scpmi 1.0 global 0.62 0.74 0.75 0.68 0.75 0.75
universal (max) kron 3 000 1 scpmi 1.0 global 0.63 0.73 0.76 0.69 0.77 0.77
universal (heuristics) add 1 000 1 scpmi 0.7 global 0.59 0.72 0.73 0.73 0.74 0.74
universal (heuristics) add 2 000 1 scpmi 0.7 global 0.61 0.72 0.74 0.73 0.75 0.75
universal (heuristics) add 3 000 1 scpmi 0.7 global 0.61 0.72 0.75 0.73 0.75 0.75
universal (heuristics) mult 1 000 1 spmi 0.5 global 0.59 0.71 0.72 0.72 0.73 0.73
universal (heuristics) mult 2 000 1 spmi 0.5 global 0.60 0.72 0.73 0.73 0.74 0.74
universal (heuristics) mult 3 000 1 spmi 0.5 global 0.61 0.71 0.74 0.73 0.74 0.74
universal (heuristics) kron 1 000 1 spmi 0.7 global 0.60 0.71 0.72 0.69 0.73 0.74
universal (heuristics) kron 2 000 1 spmi 0.7 global 0.62 0.72 0.74 0.71 0.74 0.75
universal (heuristics) kron 3 000 1 spmi 0.7 global 0.62 0.71 0.74 0.72 0.74 0.75
















copy-object copy-subject frobenius-add frobenius-mult frobenius-outer relational
selection operator dimensionality freq discr neg cds
single 1 000 1 scpmi 0.7 global 0.16 0.32 0.28 0.23 0.29 0.31
single 2 000 1 scpmi 0.7 global 0.18 0.27 0.25 0.21 0.26 0.27
single 3 000 1 scpmi 0.7 global 0.19 0.26 0.25 0.22 0.26 0.28
universal (max) add 1 000 1 scpmi 1.0 global 0.21 0.38 0.36 0.25 0.37 0.37
universal (max) add 2 000 1 cpmi N/A 1 0.13 0.24 0.21 0.16 0.22 0.24
universal (max) add 3 000 logn cpmi N/A 1 0.15 0.24 0.21 0.18 0.23 0.25
universal (max) mult 1 000 logn spmi 0.7 global 0.17 0.38 0.33 0.25 0.34 0.35
universal (max) mult 2 000 logn spmi 0.2 1 0.18 0.32 0.28 0.23 0.29 0.30
universal (max) mult 3 000 logn spmi 0.7 global 0.20 0.32 0.30 0.25 0.31 0.33
universal (max) kron 1 000 logn spmi N/A global 0.20 0.40 0.37 0.27 0.38 0.39
universal (max) kron 2 000 logn scpmi N/A global 0.24 0.36 0.33 0.27 0.36 0.38
universal (max) kron 3 000 1 scpmi N/A global 0.28 0.34 0.34 0.29 0.36 0.38
universal (heuristics) add 1 000 1 scpmi 0.7 global 0.15 0.32 0.28 0.23 0.29 0.31
universal (heuristics) add 2 000 1 scpmi 0.7 global 0.17 0.28 0.25 0.22 0.26 0.28
universal (heuristics) add 3 000 1 scpmi 0.7 global 0.18 0.27 0.25 0.23 0.26 0.28
universal (heuristics) mult 1 000 1 spmi 0.5 global 0.14 0.32 0.27 0.24 0.27 0.29
universal (heuristics) mult 2 000 1 spmi 0.5 global 0.16 0.28 0.24 0.20 0.26 0.27
universal (heuristics) mult 3 000 1 spmi 0.5 global 0.17 0.27 0.25 0.22 0.26 0.28
universal (heuristics) kron 1 000 1 spmi 0.7 global 0.18 0.35 0.31 0.23 0.33 0.33
universal (heuristics) kron 2 000 1 spmi 0.7 global 0.20 0.30 0.27 0.22 0.30 0.31
universal (heuristics) kron 3 000 1 spmi 0.7 global 0.20 0.30 0.28 0.25 0.30 0.32
















copy-object copy-subject frobenius-add frobenius-mult frobenius-outer relational
selection selection_operator dimensionality freq discr neg cds
single 1 000 1 scpmi 0.7 global 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.57 0.54 0.54
single 2 000 1 scpmi 0.7 global 0.54 0.57 0.57 0.54 0.61 0.61
single 3 000 1 scpmi 0.7 global 0.82 0.82 0.71 0.82 0.82 0.82
universal (max) add 1 000 1 scpmi 1.0 global 0.57 0.64 0.54 0.64 0.57 0.57
universal (max) add 2 000 1 cpmi N/A 1 0.54 0.64 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.57
universal (max) add 3 000 logn cpmi N/A 1 0.79 0.82 0.79 0.86 0.82 0.82
universal (max) mult 1 000 logn spmi 0.7 global 0.57 0.68 0.61 0.61 0.54 0.54
universal (max) mult 2 000 logn spmi 0.2 1 0.54 0.68 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54
universal (max) mult 3 000 logn spmi 0.7 global 0.71 0.64 0.61 0.68 0.68 0.68
universal (max) kron 1 000 logn spmi 1.0 global 0.68 0.71 0.57 0.64 0.54 0.54
universal (max) kron 2 000 logn scpmi 1.0 global 0.61 0.75 0.54 0.57 0.54 0.54
universal (max) kron 3 000 1 scpmi 1.0 global 0.82 0.79 0.82 0.86 0.89 0.89
universal (heuristics) add 1 000 1 scpmi 0.7 global 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.57 0.54 0.54
universal (heuristics) add 2 000 1 scpmi 0.7 global 0.54 0.64 0.57 0.57 0.64 0.64
universal (heuristics) add 3 000 1 scpmi 0.7 global 0.82 0.79 0.75 0.82 0.82 0.82
universal (heuristics) mult 1 000 1 spmi 0.5 global 0.64 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.54 0.54
universal (heuristics) mult 2 000 1 spmi 0.5 global 0.57 0.68 0.61 0.57 0.57 0.57
universal (heuristics) mult 3 000 1 spmi 0.5 global 0.82 0.79 0.71 0.82 0.82 0.82
universal (heuristics) kron 1 000 1 spmi 0.7 global 0.57 0.68 0.54 0.57 0.50 0.50
universal (heuristics) kron 2 000 1 spmi 0.7 global 0.57 0.64 0.64 0.50 0.54 0.54
universal (heuristics) kron 3 000 1 spmi 0.7 global 0.82 0.79 0.79 0.86 0.79 0.79
Table A.15: Frobenius operators on PhraseRel
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Figure A.5: Performance of the categorical operators 140
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